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Considered "the father of the science of human rela-

tions," Elton Mayo was instrumental in the development of

industrial psychology and sociology in America. Unknown

when he arrived in the United States from Australia in 1922,

Mayo, during the next twenty-five years, joined the faculty

at Harvard University as an acclaimed philosopher/critic of

industrial society, participated in the most ambitious exa-

mination of the industrial workplace undertaken by social

scientists, the Hawthorne Studies, and wrote a highly-

praised monograph that examined the human problems of indus-

trial civilization. These efforts led to the pro-

nouncement that he was one of the few social scientists

who held "the key to industrial peace."

Mayo suggested what that key might be in a speculative

essay entitled, "A New Way of Statecraft." Written for an

exclusive audience, the essay revealed Mayo's disillusion-

ment at the failure of democratic politics to maintain

order in the modern industrial world. Mayo believed that

the impending breakdown of society could be avoided only by

administering the medicine prescribed by those trained in

the science of human relations. His psychological



exploration of the Australian working class convinced him

that labor unrest could be understood by examining the

workers' psyches rather than their politics. He insisted,

therefore, that the technocrats of human behavior, not

professional politicians, must be the ones to operate on

society. He called upon the business community, uni-

versities, and philanthropic organizations to assist with

the surgery.

Corporate leaders answered his call. Mayo's concern

about human behavior in the modern industrial world and

management's concern over the future of industrial rela-

tions, found common ground in their support for the develop-

ment of a science of human relations. It is not a coinci-

dence then, that the social sciences developed at a time

when industrial capitalism shifted its energies from organi-

zing material resources to organizing human resources. The

development of modern social science can best be understood,

thus, as a phase of the social history of corporate capita-

lism. The career of Elton Mayo and his attraction to in-

fluential figures like John D. Rockefeller, Jr., provide a

chronological order and interpretive force to understand

this development.
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INTRODUCTION

Two years before the Depression began in America,

William McDougal noted that while Great Britain's economy

suffered from unemployment, strikes, and industrial

stagnation, the United States' economy prospered. The

social psychologist concluded that America's industrial

production, economic well-being, and absence of class

warfare resulted from the "harmonious cooperation between

management and employees." According to McDougal, this

harmony existed because American managers, unlike their

British counterparts, recognized "the importance of the

psychological factors" in the industrial workplace. To

support this assertion, he pointed to the increasing number

of American businesses that employed psychologists to

identify and remove the causes of friction and discontent

that might exist among employees. McDougall added that

American universities cooperated with business to foster

this approach. As an example of this effort, he noted the

recent appointment of Elton Mayo, "distinguished expert in

the field of industrial psychology," to the Harvard School

of Business.1

Considered "the father of the science of human

relations," Elton Mayo was instrumental in the development

of industrial psychology and sociology in America. Unknown

1
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when he arrived in the United States from Australia in 1922,

Mayo, during the next twenty-five years, joined the faculty

at Harvard University as an acclaimed philosopher/critic of

industrial society, participated in the most ambitious

examination of the industrial workplace undertaken by social

scientists, the Hawthorne experiments, and wrote three

highly-praised monographs that examined the human and social

problems of industrial civilization. These efforts led to

the pronouncement, on the eve of his retirement, that he was

one of the few social scientists who held "the key to

industrial peace."2

Shortly before his appointment to Harvard, Mayo

suggested what that key might be in a speculative essay

entitled, "A New Way of Statecraft." Written for an

exclusive audience, the essay revealed Mayo's dis-

illusionment at the failure of democratic politics to

maintain order in the modern industrial world. Mayo

believed that the impending breakdown of society could be

avoided only by administering the medicine prescribed by

those trained in the science of human relations. His

psychological exploration of the Australian working class

convinced him that labor unrest could best be understood by

examining the workers' psyches rather than their politics.

He insisted, therefore, that the technocrats of human

behavior, not professional politicians, must be the ones to

operate on society. He called upon the business community,
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universities, and philanthropic organizations to assist with

the surgery.3

Among those who received copies of Mayo's manuscript

were Beardsley Ruml and John Rockefeller, Jr., the two men

most responsible for his success in America. Their

political and economic influence created the circumstances

that led to his appointment at Harvard, his involvement at

Hawthorne, and the publication of his most famous work,

Human Problems of an Industrial Civilization.

The year of Mayo's arrival in America, Ruml began his

seven year tenure as Director of the Laura Spelman

Rockefeller Memorial, the last of the philanthropic

organizations created by John D. Rockefeller. In early

October 1922 Ruml presented to Memorial trustees a sixty-two

page memorandum which outlined the proposed work of the

organization for the upcoming year. The memorandum was in

reality a call for the Memorial to end its traditional

charitable work and entrust its substantial resources to a

decade-long commitment to social science. The need was

urgent, Ruml concluded, because, "it is becoming more and

more clearly recognized that unless means are found of

meeting the complex social problems that are so rapidly

developing our increasing control of physical forces may

prove increasingly destructive of human values." He argued

that the development of the social sciences would produce,

"the knowledge which in the hands of competent technicians
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may be expected in time to result in substantial social

control." Such control, "would reduce such irrationalities

as are represented by poverty, class conflict, and war

between nations." The trustees agreed. Between 1922 and

1929, the Memorial distributed over forty million dollars to

various academic institutions and private organizations,

including the seed money for the prestiges Social Science

Research Council. Ruml's efforts earned him the distinction

of being considered the founder of the social sciences.4

The year of Mayo's arrival also coincided with the

appearance of John D. Rockefeller, Jr.'s book, Personal

Relations In Industry. The book was the culmination of a

decade-long concern about industrial relations, provoked by

his appearance before the Industrial Relations Commission in

1912 and the negative publicity generated by the strikes at

the Rockefeller owned Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, events

which included the infamous "Ludlow Massacre". Under the

tutelage of Mackenzie King, a noted expert in industrial

relations in his native Canada, and Ivy Lee, the first

modern public relations advisor, Rockefeller, Jr. changed

his image from that of the son of a robber baron to that of

an industrial statesman. By 1922, King was Prime Minister

of Canada, Lee was in charge of a growing public relations

enterprise, and Rockefeller, Jr. was secure in his role as a

progressive philanthropist. Although he had long ago sep-

arated himself from his father's business interests years
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before, Rockefeller, Jr.'s concern about the class conflict

that affected the industrial workplace did not lessen during

the 1920s. His commitment to improving industrial relations

led to his financing the creation of the labor management

concern, Industrial Relations Counselors, Inc., which

originated in the offices of his legal counselors, Curtis,

Fosdick and Belknap, the month Mayo arrived in America.5

Raymond Fosdick, a Memorial trustee who became

President of the Rockefeller Foundation in 1936, served with

Ruml on the Committee on Benevolences, established in 1919

by Rockefeller, Jr. The committee met to assist in the

matter of distributing monies that originated directly from

the pockets of the philanthropist and not from those of the

family's foundations. The salary for Mayo's first job, a

research associate position at the Wharton School of Finance

at Philadelphia, resulted from this committee's recommenda-

tion. "A New Way Of Statecraft," written at Ruml's request,

convinced the committee and Rockefeller, Jr. of the

importance of Mayo's work and guaranteed the monies that

enabled Mayo to continue to remain in America.6

Although vastly different in background and training,

the three men had in common the experience of belonging to a

unique generation, the last to know a country where the

majority made their living from the land and the first to

feel the full impact of modernization, with the emergence of

large scale organizations that dominated the political,
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economic, and social arrangements of the country. But the

arrival of huge bureaucratic organizations where final

authority rests on top, conflicted with a political system

in which final authority rests below.

This conflict was most apparent in the transformation

of the industrial workplace where the sheer pace of change

compressed and exasperated social tensions and exposed a

growing antagonism between employee and employer, manifested

by violent strikes, absenteeism, and cycles of job turnover.

Entrenched traditions and institutional restraints, like the

church and family, which normally moderated the changes that

affected society, were swept aside by the currents powered

by technology, science, and corporatism. Especially

concerned about these events were the new corporate leaders

who inherited the unsolved problems of labor unrest that

affected, but little concerned, the hero of the late

nineteenth century, the industrial entrepreneur. Between

1865 and 1910, the business community all but ignored the

labor force which assisted in building the modern industrial

state, concentrating their efforts instead on organizing the

material and financial resources needed to create the modern

corporation. But the second generation of business leaders

believed that the labor force could no longer be ignored. In

1923 the American Management Review concluded that, "the day

when American management can afford to treat the human

factor as 'taken for granted' has gone by and today emphasis
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must be laid on the human factor in commerce and industry

and one must apply to it the same careful study that has

been given during the last few decades to material and

machinery." The journal called for a new ideology of

management which would lessen the tensions of the workplace

and increase the cooperation of the workers. The corporate

hero of the 1920s, then, was the individual who could create

social cohesion and consensus among employees.

Also concerned by the lack of social cohesion evidenced

in industrial America were young academicians. They joined

in the call for a new ideology of management and administra-

tion, especially members of the young disciplines of

industrial psychology, sociology, and applied anthropology.

Greatly influenced by the works of Sigmund Freud, Thorstein

Veblen, the behaviorism of John Watson, and theories of

crowd psychology, these social scientists, Mayo and Ruml

among them, believed that a science of human relations would

reveal the key to the hidden impulses of human behavior.

Once identified, these impulses could be predicted and thus

controlled. Order and harmony would be restored to society

through their scientific efforts. The promise of social

control attracted the support of the business community, who

eagerly embraced the notion that labor unrest had less to do

with conditions in the workplace and more to do with the

conditions of the worker's mind.

The social scientists' concern about human behavior in
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the modern industrial world and management's concern over

the future of industrial relations, found common ground in

their support for the development of a science of human

relations. It is not a coincidence then, that the social

sciences developed at a time when industrial capitalism

shifted its energies from organizing material resources to

organizing human resources. The development of modern

social science can best be understood, thus, as a phase of

the social history of corporate capitalism. The career of

Elton Mayo and his attraction to influential figures like

Beardsley Ruml and John Rockefeller, Jr. provide a

chronological order and interpretive force to understand

this development.

While philosophers may restrict their studies to the

best minds of an age, historians must consider the

representative minds of an era, which may well be the second

best minds of the time. The best minds may surpass the

boundaries of time and space. The second best minds,

however, are captives of their age and, as a result, provide

a more accurate reflection of the times of their lives.

Elton Mayo falls into this category. Not a great mind, but

a reader of great minds, Mayo's career was an attempt to put

into practice the suggestions and conclusions drawn from

those he read. That Mayo's efforts in this attempt resulted

in an overnight success in America, applauded by an audience

composed of young academic entrepreneurs and self-
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proclaimed progressive business executives, suggests much

about the status of the social sciences in the 1920s and

their relationship with the American gentry which

financed their success.

Mayo and his colleagues became cultural heroes for the

business community because of their self-proclaimed ability

to create and preserve order in a disorderly society, and to

do so as detached scientific observers who had no political

agenda to fulfill. Thus, in his 1934 essay, "Don't Shoot

the Professors," Jonathan Mitchell accurately perceived that

the social scientist was the closest American substitute for

the landowning classes recruited by Great Britain and

Prussia to create a disinterested civil service.8 Mitchell

failed to note, however, that in America, social scientists

were not public servants who served at the behest of the

community but the private employees of a self-proclaimed

elite. Neither were they a disinterested party, for they

shared a consciousness of purpose with their employers. The

concern for order, harmony, and community appeared as

frequently in academic journals as it did in business

magazines. In addition, and most important, was their

emphasis that the problems of society did not originate with

the industrial machine but with society's failure to adapt

to the rapid process of modernization which had occurred

over the last twenty-five years. This conclusion reassured

corporate leaders that this group of reformers were not
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socialists who might call for the dismantling of their

industrial organization. Because they were not perceived as

threats, businesses allowed their workplaces to become the

sites for social science experiments in developing new

methods of industrial relations. The monies for these

experiments originated from philanthropic organizations,

especially the Memorial and, in the 1930s, the Rockefeller

Foundation. The lure of philanthropic money, necessary for

the development of a science of human of relations, narrowed

the intellectual discourse among social scientists. Mayo,

Ruml, and their associates accepted the corporate necessity

of organizing society along functional and occupational

lines. They did not publicly suggest that this new way of

organizing human relationships was unnecessary, unjust, or

undemocratic; instead, they accepted the values of those who

believed the organization to be the most efficient method of

maintaining the stability needed in the modern industrial

state.

In his Prisoner's Notebooks, Italian activist and

political philosopher Antonio Gramsci stressed the

importance of shared values in maintaining class domination.

For Gramsci, dominant social groups maintain power not

through force alone but through sustaining their cultural

hegemony, winning the spontaneous loyalty of subordinate

groups to a common set of values and attitudes. Ideas do

not originate or evolve in a vacuum, Gramsci argued, but are
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born in a historical community, susceptible to the same

forces that affect any new item in the marketplace:

theoretical skill, money, and their status within the

professional community.9

Mayo, Ruml, and their colleagues recognized that their

position in the community was tenuous. As members of a new

class, professionals, and of new unproven disciplines, they

were aware of their separation from both the traditional

academic world and the society they sought to serve. In the

words of C. Wright Mills, they were "new entrepreneurs,"

academicians who furthered their university status by their

work outside the walls of academe.1 Unlike more

traditional fields, philosophy for example, the new social

sciences developed a relationship through professional tasks

and social contacts with private and public power. The

basis of this relationship was the understanding that their

expertise would not be used to disturb the dominant cultural

values deemed important by corporate leaders.

Thus, although they claimed to speak for society as a

whole, social scientists represented particular, not

universal, values. Meaning was not discovered through

objective observation, but was imposed for specific

purposes. They did not seek to uncover the richness of

experience but a way to reduce that experience and order it.

The development of new social sciences like industrial

psychology and sociology proved to be highly personal and
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passion-filled, ingredients which do not lend themselves to

objectivism. Mayo's career, then, epitomizes the problems

which have haunted social scientists in this century: the

ascent of causal knowledge over statistical fact and the

emergence of high theory disguised as factual conclusion.

"A New Way of Statecraft" had little scientific basis but

found support among American businesses because Mayo, like

so many social scientists of the day, promised that his

scientific skill could manufacture consent from those who

had little economic power for those who did.

Surprisingly, Mayo's career has only recently received

the attention of scholars. In 1960, Loren Baritz's The

Servants of Power provided the first sketch of Mayo's career

before his involvement in the famous Hawthorne

experiments.12 Baritz, however, did not have access to

relevant material in the papers of the Laura Spelman

Rockefeller Memorial. That same year, Lyndale F. Urwick's

The Life and Times of Elton Mayo appeared.13 Urwick's

monograph is the publication of a thirty-five page paper he

presented at the Twelfth International Management Congress

in Melbourne. A management specialist, Urwick promoted Mayo

as a pioneer in management studies. Unfortunately, this

biographical sketch is nothing more than a promotional

vehicle for industrial relations firms, and in addition,

contains a number of factual errors about Mayo's career. In

1977 Mayo's student, F. J. Roethlisberger, published his
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autobiography, The Elusive Phenomena.14 Roethlisberger's

comments about his former mentor, however, are personal in

nature and defensive in tone, reducing the scholarly value

of his reminiscences. Between 1977 and 1983 British

sociologist Martin Bulmer published three articles that

noted Mayo's work. Only one, "Support for Sociology in the

1920s: The Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial and the

Beginnings of Modern Large Scale Sociological Research in

the United States," provides information which adds to an

understanding of Mayo's career.15 In 1983 Mayo's daughter,

Gael Elton Mayo, published her autobiography, The Mad

.16Mosaic. In this romanticized telling of her life, Gael

Mayo provides insights about her father's personality, but

little else. The only full scale account of Mayo's life

appeared in 1984. Richard Trahair's The Humanist Temper

cleared up confusion about Mayo's early academic career.1 7

Unfortunately, Trahair, a trained psychologist, presented a

psychological portrait of Mayo, but failed to present Mayo

the social scientist. The dramatic story of the growth and

influence of the social sciences in the 1920s received

little attention. As a result, Mayo's work was not placed

in a historical context, and thus his "humanist temper" not

explained. Steven Rudy Ekovich's 1984 dissertation, "The

Enigma of Productivity: Elton Mayo and The Origins of

American Industrial Sociology," does attempt to explain

Mayo's philosophical temper. As Ekovich notes in his
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introduction, however, his intellectual biography relies on

Mayo's writings, and as a result, fails to exploit the

primary sources needed to explore the economic and political

network which sustained his career in America. That network

does receive attention in Richard Gillespie's 1985

dissertation, "Manufacturing Knowledge: A History of The

Hawthorne Experiments."1 9 Gillespie's manuscript is the

first to thoroughly investigate the Hawthorne experiments.

His examination exposes many of the false claims that

participants made for the nine-year study. Although Mayo is

a prominent figure in Gillespie's work, his focus is on the

origin and development of the Hawthorne project and not

Mayo's career or relationship outside the Chicago assembly

plant.

Although these works fail to explain adequately the

career and influence of Elton Mayo, the publications

demonstrate the growing reputation of Mayo's importance as a

historical figure in the history of twentieth century social

science. That history necessitates a discussion of the two

public figures most responsible for the financial and

political support required to develop a new way of

statecraft. Those two men are Beardsley Ruml and John

Rockefeller, Jr. Ruml has received little attention from

scholars. Martin and Joan Bulmer's 1981 article,

"Philanthropy and Social Science in the 1920s: Beardsley

Ruml and the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial," and Martin
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Bulmer's 1982 examination of the "Support for Sociology,"

previously mentioned, remain the only extensive scholarly

profiles of the social scientist.20 The list of monographs

which examine the career of Rockefeller, Jr., on the other

hand, continues to grow. Few of these works, however,

discuss his role as a philanthropist for the social

sciences. In their 1976 book, The Rockefellers: An American

Dynasty, Peter Collier and David Horowitz do examine his

support of the social sciences in the 1920s.21 Their

discussion, however, is brief and fragmented, as they devote

only a total of twenty-five pages out of the manuscript's

746 to the topic. The Rockefeller Century by John Ensor

Harr and Peter J. Johnson provide more space to the topic,

in part to counter Collier's and Horowitz's attack on the

Rockefeller reputation.22 Their defense, in part, can be

explained by the fact that both authors are former employees

of either Rockefeller, Jr. or the foundation, and their

analysis reflects this relationship. Only H.M. Gitelman's

Legacy of the Ludlow Massacre: A Chapter in American

Industrial Relations fully explores Rockefeller, Jr.'s

interest in using philanthropic monies to support social

science research in the field of industrial relations.2 3

His monograph, however, ends the year Elton Mayo arrived in

America and Beardsley Ruml became director of the Memorial.

Thus, an examination of Mayo's career before his involvement

with the Hawthorne experiments and the reasons for his
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attraction to Ruml and Rockefeller, Jr. remain unexplored.

This dissertation, based on archival research at the

Rockefeller Foundation and the Baker Library at Harvard

University, where the papers of Elton Mayo reside, combined

with a thorough reading of business literature and social

science journals for a twenty-five year period, presents

that story, and in the process, the story of the development

of the social sciences in America between 1920 and 1940.
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CHAPTER 1

THE ENDING OF CHILDHOOD: NEVER GLAD
CONFIDENT MORNING AGAIN

Born in the latter part of the nineteenth century,

Elton Mayo was part of that curious generation who were

acutely aware of living during a time of significant

change. In 1942, in one of his last lectures presented to

the students of Harvard University, Mayo reminisced that,

"in a small town in Australia a young man would grow up in

the midst of helpful relations and would have no difficulty

in finding his place in the community and choosing his

career." He added that, unfortunately, "time has

successfully removed all of the helpful relations which aid

an individual; the class relations which trained a man and

helped him to collaborate with others." He lamented that

while industrialization had advanced society's technical

skills, it had done so at the expense of the social skills

needed to maintain harmonious relations within the

community. He concluded, therefore, "we can no longer, as

in the Victorian era, take it for granted that when one

reaches the age of twenty-one he has attained all of the

social skills he needs."2 The remarks, made seven years

before his death, reflect a sentiment that Mayo made public

during his first year as a teacher at the University of

21
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Queensland in 1911, a nostalgia for a past; a past, however,

which Mayo never experienced.

Born the day after Christmas in 1880 at Adelaide,

Australia, George Elton Mayo was the second child and eldest

son of George Gibbes and Henrietta May Donaldson Mayo.3

Mayo's grandfather, Dr. George Mayo, was a principle figure

in the development of the capital city of South Australia.4

Conceived as a utopian vision, Adelaide's origins began with

the passage of the South Australia Act of 1834 which

approved the foundation of a special colony that would

harbor no convicts, and no alcohol, and thus would provide

an alternative to the prison colony which Australia

had become. Immigrants would be screened for sobriety,

savings, and morals. The colony's founder, Colonel William

Light, was an advocate of the English utopian Robert Owen.

He hoped to create a city that would attract those persons

who "aspire to improve their conditions, or to keep their

places in society after the struggle has become hopeless in

the old world." 5 Light located the colonial capital, named

for Queen Adelaide, wife of William IV, near the banks of

the Torens River on the eastern side of Gulf St. Vincent.

The city's newspaper, the South Australian Record, devoted

its first editorials to remind its readers that the

establishment of Adelaide "was the first act in realizing

the dream of the philanthropist, the emigrant, and the

ambitious commercialist who, like Alexander, found the
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civilized world too small for their activity and their

desires." 6 Compared to other Australian cities, Adelaide

was indeed a haven for those who arrived from Victorian

England. The capital had more schools and churches per

capita than its sister cities. In addition, the town

provided its residents with the University of Adelaide,

created in 1874, a Mechanic's Institute, a Natural History

Society, an Agricultural Society, and a Theater Society.

Interspersed among the buildings which housed these

institutions were seven botanical gardens that attracted the

attention of such prominent figures as Frederick Law

Olmstead, architect of Central Park. The town was also the

first colonial capital to have local government; voters

created a city council form of government on August 19,

1846.7

By the year of Mayo's birth, Adelaide's reputation as a

"happy utopia" appeared in the travelogues of such prominent

writers as Anthony Trollope, R.E.N. Twopenny, and Sidney and

Beatrice Webb. These writers not only admired the

"pastoral" setting of Adelaide but the social cooperation,

political organization, and social planning they discovered

there. In addition, British visitors noted that Adelaide

was thoroughly Victorian in sentiment and attitude and

provided evidence of the success of the Protestant Ethic.

The Fabian reformers, Sidney and Beatrice Webb, applauded

the liberal, democratic, and egalitarian character of the
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population and concluded that its success, in part, was a

result of "its absence of conscious industrialism."8

Elton Mayo, however, never experienced Adelaide as

a utopian, pastoral village. In 1880, the year of his

birth, Adelaide's existence as an isolated agricultural

community, imuned from the economic and political problems

that affected the rest of the continent, ended. That year

began the first of a series of depressions which would

appear each decade for the next forty years Adelaide's

physical isolation ended in 1888 when a rail line connecting

the town with the colonial capitals of Sydney, Melbourne,

and Bristol, reached the city. The railroad established the

town as an important commercial center and acted as a

catalyst for a dramatic increase in the town's population,

increasing the number of residents from 72,794 in 1880 to

162,000 by 1900.10 The railroad also brought union

organizers to Adelaide. Miners and transport workers were

the first to be organized. Agricultural laborers joined

them. Farms in South Australia were the size of plantations

and were run much like the factories of northeast America.

This, in part, may explain why, unlike America, Australian

farmers and industrial workers worked in unison to protect

their interests. A banking crisis in 1893 increased union

membership and created popular support for the United Labour

Party of South Australia, founded the year before.1 By the

turn of the century, unions were such a political force in
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Adelaide, that during the next two decades, their voice

could not be ignored by those seeking public office. Mark

Twain visited the capital in the late 1890s and noted this

fact in his journal. "The workingman is a great power

everywhere in Australia, but South Australia is his

paradise. For in South Australia the workingman is

sovereign, his voice is the desire of the politician, indeed

it is the very breath of the politician's being." 1 2  Between

the mid-1890s and 1920, as economic problems grew, labor

militancy increased, ending the cooperative spirit which had

characterized Adelaide's first decades. As one contemporary

noted, the turn of the century for Adelaide was "like the

ending of childhood, never glad confident morning again."13

Mayo's childhood and early adulthood, then, were not

spent in a small village untouched by "conscious

industrialism," where a sense of community created a co-

operative spirit that prepared young men with the experience

and social skills needed for adulthood. Nor did the "happy

utopia" provide "helpful relations" to assist Mayo in

choosing a career. The transformation of Adelaide from a

pastoral village to an industrial urban, center did shape

Mayo's attitude toward politics and labor, but his public

involvement with these issues did not occur until after his

thirtieth birthday. Until the age of thirty, Mayo struggled

in both his personal and social relationships, a struggle

magnified by the seemingly easy success of his brothers and
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sisters.

Elton Mayo was one of seven children and although

his father failed to attain the financial and social status

of his grandfather, George Mayo's success as a real estate

agent and property owner in Adelaide allowed him to provide

a comfortable home for his family. Mayo's mother, who

everyone called "Hetty," was the daughter of a schoolmaster

and provided the children with a warm, supportive

environment which stressed the Victorian moral code and

emphasized education as the key for personal success.14

Hetty expected much from her children, and they did not

disappoint her. Helen, the eldest child, became Adelaide's

most distinguished doctor and the first woman university

counselor in Australia. Her sister, Mary Penelope,

published a popular biography of the town's founder, Colonel

William Light. Mayo's brother, Herbert, established himself

as one of the best legal minds on the continent, which led

to his appointment as a member of the Adelaide Supreme

Court, as well as a knighthood. The youngest child, John

Cristian, was a leading specialist in cancer research.15

Although he rarely made mention of it, the success

of his siblings and the death of his mother long before he

established a name for himself shadowed Mayo throughout his

life. In 1938, he wrote to his daughter, Gael, "I think I

told you about my fantasy, that I should like to meet my

father and grandfather in the happy hunting grounds and
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compare and discuss experiences with them." In her

autobiography, Gael noted how often during family

conversations her aunts and uncles described her father as

"the exceptional one, the outstanding one,and in many ways

the misfit."1 6 At first, however, Mayo promised to follow

the path established by his sister, Helen, and fulfill his

parents' request to become a doctor. At the age of

fourteen, he won the St. Peter's College Westmister

Classical Scholarship. In 1899, shortly after completing

the two year classical curriculum at the academy, Mayo

entered the University of Adelaide to study medicine.

Within the first few months of school, however, Mayo's

interest in classwork declined to such an extent that he

spent more time in town than in class. His relationships

with teachers and fellow students were distant and

difficult. His difficulty with his classmates can be

explained in part by the emphasis the college placed on team

sports. Mayo was a slight, freckle-faced five-foot seven

inches. His weight never exceeded one-hundred twenty-five

pounds, and he suffered from exceedingly dry, pale skin that

burned easily. Thus, he avoided such popular sports as

cricket, rugby, and soccer and, as a result, failed to

establish himself as one of the "boys" instead seeking

companionship outside the grounds of the university.1 7

Mayo's distaste for the discipline required to

succeed in college resulted in his failure to pass the
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qualifying exams held in 1901. Hetty did not hide her

disappointment, nor, did she fail to remind her son of the

shame he brought to the Mayo name. Convinced that it was

Mayo's new-found companions who caused his failure, Hetty

and George decided that a new environment would produce the

doctor they desired. In the summer of 1901, the family sent

Mayo to Scotland and that September he enrolled at the

University of Edinburgh. A new environment, however, did

not produce new results. Again, Mayo failed to sustain the

grades necessary to remain in school. His parents made one

last attempt. In April, 1903, their son enrolled at the

small medical school at Saint George's Hospital at London.

Mayo stayed at the home of a relative, Colonel Charles Mayo,

at Grove Park. At this point, Mayo's interest in medicine

was all but non-existent. In December, he wrote home and

finally revealed the truth; he did not and could not become

a doctor. Although disappointed, his father accepted the

decision and offered to supply him with a small monthly

allowance while Mayo searched for a position. Unsuccessful

in finding employment in London, in the winter of 1903 he

accepted position with the Ashanti Mining Company in

Obuassi, West Africa. Although years later he described his

trip to Africa as a diamond-hunting adventure, in truth,

Mayo worked as a clerk and then for only six months, as he

contracted dengue fever, and the company returned him to

England to recover.1 8
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Mayo returned to his temporary home in Grove Park in

March, 1904. A month later, Colonel Mayo suggested that he

leave. The problem was Mayo's behavior and attitude. He

did not look for work, stayed up late, never rose before

eleven each morning, and refused all advice about the

management of his affairs. Fortunately for Mayo, his sister

was in London preparing to enroll at the School of Tropical

Medicine. She found him quarters close to the college and

provided the emotional support he needed. They spent nearly

every evening and weekend together throughout the summer.

Helen listened patiently while Mayo described what was

clearly, to her, a prolonged case of melancholy. Although

sympathetic to her brother's position, Helen insisted that

he find employment. Mayo surprised her by announcing that

he planned to be a free-lance writer. 19

Mayo did manage to have a few articles published

in London newspapers during the summer. The articles were

one to two columns in length and described his reaction to

the political events taking place in Australia. His first

article appeared a month after the first Labour Government

came to power on the continent. In April 1904 a political

coalition broke down, which allowed the Australian Labour

Party to form a new government. In "The Australian Crisis,"

published in the Pall Mall Gazette on May 12, Mayo warned

British readers of the "grave significance" of Labour's

success and the "great anxiety" the election caused among
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Australians. He accused the party of creating a financial

burden which the nation could not sustain, mentioning

legislation for an old-age pension plan, a special land tax,

and the introduction of state-controlled industries. Mayo

attacked the party, not so much because he disagreed with

its Socialist ideology, which he did, but because the

party's leaders, "pot-house orators," emphasized selfishness

and class hatred. He complained that "ignorant men may be

led by their intellectual superiors, the insufficiently

educated, particularly when a large majority has entire

control of affairs, are obstinately self-opinionated, and as

such, are a distinct menace to the social well-being of the

community." In addition, Mayo argued that class politics

might lead to "mob behavior," the reduction of individuals

"to the level of the common herd."2 0

The phrases "mob behavior" and "common herd" were not

casual choices for Mayo. While in London, Mayo followed the

public debate among reformers and academicians over the

concept of crowd psychology. The catalyst for this debate

was the publication in 1895 of French criminologist Gustave

Le Bon's The Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind. One of the

best-selling scientific books of the period, within three

quarters of a century it was reprinted forty-five times and

in sixteen languages, Le Bon argued that the modern world

was an "era of crowds" where the "substitution of the

unconscious action of crowds for the conscious activity of
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individuals is one of the principle characteristics." He

warned of the easy political domination of the crowd,

arguing that physical gatherings generated an irresistible

"contagion" of emotions which led to the dilution of

personalities into a suggestible and vicious "crowd mind."

As examples, Le Bon pointed to the spectators at the

guillotine in 1793 and the proletarian revolutions of 1848

and 1871. These examples of herd mentality implied that

violence on a large scale would be the fate of the modern

world unless society developed methods to control this

irrational behavior. But control would be easier than

imagined, he concluded, because the masses were, according

to Le Bon, fundamentally conservative and desired strong

leadership. The successful political leader in the modern

world, Le Bon concluded, was the politician who acquired " a

knowledge of the psychology of crowds." 2 1

The disappearance of the individual into the crowd

attracted the attention of British scientists William

McDougall, Wilfred Trotter, and Graham Wallas.22 Between

1895 and the beginning of World War I, these pioneers in

social psychology explored a new line of research which

analyzed the relationship between psychology, politics, and

society. They argued that a comprehensive study of society

must include an explanation of the psychological forces

affecting thinking and behavior. This study would include

an evaluation of mass behavior through a systematic
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physiological sociology. Their initial conclusions were

made public while Mayo was in London. Like Le Bon, the

three men believed that mass democracy threatened social

stability and, thus, they urged that the educated elite, the

rational few, must control the mindless many for their own

good.23 Trotter called for a "scientific statecraft" which

might halt "the dreary oscillation between progress 
and

relapse which has been so ominous a feature in human

history."24 McDougall believed that social psychology, as

he understood it, was clearly to develop "an understanding

of, and power of control over, the behavior of men."
2 5

Wallas agreed. In the introduction to The Great Society

(1914), he explained that the purpose of the book 
was to

provide a bridge between science and politics in order 
to

bring the data of psychological laboratories "into 
touch

with the actual problems of present civivlized life."
2 6

Mayo's exposure to crowd psychology created a life-long

interest in irrational behavior, social stability, and the

democratic process. The interplay between the three

fascinated Mayo during the summer of 1904. The beginning of

Helen's classes, however, interrupted his reading in social

psychology and returned him to the melancholy he suffered in

the spring. His sister no longer had time for evening and

weekend conversations. Mayo's brief career as a free-lance

writer ended about the same time, largely because he found

writing difficult and failed to develop the discipline
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needed to write on deadline. Once again he was alone,

unemployed, and dependent upon family funds.
27

Mayo's melancholy ended in early September. While out

for a walk he passed a three-story house at 46 Great Ormond

Street, where a hand-painted sign announced that the

building was the home of the Working Men's College. Begun

in 1854 under the leadership of F. D. Maurice, a prominent

theologian, the college's goal was to offer the working

class an opportunity for a liberal arts education stressing

Christian fellowship and Fabian reform. A financial crisis

forced a reorganization of the school in the late 1870s.

Between 1884 and 1902, under the leadership of noted London

businessmen George Tansley, the college de-emphasized

Christian socialism and social reform and returned the

classes to a more traditional curriculum.28 Always under-

financed, the school relied on volunteers to conduct

classes. Because of a shortage of teachers in London that

fall, the college advertised that a number of positions

remained opened. Thus, although he held no college degree,

the school accepted Mayo's application to teach an advanced

course in English grammar.29

Even though Mayo's relationship with the college was

brief, and he received no pay for his work, the time he

spent at the Working Men's College was the most memorable

part of his stay in London. In large part, this was due to

his success with his students in and outside the classroom.
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Class met each Thursday evening between eight and ten, but

Mayo spent a considerable amount of time at the school's

library and the Old Student's Club, where, for the first

time since he had been in London, he developed a number of

friends. While at the college Mayo also demonstrated for

the first time a talent which colleagues and students

admired throughout his career, a facility for establishing

intimate relations with those he met, especially among the

working class. In 1922, in a letter to his wife, Mayo

remembered how he was "immediately taken into the confidence

of the workers themselves." Mayo's politics did not seem to

disturb his relationship with the workers. For example, he

participated in the school Debating Society's forum on the

recent loss of power by the Labour Party of Australia. Mayo

argued in favor of the statement, "This house welcomes the

recent downfall of the Labour Ministry in Australia." In

late October, because of his success with the students, Mayo

was one of the few volunteers invited to sit at the table of

the founder's son, C. Edmund Maurice, during the college's

jubilee dinner.30 This honor was not, however, what Mayo

remembered most about his days at the Working Men's College.

The event which occurred while he was a teacher at the

college and which greatly influenced Mayo, was his

relationship with a young factory worker, whom staff members

described as a trouble maker. The student, who was a member

of a Socialist organization, refused to follow orders from
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his supervisors and regularly gave anti-capitalistic

speeches while on the job and in the classroom. Because of

Mayo's ability to befriend the students, the college asked

him to have a talk with the man. After speaking to the

worker a number of times, Mayo discovered that he came from

a broken home. His father was a alcoholic who periodically

beat his wife. The son refused to confront his father,

because he feared that his mother would suffer another

beating while he was away. Mayo convinced the young man

that he was transferring his hatred for his father to his

supervisor and that his inability to deal with this domestic

problem, led him to join organizations which promised him

the power he did not have at home. Mayo pointed out that

his dislike for his boss and capitalism was irrational, for

it was not the political or economic system that troubled

him, but his drunken father and battered mother. The

factory worker accepted this analysis and returned to work,

becoming, according to Mayo, a model employee. During the

next forty years, Mayo's success with the young factory

worker appeared in his articles, books, and speeches. He

repeated the story often, because this experience convinced

Mayo that the study of irrational obsessive behavior was the

key to understanding the unrest that characterized twentieth

century society.3 1

Mayo taught at the Working Men's College from September

9 to December 17. When classes ended, the students and
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staff returned to their homes, and the college closed its

doors for the holidays. Mayo was again alone, unemployed,

and dependent upon the family allowance. In addition, his

birthday was fast approaching; he would be twenty-five, an

age by which most men had decided upon and begun their

careers. Again, he sunk into melancholia. Helen was in

Dublin and unavailable to lend a sympathetic ear or extend

emotional support. Mayo grew restless and decided that

London offered no immediate opportunities. Mayo wrote to

his sister, telling her of his intention to travel to

Canada. Earlier that year, Canada's Deputy Minister of the

Interior, James A. Smart, visited London where he announced

that his country's industrial expansion would rival that of

the United States, emphasizing that job opportunities would

be plentiful for enterprising young men. Helen persuaded

her brother that to travel to a foreign country with no

money and little chance of employment was foolish, when he

could go home, where his family and friends awaited him.

Mayo agreed. Helen advanced him money for the fare and

expenses and on January 5, 1905 he left for Australia.32

Mayo arrived home in early February. His parents were

happy to see him but his welcome home did not extend much

beyond the family. Mayo's failure at medicine, combined

with the success of Helen and Herbert, resulted in family

friends ostracizing him. Years later, he remembered that

"everyone" was "pointing the finger of scorn or else
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disregarding me." 3 3 Still undecided about a career, Mayo's

father took steps to seek respectable employment for his

son. George Mayo acquired a partnership for him with George

W. Jacobs in the printing firm of J. H. Sherrington and

Company. Mayo's career in private business lasted five

years, from 1905 to 1910. The printing firm received his

full attention for only the first two years of his

partnership, however, for in 1907 Mayo returned to school.3 4

Mayo's enrollment at the University of Adelaide was a

result of his meeting William Mitchell, Professor of English

Language and Literature and Mental and Moral Philosophy.

Originally from Scotland, Mitchell left his position with

University College of London in 1894, emigrating to

Australia upon the advice of doctors because of his severe

case of tuberculosis. At the University of Adelaide, he

held the Hughes Chair of Philosophy. In 1916, he became

vice-chancellor of the University and chancellor of the

college in 1942. In 1927, he was knighted for his

contributions to the University. Upon his arrival at

Adelaide, Mitchell quickly established himself as one of the

leading intellectual and educational leaders of the

continent. In one of his first public addresses, Mitchell

argued that a university was not merely a method for

"getting on" with one's career, but should be "the

foundation of an intellectual, an aesthetic, and of a moral

character." He added, that to accomplish this goal a
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university education should develop a student's analytical

and critical abilities.3 5 Mayo's interest in psychology and

his knowledge of the works of such figures as Trotter,

McDougall, and Wallas impressed Mithcell, who gave him a

copy of his new book, Structure and Growth of the Mind. An

extended essay on the importance of the new field of

academic psychology and its role in understanding the "body-

mind problem," Mitchell's work argued that psychology "was

the proper introduction to philosophy," because the

discipline dealt with the complexity of mental sensations at

the conscious and unconscious level.36 Mayo's discussions

with Mitchell renewed his interest in classwork. Noting

Mayo's dissatisfaction with the business world, Mitchell

encouraged him to return to school to pursue a degree in

philosophy. Mayo did so, explaining his decision, later, by

stating simply, "Mitchell could answer my questions."37

Unlike his previous experience with university life,

Mayo now gave his full attention to his studies. He devoted

so much time to his classes that in 1910 he relinquished his

partnership in the printing firm. Upon the completion of

his first year, Mayo, along with fellow student Eirene M.

Williams, received the Roby Fletcher Prize, awarded annually

to the best undergraduate and graduate students in

psychology. Mayo's success in class paralleled his success

in the social life of the college. Mayo participated in

several debates sponsored by the school's Pickwick Club, was
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a member of the University's Arts Association, worked with

the college's theater group, published articles in the

school's newspaper, and attended a number of socials

sponsored by the university. In 1911, Mayo completed his

undergraduate thesis, "The Criteria of Social Progress"

which won the David Murray Award for meritorious

scholarship. He was graduated from the University of

Adelaide that year with a Bachelor of Arts degree in

Philosophy. At about the same time, the Senate of the newly

established University of Queensland advertised for a

foundation lectureship in logic, psychology, and ethics.

Mitchell encouraged Mayo to apply and he wrote a letter of

recommendation. On the strength of Mitchell's endorsement,

Mayo, in April, accepted the University's invitation to join

the faculty and he left for his first academic position in

Brisbane, Queensland. 38
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CHAPTER 2

DEMOCRACY AND FREEDOM

Unlike the planned community of Adelaide, Brisbane's

origins more closely resembled those of other Australian

cities. Established as an administrative center for the

penal colony of New South Wales by the city's namesake,

Thomas Brisbane, the Governor of the colony, colonial

officials believed the town's location was an ideal site.

Located in the "Deep North" of Australia, 450 miles north of

Sydney, the authorities felt that Brisbane's isolation would

minimize thoughts of prison escapes. Organized in the

winter of 1825, Brisbane quickly established a reputation

among convicts for its intense heat, harsh treatment by

colonial officials, conflicts with Aborigines, and spartan

living conditions. Convicts served as a slave labor force

for land owners until the early 1850s when a national

movement ended the system. At the end of the decade, the

government in Sydney decided to divide the huge geographic

area of New South Wales into two political districts. On

June 6, 1859, Queensland, named at the suggestion of Queen

Victoria, became an independent colony with Brisbane as its

capital.1

The colonial capital had a population of just over

five thousand in 1860. By 1911, that figure had surpassed

45
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139,000. The rapid increase was a result of gold strikes in

the latter part of the nineteenth century and the emergence

of the city as an important trade center. The city's

economic success was a consequence of its proximity to the

Brisbane River, the largest commercial river in North

Australia, and the completion of a railroad network that

connected the city with the country's other colonial

capitals.2

Although city officials boasted of the capital's rapid

growth, they were sensitive to the stigma of Brisbane's

recent past as headquarters of a penal colony and criticism

that it lacked the intellectual atmosphere provided by

Sydney and Adelaide. In an effort to overcome this

reputation, city officials created the University of

Queensland in 1910. The founders of the university, then,

were not educators who believed in education for self-

enlightenment but politicians who believed that the

university would enhance Brisbane's reputation. Indeed, the

founders emphasized that the college was to be a place of

"practical training." Because of this attitude, the

university faculty suffered from a tenuous relationship with

the Queensland government and a community that was more

often apathetic than supportive. As a result, for its first

twenty-five years, the university was under-financed and

understaffed.3

This situation, however, was not unique to the "Deep
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North." Australia had a population of three and a half

million in 1910, but only six universities. In addition,

there were no national journals, organizations, or

conferences held on the continent. The new disciplines of

psychology, sociology, and anthropology received little

attention, much less support.4 It was in this atmosphere

that Elton Mayo began his academic career.

Mayo arrived in Brisbane in the summer of 1911 and

took up residence in Montpelier, a three-story private hotel

that was a twenty minute walk from the university.

Montpelier appealed to Mayo because of its atmosphere. Each

afternoon waiters in brown linen uniforms served tea.

Dinner took place in an elegant but comfortable hall where

guests wore formal attire and the subjects of conversation

were politics and the arts.5 Although the atmosphere agreed

with Mayo, he suffered the same problem which had affected

him while he was acting the "colonial gentleman" in England,

loneliness. Over the next year, he struggled with the bouts

of melancholia which had affected his stay in England, but

with more success, in large part because he lacked the time

to be depressed.6

The University of Queensland's first classes were held

in the fall of 1911. As the sole member of the Department

of Mental and Moral Philosophy, Mayo was responsible for

classes in Logic, Ethics, Psychology, and upon the school's

request, Systematic Economics. In addition to his work at
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the university, Mayo was active in the school's University

Extension Section. He often traveled to ranching and

farming communities to offer public lectures and to serve as

the school's liaison to these isolated villages. This

experience convinced him that a Worker's Educational

Association (WEA) branch, similar to the one he was familiar

with in London, would succeed in Queensland. Thus, in 1913,

when he learned that Albert Mansbridge of the WEA was at

Sydney, he invited the secretary of the association to

Brisbane and organized a university committee to support a

branch at the college. Impressed with Mansbridge and Mayo's

arguments, the University Senate voted in favor of offering

worker's education classes. Mayo soon became one of the

principal lecturers of the Brisbane branch of the WEA.7

Mayo's work in the classrooms of the university,

combined with his duties as a lecturer in the Extension

Section and the Worker's Educational Association, brought

him into contact with a far more diverse group of students

than those of his colleagues. One result of this experience

was that Mayo's lectures were less formal and more student-

oriented than those of his fellow faculty members. Because

of this approach, he quickly gained a reputation as an

outstanding lecturer. He was also active in the Student

Union, the Drama Society, and he worked with the school's

debate team. His first interests, however, remained the new

disciplines of psychology, sociology, and anthropology.
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The university's official history concluded that "it was the

personality of the first lecturer, Mr. G. Elton Mayo, who

came in 1911, that led to the enthusiastic study of

philosophy in the first place and to the building up of a

School of Mental and Moral Philosophy."8

Mayo's interest in "Mental and Moral Philosophy"

stemmed from his fascination with the public debates over

crowd psychology which took place while he was in London.

After he read the works of Wilfred Trotter, William

McDougall, and Graham Wallas, Mayo's mentor, William

Mitchell, introduced him to the writings of William James,

Sigmund Freud, Thomas Huxley, Charles Pierce, and the early

writings of the pioneer social anthropologists A. R.

Radcliffe-Brown and Bronislaw Malinowski. Mayo met

Malinowski when the anthropologist was on a field trip in

Australia, and the two established a life-long friendship.
9

Although Mayo assigned these writers' works as required

reading for the students in his psychology classes, he made

more frequent use of one individual above all others, French

psychologist Pierre Janet. Janet started his career in

psychology under the tutelage of Parisian neurologist Jean

Charcot, who had a particular interest in hypnosis and whose

clinics at the Salpetriere Hospital, the largest mental

institution in Paris, attracted students from around the

world. One of those students, was the young Freud.

Although Janet's works never attracted the public attention
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that Freud's did, his research was as admired by his

colleagues as the work of the Viennese psychologist.

Janet's ability to combine theoretical psychology with

modern clinical neurological practices, while examining the

common factors that linked hysteria and hypnosis, led to his

appointment as a professor at the College de France in 1902.

In 1907, a series of lectures he gave at Harvard appeared

under the title, The Major Symptoms of Hysteria.1 0

Throughout his career, Janet argued that hysteria was a

form of mental disintegration, a weakening or split in the

patient's consciousness. For Janet, a normal mental life

involved a constant flux of sensations, images, and ideas

which gradually grew into an integrated whole. When this

integration was not achieved, the normal became neurotic.

There was no one best treatment for the neurotic. Janet

advocated a series of treatments, including hypnosis,

suggestion, rest, confession, education, and even moral

guidance. Later in his career, Janet argued that the same

factors influenced the development of such neuroses as

phobias and obsessions. To treat these mental illnesses he

suggested the same cures as he advocated for the neurotic.11

Mayo's attraction to Janet's work over that of the more

popular Freud resulted from the French psychologist's

concern for hysteria and obsession in its present form, not

as a historical development, as Freud argued.12 Throughout

his academic and public career, Mayo referred to and
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recommended Janet to those who wished to understand the

workings of the human mind. Mayo's last important book,

published a year before his death, concerned Janet's theory

of psychology.1 3

Mayo developed his own theory of the mind and human

psychology while at the University of Queensland, as re-

vealed in the detailed lecture notes for his Psychology I

and II courses. Mayo apparently intended these lectures to

appear in book form, as they were typed and laid out in

manuscript style. A thirty-page typescript synopsis of the

lectures appeared as Harvard Paper 243 and circulated

throughout the Harvard Business School in the 1940s. In

1953 Harvard University Press published a version of this

typescript under the title, "Notes on Consciousness and

Attention" in the first volume of a collection of articles

and case studies edited by Hugh Cabot and Joseph A Kahl and

entitled Human Relations: Concepts and Cases In Concrete

Social Science.1 4

Mayo introduced his students to the study of

psychology by reminding them that too many theorists

concerned themselves with the "primary self" and the "mental

foreground" (consciousness), ignoring other levels of

thinking, such as the "secondary self" or "mental

hinterland" (unconsciousness). The "mental hinterland" was

of particular interest to Mayo and that was why Janet's work

on hysteria and obsession caught his attention. Mayo
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believed that there were four states of mind: concentrated

attention (work), dispersed attention (conversation), sleep

(relaxation), and the hypnoid state. The first three of

these states of mind were to be find in the normal

personality. The hypnoid state, however, was evidence of an

abnormal personality that produced obsessive concentration

and led to self-destructive behavior (feelings of per-

secution and the fear of conspiracy).15 To explain why this

state of mind developed, Mayo turned to the work of Swiss

psychologist Jean Piaget and his theories on the development

of logic.

A student of psychology at the Sorbonne, Piaget spent

most of his career examining children and their mental

development. His primary hypothesis emphasized that

children were born without internal mechanisms that allowed

them to be logical and that they eventually constructed

these logical mechanisms through their experiences with the

world around them. He believed that at one stage the child

reached a point where it could respond appropriately to

social signals, but still lacked the ability to understand

or judge those social situations fully,. Mayo argued that

most of society remained trapped at this stage. For Mayo,

there were three types of responses individuals could make

toward their surroundings: logical, in which the individual

had the ability to make judgments; non-logical, in which the

logic was socially derived and the individual learned simply
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to respond to the situation, without understanding it; and

irrational, which indicated social maladjustment and

.16
obsession.

For Mayo, few persons in any society were able to

arrive at independent judgments. The behavior of the

majority of society historically consisted of non-logical

responses produced by complex social codes which maintained

social collaboration and integration. Mayo concluded,

however, that the non-logical society no longer existed,

except in primitive cultures discovered by anthropologists

and small rural communities which had escaped the rapid

industrialization that affected most of contemporary

society. It was industrialization, Mayo believed, which had

destroyed the non-logical social organization of society and

replaced it with a growing social disorganization fueled by

the irrational behavior of persons whose mind-set was that

of the hypnoid state.17 For examples of this mind-set, Mayo

told his students that they need look no further than

outside their classroom and observe the behavior of their

home, the capital of Queensland.

Between 1912 and 1922 Brisbane was raked rapid

industrialization which resulted in severe social and

economic disruption. The colonial capital grew at such a

rapid pace that government and social services always lagged

behind. The "boom or bust" pattern of the economy further

strained the social structure of the city. In addition,
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unlike Adelaide, the capital's population was an uneasy mix

of recently arrived blue collar railroad workers, farm hands

who were the descendants of convict labor, gold diggers,

miners, aborigines, and a small but growing middle class of

merchants and property owners, many of whom owed their

wealth to the slave labor system that existed in the colony

until the 1850s.18

This confluence of classes, cultures, economic

problems and social tensions created a political crisis

which erupted during the first year of Mayo's arrival. In

the winter of 1912, the Trade Union movement of Queensland

called for a general strike. It started in Brisbane as a

tramways dispute over the wearing of union badges, but soon

included union members of railwaymen and miners. The

government responded with all the force it could call upon.

Violent conflicts between the two groups increased,

climaxing in "Black Friday" February 2, 1912, when police

fired into a crowd of demonstrators, killing a half dozen

and wounding a dozen or more. Lacking the weapons to fight

back and with their reserves of money and food gone, the

strikers gave in at the end of the month. Subsequently, the

Queensland government passed an Industrial Peace Bill, the

provisions of which included a ban on strikes involving

public utilities, a minimum fourteen-day notice before any

strike could occur, secret ballots when strike votes took

place, and a wage arbitration board which excluded both
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employer and employee representation. The bill did not

address the economic problems which had initiated the

worker's actions. As a result, one newspaper announced that

the war between Labor and Capital remained at an

"unprecedented scale" which at times "seemed to threaten

civil war."19

During the next two years, while Mayo struggled with

the workings of the human mind, the Liberal government of

Queensland struggled with the workings of the economy.

Where Mayo succeeded to his satisfaction, the Liberal

government failed to both its dismay and that of the working

class. Unemployment, which had been at four point-one per

cent in 1901, increased to eight point-three per cent in

1914. During that same period, housing rents increased by

forty-six per cent. After 1910, the working class grew in-

ncreasingly upset at the importation of "colored labor."

Then, in 1914, World War I began and prices, already high,

dramatically increased. The Liberal government found itself

blamed for all these problems and saw its support evaporate.

Meanwhile, the Queensland Labour Party had increased its

vote in general elections from eighteen point-seven per cent

in 1902 to just over fifty per cent in 1910. In the

election of 1915, the Labour Party captured fifty-five per

cent of the popular vote and succeeded in placing its

candidate, Thomas Joseph Ryan in office.20

A former teacher, lawyer, and member of parliament,
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Ryan was the skillful leader of the Australian Labour Party,

Queensland branch. Like the national party, the Queensland

branch was a trade-union based party which aligned itself

with socialism's spirit but not necessarily its ideological

doctrines. More Populist and utopian in outlook (Edward

Bellamy's Looking Backward was the most popular book among

its members) the Labour Party never embraced Marxism, partly

because of its ideological rigor and partly because of its

call for violent revolution. Ryan and the party did,

however, believe in state intervention in the marketplace.

During his tenure and that of his successor, Edward

Theodore, the Labour Party established ninety state-owned

enterprises, including the mines, butcher shops, and even a

hotel. Under Ryan's leadership, the government initiated a

wide range of public work projects to reduce unemployment

and established the eight-hour working day. These policies

caused Queensland to be dubbed the most advanced "welfare

state" on the continent.21

Although this policy attracted both considerable

interest and criticism, it was the Ryan position on

conscription that created national attention. In 1916 the

national government called for a referendum on conscription

because of the need for more Australian men to fight in the

war. Ryan and his party opposed the draft, arguing that it

was not Australia's fight, but a foreign war. Most of the

working class of Australia agreed. Queensland joined New
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South Wales and South Australia in rejecting conscription.

The government called for a second vote in 1917, and

although the results were the same, the vote reflected more

a concern about a labor shortage and the possibility of an

increase in immigrant or "colored" labor entering the job

market then a rejection of foreign policy. Apart from the

vote on conscription, however, the Australian Labour Party

gradually lost the gains it had made during the previous two

years. By 1918 Queensland was the only state which had a

Labour government and even the political skill of Ryan coud

not overcome the growing conservatism of the community.2 2

The topic of stability or order, had become a prime

concern of the business community, if not of the general

public. A series of events beginning in 1917 initiated this

concern. In August of that year, railway workers went on

strike when the railroad companies suggested the

implementation of the "Taylor Card System." Nicknamed for

Frederick W. Taylor, the advocate of scientific management,

the card system was an attempt by rail officials to record

and systematize the work of its employees. Workers saw the

introduction of the card as a means for reducing what little

freedom they enjoyed on the job. The first attempt to

implement the system occurred in 1915 but failed because of

workers' resistance. A second attempt failed in July 1916.

On August 2, 1917 railroad workers in New South Wales went

on strike when company officials once again introduced the
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card system. By the end of the month, the strike had grown

from five thousand to just under seventy thousand workers.

Joining the railway men were miners, lorry-drivers, and

seamen, including members of the Brisbane work force. The

strike was successful and the card system was once again

withdrawn.2 3

The labor action, however, disrupted the economy, which

suffered further when the worldwide post war recession set

in the following year. That recession led to another great

strike, this time involving unemployed meatworkers in

Brisbane. Demonstrations became violent, in part because of

the agitation of members of the Industrial Workers of the

World and communists who argued that the recession was the

last gasp of a failing capitalistic economy. The violence

forced the Ryan government to use force against the

demonstrators, culminating in "Sunday, Bloody Sunday," when

on June 29, 1919, a number of strikers received serious

injuries from police attacks. Although the Labour

government remained in office, it grew increasingly

conservative. In 1925 its ten year reign ended.2 4

The war between Labor and Capital, as newspapers

described the events which began in 1912, the economic

roller coaster of the World War I years, the violence and

strikes of 1917-1919, combined with a perceived threat of a

communist revolution, and the use of force by the Labour

government convinced many intellectuals that Australia had
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changed from a society once characterized by space, freedom,

and maturity of judgment to that of an emotionally unstable,

claustrophobic, immature society. Mayo belonged to this

group and used his University Senate appointment as the 1917

John Thomson Lecturer to voice his concern.25

Presented in September, the two lectures, entitled

"Psychology and Politics," provided Mayo with his first

public opportunity to present his views on how social

psychology could be used as both an analytical tool to

examine and to solve the political problems affecting

Australian society. He began his address by agreeing that

rapid industrialization had produced a more comfortable

material environment for individuals but added that

industrial development did not promote social stability,

unity or mental health. Unlike his colleagues, Mayo did not

blame a political faction for the social chaos which existed

in Australian society. Instead, he argued that both the

Labour and Liberal parties, the radicals and conservatives,

exacerbated the problems by promising political cures for

what, in his mind, was a psychological problem. For

example, he pointed out that trade unionism had developed

into a form of political unionism so influenced by Marxism

that the result had produced class warfare. On the other

hand, Liberal capitalists believed that superior business

skills entitled them not only to ownership but to social

control of industry, which only increased class antagonism.
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Mayo contended that politicians should be passive critics

who should do nothing more than offer moral criticism.

Instead, they interfered and created policies which resulted

in social disintegration.26

As an example, Mayo pointed to the failure of the

Commonwealth Arbitration Court. Intended to solve disputes

between employee and employer, the court only hardened class

antagonisms by forcing those involved to play the artificial

role of belonging to one class or another. This process

reinforced their differences rather than reminding them of

the shared responsibility each had in creating social

harmony. Workers' discontent, Mayo concluded, would not end

as long as politicians relied upon economic measures for a

cure. The cure was not higher wages or better working

conditions, although Mayo agreed that in many areas this was

needed, but rather a scientific examination of the "psychic"

needs of the workers. Only the new fields of social

psychology, sociology, and anthropology held the key to

returning social harmony, and a sense of community, to

Australian society. Thus, Mayo called for Australian

universities to produce fewer lawyers and more social

scientists.2 7

Although the lectures were well attended and reported

favorably in the Brisbane Courier, Mayo was so disappointed

by the lack of interest among his colleagues and disinterest

by the community as a whole that he declined to prepare his
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address for publication by the university. He did receive a

complementary note from his friend Bronislaw Malinowski, who

shared his belief that human behavior was best understood in

its social context and who agreed with him on the importance

of understanding the psychological factors which determined

society's behavior. Mayo's thesis that social scientists

held the key to solving society's problems also caught the

attention of Meredith Atkinson.
2 8

Atkinson was one of the pioneers of academic sociology

in Australia. In 1917 he was in the process of preparing

the first book to employ the expertise of social scientists

to examine Australian society, Australia: Economic and

Political Studies. He wanted Mayo to contribute a chapter

but asked that he first write a book to be published in a

series of monographs sponsored by the Workers Educational

Association of Australia. As president of the association,

Atkinson, then director of the tutorial classes at the

University of Sydney, hoped to repair the image of the

association which had been damaged during the war. The loss

of working-class support for the WEA was a result of the

position that the association took on the question of

conscription. The WEA supported conscription, arguing that

it was the worker's responsibility to support the country

during a time of crisis. The workers, believing that the

country had not supported them during a time of economic

crisis, refused. Because of the WEA's a position on the
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draft and its growing discomfort with the radical elements

who had increased their voice in union meetings, the

workers', by 1918, believed that the association was a

device created by bankers, conservative politicians,

universities, and some trade-union leaders to undermine

labor militancy. One labor leader complained that the WEA

was "a gigantic conspiracy of benevolence. It is the

business of education, as supplied by the university, to

break-down working class actions, and to provide the

essential condition of a capitalist millennium, a docile and

contented proletariat." Atkinson hoped that the

publications of the WEA would remind the workers that the

members of the association were not part of a conspiracy but

objective social scientists who sought to use their academic

knowledge for the betterment of all members of society.

Since Mayo's lecture criticized both political parties and

emphasized that the goal of all must be social harmony, he

seemed a logical choice to author the needed monograph.

Sympathetic to the goals of the WEA, he accepted the

assignment.29

Mayo spent the better part of 1918 working on the

manuscript. As this was his first opportunity to publish

his philosophical and political views, he devoted more hours

to the project than the WEA expected. Mayo's deliberate

pace a result from his finding that writing was difficult.

He enjoyed neither the experience nor the subject matter.
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The topic of the monograph was the conception of democracy

in the modern industrial state. Mayo, who more and more

perceived himself to be a member of the last generation of

Victorian moralists, had an uneasy relationship with the

idea of democracy. The years since his birth in 1880

witnessed the breakdown of sedate liberalism with its

respect for birth, property, and influence, and the

emergence of mass democracy. In two letters to his fiancee

written in 1913, Mayo spoke of the two of them as members of

a superior, educated elite which would return to power "when

the present wave of so-called democracy has left the uneasy

world." 3 0 Unfortunately for Mayo, democracy had not left,

making the world for Mayo, uneasy.

Mayo did little to hide this feeling of discomfort in

his book, published in 1919. Entitled Democracy and

Freedom: An Essay In Social Logic, the seventy-four page

monograph, as the subtitle suggests, attempted to introduce

logic to the heated, emotional debate over the problems

affecting the modern industrial state. Mayo opened the book

by surveying the political and social developments of

Australian society over the preceding seventy-five years

This survey was a critical appraisal of inadequate

leadership (both Liberal and Labour), shortsighted

government policies (the arbitration courts), misguided

business practices (the Taylor Card system), and ir-

responsible workers' response (strikes, violence,
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radicalism). For Mayo, these events suggested the failure of

mass democracy and the imminent danger of the social

disintegration of Australian society.31

The catalyst for this social disintegration was

industrialization. Mayo argued that the shift from a rural

to an urban society, the automation of the workplace, and

the disaster of World War I resulted in the breakdown of

society's traditional informal codes of social control. In

the past, the family and church had provided an emotional

crutch that individuals could lean on in times of personal

crisis. These institutions also had served as the

conductors of a non-logical social code which produced

behavior that was conducive to maintaining social harmony.

But these institutions had failed to sustain themselves in

the transition from the early nineteenth to the twentieth

century. As a result, when members of a community,

especially workers, suffered emotional problems, such as

the sense of futility brought on by the mechanization of the

workplace and the urbanization of the community, they had no

dynamic institutions or organizations to assist them. The

workers personal crises deepened, increasing their

irrational behavior and producing social disorder and an

atomized culture of obsessive individuals who no longer felt

that they were valuable members of society.3 2

Mayo rejected both nineteenth century individualism and

lassiez-faire capitalism as solutions for twentieth century
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problems. Arguing that the benefits of these philosophies

did not outweigh the problems they caused, Mayo insisted

that the measurement of the social health of a country

should be the cooperation which existed among members of

society. He concluded that "any idea which aims at less

than this is dangerous."3 3 For this reason, Mayo also

dismissed the solutions offered by socialists and

communists. In his view, these groups fostered a

consciousness which created the class warfare that existed

in England, America, and Australia. To Mayo, "class-

hostility means decadence, and methods of dealing with

'industrial unrest' which admit and seek to perpetuate the

fact of class hostility are no more than steps downward on

the easy path to destruction."3 4 Mayo warned that "anarchy

and disintegration" would occur if the "scientifically

false" assumption that society was made up of classes

continued to be accepted. Since the origins of twentieth

century disorders were social and economic, the political

solutions offered by politicians, he concluded, would only

perpetuate, rather than solve the problem.3 5

The basis of the class problem was equating the terms

democracy and freedom. The latter was an ideal, the former

a system of government which was "the first attempt,

historically speaking, to place sovereignty explicity in the

social will."36 Recent events proved this attempt a

failure. The reason for this failure was due to a
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misinterpretation of the concept of social will. "Social

will" for Mayo was organic and natural, not abstract and

political. Society was not merely a collection of persons

motivated by pleasure and pain. "This analysis provides no

basis for a social and political philosophy; it regards a

civilised community as the merest horde and takes no account

of the systematic co-operation which is the very essence of

social organization."37 The source of social organization

could not be found in government, Mayo argued, because the

problems facing society were social, moral, and technical

and thus were beyond a politician's understanding or skill.

To allow politicians to develop policies for problems they

had no training for, to Mayo was, like, "...the transparent

absurdity of deciding the correct treatment for typhoid

fever, for example, by means of a referendum."3 8

Mayo's solution to social disintegration was the

development of "systematic co-operation."39 This

cooperation only would occur, however, when history and

workings of human nature and social organization. Mayo

argued that psychology, combined with other disciplines,

provided the best approach for this study. He rejected,

however, the pessimism of such crowd psychologists as Graham

Wallas and the fatalism of philosopher Brooke Adams, who

believed that behavior disorders were incurable. Noting the

work of Janet and Freud, Mayo argued that normality could be

restored. This achievement, however, would occur only if
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the total situation of the individual was understood. By

total situation, Mayo meant that the conditions of the

community in general must be first examined before one could

arrive at an understanding of the individual. Once the

total situation was understood, the proper approach to an

individual's problem would be revealed. Freed from their

irrational preoccupations, individuals then would recognize

that they were part of a social unit and "spontaneous co-

operation" would occur. The administrators of this

"spontaneous co-operation" must be those members of society

who had a direct influence on, understanding of, and

experience in the modern industrial state: the business

community, and social scientists.4 0

The work of social scientists convinced Mayo that

"society is composed of individuals organized in

occupational groups."41 If society was to remain peaceful

and cooperative, Mayo concluded from his reading of

psychologists, "it must be possible for the individual to

feel, as he works, that his work is socially necessary; he

must be able to see beyond his group to the society."4 2 if

the view is blocked, Mayo believed, then "disintegration is

inevitable."43

Mayo concluded that if industrialization was the

catalyst for the destruction of the non-logical social code

then the industrial workplace must be the field of study for

social scientists and the factory worker the subject of
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their research. Mayo based this belief on the conclusion of

anthropologists who argued that social order originated from

the structure and patterns of human activity in which action

is guided by values that have been internalized in the

individual's personality and institutionalized in society.44

This belief placed Mayo among a growing group of social

scientists who suggested that it was the "social man," not

the economic man," who should be the subject for those

interested in theorizing about the reasons for a worker's

motivation and behavior.45

Unlike the John Thomson lectures, Mayo's "little

book," as one reviewer called it, received considerable

attention from the press and fellow academicians. Most

reviewers praised the monograph for its originality,

"advanced" views, and thought-provoking suggestions.46 All

agreed, though, that Mayo's dense writing style would put

off most readers. The Brisbane Daily Mail disliked not only

Mayo's writing style but his political thought, as well.

The newspaper described the book as "learned nonsense."4 7

But Mayo's birthplace was far more receptive. The Adelaide

Advertiser reported that the book provided a great service

to those interested in Australian politics and that Mayo

stated clearly why "Democracy must be saved from itself."48

Pleased with the national attention his book received,

Mayo happily restated the main themes of Democracy and

Freedom in a chapter for Meredith Atkinson's Australia:
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Economic and Political Studies, which appeared in 1920.

Considered a "milestone" in the development of Australian

social sciences, Atkinson's book brought Mayo to the

attention of the editor of Industrial Australian and Mining

Standard.49 The weekly business journal represented the

interests of some of Australia's leading industrialists.

The journal planned a series of articles to be published in

early 1922 under the title of "Industrial Peace and

Psychological Research" in a new section of the publication,

the "Sociological Department." Ambrose Pratt, the editor,

inquired whether Mayo would contribute one or more articles

to the project. He agreed, submitting five short pieces

that ran in January and early February.5 0

Although at times the essays repeat many of the same

themes presented in Democracy and Freedom, the tone and

style of the articles for the Standard were different in

temperament. This change in attitude may have been because

Mayo was writing for a different audience or perhaps, a

result of his growing frustration with the failure of the

national government and local business communities to

involve themselves with the suggestions presented by social

scientists like himself. Whatever the reason, Mayo

established the tone for the series in his opening essay,

"Civilisation and Morale." Mayo blunttly attacked

economists for believing that civilization was made for

business and not business for civilization. He warned, "the
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society that cannot solve the problems of industrial peace

cannot hope to maintain its existence as a society."
5 1 He

went on to explain in his second article, "Industrial Unrest

and 'Nervous Breakdown'," that industrial society, like an

individual, can suffer a nervous breakdown. This "damaged

industrial morale" can only be repaired by psychological

research which will "show us why this is so and what can be

done to restore stability and tone to industry."
5 2

In "The Mind of the Agitator," Mayo examined the

reasons for industrial unrest, concluding that "it may be

that wages and working conditions are not the real question

at issue, but some dissatisfaction that is concealed within

the 'twilight' areas of the human mind." Believing that

much industrial unrest was a form of neurosis, Mayo insisted

that only the techniques of psychologists and the research

methods introduced by social anthropologists could promise a

cure and restore stability to society.5 3

In his final two articles, "The Will of the People"

and "Revolution," Mayo dismissed political solutions,

especially radical ideologies like socialism and communism

because "to any working psychologist, it is at once evident

that the general theories of Socialism, Guild Socialism,

Anarchism and the like are very largely the phantasy

construction of the neurotic." 5 4 He added that most self-

proclaimed revolutionaries were "unhappy and usually

communist" and wondered aloud if the Australian Labour Party
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"was burdened with too many such agitators."5 5 He concluded

the series by emphasizing that the solutions to labor-

management problems in industrial society must be found in

the social and psychological contexts of the workplace

itself rather than in developing policies like collective

bargaining, arbitration courts, or narrow economic rewards.

These policies ignored the fact that industrial unrest was a

symptom of a larger problem, the failure of society to adapt

to the modern industrial state.56

The five articles which appeared in the Industrial

Australian and Mining Standard suggested that Mayo's

conclusions were the result of a decade long examination of

the industrial worker and the factory. In fact, it would be

two more years before Mayo made his first research visit to

an industrial workplace and almost ten years before he

became involved in a comprehensive research project.57 The

conclusions presented in the John Thomson Lectures,

Democracy and Freedom, and the articles in the Standard,

therefore, represented a series of hypotheses drawn from his

readings, preparations for his Psychology I and II lectures,

and informal discussions he had with his colleagues, and not

from research in the industrial workplace. In addition to

an absence of primary research, Mayo (throughout his career,

both in his classes and published works) supported his

conclusions by referring to the works of just two men, Janet

and Piaget. Neither social scientist, however, examined the
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behavior of the industrial worker. Janet drew his

conclusions from his twenty year tenure as the neurologist

at the Salpetriere Hospital, a mental institution, while

Piaget concentrated his studies on children between the ages

of four and eleven.5 8

Mayo's only connection with the industrial plant and

the factory worker were the relationships he established

with the working class through his duties for the WEA.

Because of his informal lecturing style, use of humor, and

relaxed demeanor, Mayo was a popular speaker and received

numerous requests to participate in debates or present

addresses before union members at their weekly meetings.

Although Mayo genuinely enjoyed his experience at the

meeting halls, he always reserved criticism for one

particular group, the "destroyers," as he labeled them.

"The back rows of seats at these meetings were haunted by

men of a very different type--the representatives of the

extremes, irreconcilable Left." He developed an

acquaintance with six of these "destroyers" over a period of

two years during the war.59

In an article published in 1923, Mayo provided a

psychological profile of the six. Mayo noted that whether

they called themselves Socialists, Wobblies, Bolsheviks, or

Communists, they were intolerant of anyone who disagreed

with their views and openly critical of Trade Union

policies, the university, lhe government, and the WEA. This
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intolerance resulted in their failure to develop informal,

friendly relationships with those outside the workplace.

"They seemed to be incapable of developing any kind of easy

or automatic relationship with others." For example, they

had no capacity for conversation, "at no time did I ever

hear one try to amuse or tell a story." The six regarded

the world as a hostile place and thus responded to everyone

and any action with conspiratorial suspicion. Although he

believed that they were all men of great ability and "in

happier circumstances might have been effective leaders,"

Mayo concluded that their failure to find a satisfactory

place in the world resulted from obsessive reveries and a

preoccupation with the destruction of a society that

seemingly had rejected them. Hence, they were "destroyers"

and a threat to the social harmony of society. This

experience, as well as the memory of his encounter with the.

young worker he had met and "cured" in London convinced Mayo

that industrial society needed the resources psycho-

pathologists could offer.60

Mayo's interest in psychopathology resulted from a

friendship he developed with a student who attended his

evening class in psychology. Dr. Thomas R. H. Matthewson, a

year younger than Mayo and a native of Queensland, received

his undergraduate training in Brisbane and studied medicine

in Edinburgh. He spent two years at hospitals in Edinburgh

and Glasgow before returning to Brisbane to take up private
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practice. The year he met Mayo, 1919, he was a physician at

the Sick Children's Hospital and specialized in functional

and nervous diseases. He attended Mayo's classes to learn

more about the psychological factors of disease. After

classes Mayo and Matthewson discussed the problem of

treating individuals who suffered from anxiety attacks.

Because of his respect for Mayo, the doctor invited Mayo to

speak to one of these patients.6 1

The patient was a thirty-five-year old man who

suffered sexual anxieties, insomnia, and an irrational fear

of crowds. Mayo held an informal discussion with the man

and decided that he would use Jung's association test in

attempt to discover the cause of these anxieties. Through

casual conversation and free association, Mayo discovered

that although the neuroses had begun at the age of seventeen

the cause of the anxiety was an incident that occurred at

the age of eight. Soon thereafter, the man recovered.

Matthewson was "thunderstruck."6 2

This success led to a two year long collaboration

between the two men. At first the two concentrated on

patients who suffered some type of anxiety during childhood

or adolescence. But their success with these cases led to

their employment by the government to study the victims of

"shell-shock. " 63

By mid-1916 the shell-shocked soldier had become a

virtual cliche in the English and Australian press.6 4
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Initially, military officers and the medical corps believed

that the emotional paralysis which gripped the victim was a

result of a failure of character. One regimental medical

officer argued "that fortitude in war has its roots in

morality; that selection is a search for character; and that

war itself is but one more test--the supreme and final test

if you will-of character."65 Editorials in the first years

of the war suggested that a soldier's failure of character

was a result of the English school system, excepting Oxford

and Cambridge where "character and manliness are developed

side by side with learning."66 By 1918, however, it was

apparent that the war did not discriminate between those who

had attended the "red brick schools" or the students of the

elite universities of the empire.6 7

Because of their success in treating Matthewson's

patients, publicized in 1920 by the doctor's paper, "The

Psychic Factor in Medical Practice," and a public lecture by

Mayo at Brisbane's Albert Hall on "The Emotional Factor in

Society," the national government inquired whether they

would be interested in examining veterans who suffered from

shell-shock. They agreed, but as Mattthewson was the only

one of the two who held a medical degree, he received a

medical appointment and salary while Mayo worked as a unpaid

consultant. Matthewson was the resident medical officer in

New South Wales at Russell Lea, the Red Cross hospital for

shell-shocked veterans. Using the same psychological
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treatments they had used on their private patients, what

Mayo often called the "talking cure," the two men achieved

remarkable results which challenged the early consensus that

shell-shocked soldiers, were malingerers or men who lacked

character.68

In one case a veteran's left hand and forearm had been

paralyzed for three years. Doctors, however, found the limb

organically normal. After talking with the soldier, Mayo

discovered that the man had suffered an attack of cerebo-

spinal meningitis. Although he recovered after eight weeks,

upon his return to camp he found the base in a state of

panic. Since his departure, a number of soldiers had died

from the disease. Rumors circulated among the men,

convincing them that no one recovered fully and that,

ultimately, madness occurred. Shortly after hearing these

stories, the patient began to suffer seizures until,

finally, he lost all feeling in his left arm. Mayo

discussed the medical history of meningitis with the soldier

and the successful treatment doctors discovered for its

cure. He persuaded the soldier that his cure was not

temporary but complete. He had, in effect, beaten the

disease and had nothing to fear. After this twenty minute

conversation the veteran regained feeling in his arm. When

asked why the paralysis occurred in the left arm, the young

man replied, "the chaps always used to say that the arm they

took the serum out of would be affected first."6 9
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In another case Mayo met a veteran who fainted

whenever he heard the sound of an electric street car. Mayo

discovered that the soldier associated the sound the trolley

wheel made on the wire with the noise made by a type of

shell used along the Maginot Line. Once this explanation

was made the patient ceased to suffer fainting spells.70

Mayo's clinical work with Matthewson confirmed a

suspicion that he had held for a number of years: like the

soldier on a battlefied, individuals in contemporary society

had to adapt themselves to a new and bewildering

environment, the modern industrial state. Like the soldier

on the front lines, industrial workers faced the greatest

challenge because their environment changed the most. The

failure to adapt, thus, was the root cause of many of the

social and moral maladies of industrial civilization.

Mayo's work further convinced him that just as psychological

therapy cured the victims of shell-shock, it could

successfully treat the victims of industrial shock. He

presented these thoughts to the Anglican Church Conference

in Sydney in 1921. He concluded his address by stating that

"our social, political and industrial institutions must

ultimately be based upon the scientific understanding of

human nature and of the human mind." But he lamented, "and,

yet, as a society, we make no co-ordinated attempt to study

psychology and to apply the findings of psychology to the

human problems before us." 7 1
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This latter comment was a result of what had occurred

the year before. In 1920 the British Red Cross rewarded

their successful treatment of shell-shocked veterans by

announcing a grant of $10,000 to the University of

Queensland Senate for the endowment of a medical research

chair intended to promote research into the application of

psychology for the alleviation and cure of psychoneurosis

and the influence of modern psychology on education. There

were only two applications, Matthewson and a British

physician, J. P. Lowson. Mayo argued that since the chair

was a direct result of the work of Matthewson, the

appointment should be his reward and that the research

should include a psychological investigation into the

industrial workplace. The University Senate preferred

traditional academic research and medical studies and

therefore selected Lowson.72

His failure to get Matthewson the appointment

frustrated Mayo. By 1922, although he had established his

reputation in Australia as a pioneer in psycho-pathological

studies and as a leading social critic of contemporary

society, his success as a teacher, public speaker, and

writer had not translated into financial and professional

rewards-- rewards he needed because of family pressure.

One year after Mayo arrived in Brisbane, he met

Dorothea McConnel, and five months later they married. Her

family was less than joyful about the event, in part because
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of the family's heritage. Dorothea McConnel was a

descendant of one of the most respected and prominent

families of Queensland. Her grandfather was one of the

colony's first large property owners, a cattle rancher, and

founder of one of the first banks in Brisbane. Her parents

believed that their daughter was marrying beneath her

station. For the thirty-six-year old Dorothea, however,

Elton Mayo (she disliked the name George so much that from

1913 on he went by his middle name) was not only the man

that she loved but a man who could help her escape from her

family. The first of seven children, Dorothea never

experienced a normal childhood, because her mother expected

her to assist with the care of her younger siblings. The

arrangement created a distant and difficult relationship

with her mother. Her father was rarely home, and so the two

had never been close. Her childhood and adolescence help to

explain her behavior as an adult. Highly strung and

insecure, she suffered from anxiety attacks throughout

adulthood, a behavior Mayo shared.7 3

The year they met, Mayo again suffered from an attack

of melancholia. Because his fiancee endured the same

problem, he wrote to her and explained how he dealt with the

sudden attacks. Whenever he began to doubt his self-worth,

he isolated himself, maintained silence, and practiced a

form of meditation he learned from reading Charles S.

Pierce, the American philosopher. "For when I get that far
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it is better either to work or retire to realms that are not

of this world. And in these excursions you always come with

me, now. . . ." Comments like these reassured Dorothea that

regardless of what her family might think, Mayo was the one

man who understood her and would care for her.7 4

On April 18, 1913, the couple married. St. Clair

Donaldson, the Archbishop of Australia, presided over the

ceremony, held at the Brisbane Cathedral. In 1914 the

couple moved to a house in a suburb of Brisbane. Although

Mayo liked the home, Dorothea grew increasingly unhappy

there, so in 1918, they returned to rooms at Montpeleir with

their first daughter, Patricia, born in 1915. Six years

later, their second and last child Ruth Gael was born.7 5

By 1921 Mayo had been appointed a full professor and

his annual salary had increased from $440 to $800. The

increase, however, still fell far short of the funds

necessary to provide for a wife and two children, especially

given the style of living to which Dorothea was accustomed

to. The lack of financial support was only one problem

which troubled Mayo. The Australian government and the

Brisbane business community demonstrated little interest in

Mayo's appeals to develop programs which employed psychology

as a means to secure industrial peace. That year Mayo's

request for a grant from the Walter and Eliza Hall Trust, an

Australian foundation which supported academic research to

solve human suffering, was turned down. This rejection,
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combined with his failure to get Matthewson the newly

endowed chair in psychology, forced Mayo to re-evaluate his

position with the university.7 6

Mayo had been at the school for a decade but he never

felt appreciated nor did he enjoy the experience. Like most

Australian colleges, Queensland was far behind British and

American universities in the development of such new

disciplines as psychology, sociology, and anthropology. In

addition, unlike other Australian universities, during its

first decade Queensland suffered from a difficult

relationship with the local government and from community

apathy. Finally, Mayo never found Brisbane's intellectual

atmosphere a match for Adelaide.77

Because of this insufficient support and the

ambivalent attitude of the city towards the university, Mayo

decided that he must search for a community which would

understand the importance of his work and support his

research. He requested a six months leave of absence from

the university and made plans for Dorothea and the children

to remain in Australia. On July 12, 1922, he left for the

one place which promised the support he sought, America.7 8
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CHAPTER 3

EVEN IN THE POWER TO DO GOOD
NO ONE MAN SHOULD HOLD A MONOPOLY

The year Mayo left for America, Beardsley Ruml began

his tenure as director of the Laura Spelman Rockefeller

Memorial. Ruml was one of a new breed of intellectual

entrepreneurs who were able to move between the worlds of

universities, business, and government. This facility

enabled him to create a network that provided social

scientists like Mayo with employment, research funds, and

the type of support that did not exist in Australia. The

Memorial provided the funds for Ruml's network.

Organized in 1917, in memory of John D. Rockefeller's

first wife, who had died two years before, the Memorial was

the last of the four philanthropic bodies Rockefeller

created. The first three institutions, the Rockefeller

Institute for Medical Research (1901), the General Education

Board (1903), and the Rockefeller Foundation (1913), were

older, better financed, and designed with a specific purpose

in mind. Because Rockefeller established the Memorial for

emotional, rather than practical reasons, it was not only

the youngest but had the smallest endowment of the four

organizations. Thus, in its first four years the Memorial's

ambition was nothing more than to continue to finance the

90
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subjects that had interested Laura Spelman. Those subjects

included "the welfare of women and children," charitable

donations to religious groups and service organizations such

as the Y.M.C.A. and the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts of

America, and emergency relief for the homeless in Europe

during World War I. Little money went to support university

research projects or scientific work. From 1918 to 1922,

the Memorial distributed approximately nine million dollars.

Of this figure, slightly over $100,000 was set aside for

.1
science.

In 1920, however, the trustees of the Memorial, at the

behest of John Rockefeller, Jr., re-evaluated the

institution's purpose. In 1921, they decided to expand the

Memorial's function and shift its emphasis. To direct this

transition, they sought the services of an ambitious

individual who would be sympathetic to their goals, which

included a belief that the social sciences should emulate

the natural or "hard" sciences and develop a disciplined,

theoretical, and empirical understanding of how contemporary

society worked. A number of distinguished scholars with

years of experience were considered, but the man selected to

oversee the transformation of the Memorial was young, had

little administrative experience, and considered by some to

be an atypical member of the academic community. It was

this latter characteristic which attracted the trustees to

Ruml. In May, 1922, Ruml became the Memorial's first full-
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time director.2

Born in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, in 1895, Ruml was the

grandson of Czechoslovakian immigrants. His parents were

professionals, his father a doctor and his mother a nurse.

Ruml received his undergraduate degree from Dartmouth

University in 1915. On the advice of his professors, he

continued his graduate work at the University of Chicago.

He completed his dissertation, "The Reliability of Mental

Tests in the Division of an Academic Group," in 1917,

graduating with honors. That year, he married Lois

Trendwell, the daughter of a professor of Zoology at Vassar

who was an associate of the Carnegie Institute of Technology

at Washington, D. C. Shortly thereafter, Ruml accepted an

appointment to the psychology department at the Carnegie

Institute. There he was research assistant for one of the

pioneers of social psychology, Walter Van Dyke Bingham, in

the school's division of Applied Psychology. Among his

colleagues was Walter Dill Scott, the country's first

professor of Applied Psychology, author of The Psychology of

Advertising, and director of the university's Bureau of

Salesmanship Research.3

Bingham and Scott were the first among a small group

of psychologists who experimented with psychological tests

in industry. Because of their conviction that psychological

tests provided a means to measure an individual's aptitude

for a specific job, the two offered their services to the
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War Department following the country's entrance into World

War I. Based on their presentation of a "rating scale for

selecting captains," similar to Scott's earlier test for

rating business personnel, the government created the

committee on the Classification of Personnel in the

Adjunct General's Office of the War Department.

Bingham moved his entire Carnegie staff of

psychologists to offices in the War Department where

Ruml coordinated the Division of Occupational Tests.4

During the war, some three million men received a

variety of personality and intelligence tests. Although

army officers gave the tests mixed reviews, by Armistice Day

the psychologists believed that the tests had demonstrated

there value, as did the business community. Following the

war, a number of businesses and industries hired

psychologists to study their personnel procedures. As a

result of this interest, Scott created the Scott Company at

Philadelphia in 1919. The company offered consulting

services for business and industry. Most of the staff of

the Committee on Classification of Personnel, including

Ruml, joined him.5

Scott's venture lasted less than two years as most of

the company's officers left for more attractive positions;

Scott, for example, became the president of Northwestern

University. Following the company's demise, Ruml moved to

New York to become chief assistant to his former professor
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at Chicago, James Angell, who was then president of the

Carnegie Corporation. A student of John Dewey, Angell

supported Ruml's interest in applying psychology to solve

contemporary problems. Because of Angell's support, Ruml

was free to devote considerable time to coordinate the work

of the Committee on Personnel Research in Business and

Industry, created by the National Research Council in 1919.

Two years later, the NRC financed the establishment of the

Personnel Research Federation and Ruml became its director.

The following year the PRC founded the Journal of Personnel

Research. Among the topics which the journal highlighted

were articles on the social relations developed by persons

involved in assembly work and "the influence of working

conditions upon the health, output, and happiness of the

workers."6

Angell resigned from the Carnegie Corporation in the

summer of 1921 to become president of Yale University.

Before he left, he introduced Ruml to Raymond Fosdick,

Rockefeller, Jr.'s personnel lawyer, Memorial trustee, and

future president of the Rockefeller Foundation. Fosdick

employed Ruml to conduct surveys of the Metropolitan Museum

of Art, the New York Public Library, and the American Museum

of Natural History, institutions which had requested

donations from Rockefeller, Jr. During the time that he

conducted the surveys, Ruml met a number of the trustees of

the Memorial, which was probably the real reason for his
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employment by Fosdick. At these meetings, the Memorial

trustees discovered that Ruml shared their ideals about

utilizing the social sciences to deal with the problems

society faced. Ruml, for example, agreed with the trustees

that business should function as a private government which

acted in cooperation with the public government. The two

entities shared a common goal, an efficient, productive

society that preserved itself without resorting or

succumbing to conflict. He believed that the social

sciences were uniquely qualified to provide the

understanding needed for avoiding this conflict, and he

argued that only the social scientist recognized the

cultural gap which had developed as a result of rapid

industrialization. In discussing the gap between society's

technical achievement and its social capacities, Ruml echoed

the words presented at the first annual meeting of the

Personnel Research Federation by Robert M. Yerkes. Noted

for his development of the intelligence tests used by the

army during the war, Yerkes declared in his address that "we

stand on the threshold of a new era in which attention and

interest are beginning to shift from the material to the

personnel." Ruml's convictions persuaded the trustees that

they had found the individual who could transform the

Memorial from an undistinguished charitable philanthropy to

an institution that would be intimately involved in solving

the problems faced by contemporary society. The trustees
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invited Rum to become director in December 1921. He

accepted, beginning his duties in May of the next year.

Five months after Ruml took office the transformation

of the Memorial began. In October, 1922, Ruml presented a

sixty-two page "memorandum" which outlined the proposed work

of the Memorial for the coming year. The memorandum was, in

reality, a call for the Memorial to end its traditional

charitable work and entrust its substantial resources to a

decade-long commitment to the development of the social

sciences. The new director did not challenge the Memorial's

original goal of social welfare, but he argued that to

achieve that end, the LSRM must become an active proponent

of the social sciences. Only the social sciences could

produce what contemporary society needed, "a body of

substantial and widely accepted generalizations as to human

capacities and motives and as to the behavior of human

beings as individuals and in groups." The need to

understand human nature was urgent because "it is becoming

more and more clearly recognized that unless means are found

of meeting the complex social problems that are so rapidly

developing our increasing control of physical forces may

prove increasingly destructive of human values." He

believed that the social sciences would produce "the

knowledge which in the hands of competent technicians may be

expected in time to result in substantial social control."

Such control "would reduce such irrationalities as are
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represented by poverty, class conflict, and war between

nations. "8

Although Ruml emphasized that the key to restoring

peace to society was the social sciences, he admitted that

"all who work toward the general end of social welfare are

embarrassed by the lack of that knowledge which the social

sciences must provide." He called for an end to the

"speculative inertia" which characterized traditional

academic research. Ruml argued that the social sciences

were too abstract and too far removed from reality and,

thus, failed to address themselves to the needs of society.

Theoretical discussions based on speculation, not personal

observation, produced untested generalities that had little

relationship with reality. He called for empirical research

which would produce tangible results. Hence, he appealed

for the social sciences to address themselves to the

problems of social management and control. Ruml believed

that this only could be achieved by providing substantial

sums of money to strengthen existing university research

operations, create independent research organizations, and

provide financial support to free scholars for individual

study.9

Ruml, however, emphasized that only institutions that

promoted interdisciplinary research should be the recipients

of Memorial funds. He dismissed the divisions that

separated the social sciences as "essentially artificial."
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In addition, he rejected the ivy walls that separated

academicians from the business community, concluding that

"the application of principles of social science will come

to an important degree through leaders of commerce and

industry." As an example of the private and public sectors

working together through an interdisciplinary approach, he

pointed to the work of the Wharton School of Business and

its Bureau of Industrial Research at Philadelphia. Thus, to

achieve the goal of creating intellectually-strong centers

of interdisciplinary research, which used the empirical

methods of personal observation of social problems and

social phenomena, Memorial funds would be better served if

distributed to business colleges, because they were

"considerably of more importance than schools of social

welfare. "O10

Historians of American social science have often

labeled Ruml's memorandum a "manifesto for modern social

science." These scholars argue that Ruml should be credited

for creating the modern philanthropic organization; while

others insist that his actions make him the Father of the

Social Sciences. Yet, a contemporary of Ruml's, his

personal assistant Leonard Outhwaite, in an unpublished

history of the LSRM, noted that Ruml should not bear full

responsibility for what the Memorial became. Outhwaite

believes that John Rockefeller, Jr., "described the field

that Ruml was to work in and anticipated the purpose of that
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work two years before Ruml was invited to join the

Memorial."11

Outhwaite's conclusion helps to explain why Ruml's

memorandum received unanimous support from Memorial

trustees, even though it called for a drastic change in

focus and suggested a dramatic increase in the amount of

money distributed by the institution. The absence of debate

among trustees about the proposal resulted from a consensus

of opinion reached by the board long before Ruml's

appointment. The genesis of that consensus began more than

a decade earlier when John Rockefeller, Jr., made a

committment to repair the public image of his father.

Born at the mid-point of his father's career, January

29, 1874, John Rockefeller, Jr., became a public figure when

it was not popular to be a Rockefeller. The press not only

attacked his father for questionable business ethics but

also publicized the son's every move and joked about his

insistence that friends and colleagues call him "Junior"

because there was only one "John D. Rockefeller." Being the

son of a multi-millionaire was difficult enough, but

Rockefeller, Jr.'s family did little to prepare him for the

role. Sheltered as a child and painfully shy, his

relationship with his father was affectionate but distant

and, at times, strained. The strain of being in his

father's shadow and burdened with the responsibility of

carrying the family reputation on his shoulders led to a
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series of emotional breakdowns which haunted him throughout

his early adulthood. As a result, reserved, anxious, and

troubled were the words most often used by family friends to

describe the young Rockefeller. The press was less

delicate. A. H. Lewis in Cosmopolitan concluded that he was

"the sublimation of the mediocre, a climax of the

commonplace." Although he remained quiet and shy and

occasionally needed to escape for a week or two from the

public eye, Rockefeller, Jr.'s stature among friends and the

press increased when he decided to remove himself from the

family business.1 2

On the first of October, 1897, Rockefeller, Jr.,

arrived at 26 Broadway, the New York office of the

Rockefeller empire. The first five years there were unhappy

ones for him. His father "never said a word to me about

what I was to do in the office." He communicated with his

father through inter-office memos. Although on the boards

of seventeen of the largest financial and industrial

corporations in the country, the younger Rockefeller spent

most of his time handling family matters. His one attempt

to emulate his father proved disastrous as he lost one

million dollars to David Lamar, known as the "wolf of Wall

Street." It was his last effort to succeed in business.1 3

In 1902, he joined Frederick T. Gates and helped to

organize the second Rockefeller-funded philanthropic

organization, the General Education Board. Created to
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assist in the development of modern medical education, his

association with the institution convinced the younger

Rockefeller that he had found a career that was far enough

removed from the competitive world of his father's business,

but also one which would help to repair the damage done to

his father's image. Gates later remarked that "John is

passionately loyal to his father, and much of his writing,

his giving, his whole conduct of life is governed by the

purpose, hardly concealed, of rehabilitating his father's

public reputation." By 1910, Rockefeller, Jr., had made

what he later concluded to be "one of the most important

decisions of my life." At the age of thirty-six, when most

men were settling into a career, he stepped out of one. He

resigned from the board of directors of the firms within 
his

father's empire and announced that he intended to devote all

his energy to philanthropy. By an oversight, he failed to

resign from one business, the Colorado Fuel and Iron

Company.14

Rockefeller, Jr.'s work with the GEB and his

association with Gates created an interest in using the

methodology of the social sciences to investigate and,

possibly, to solve the problems facing contemporary society.

In 1904, for example, he supported the GEB's financing the

creation of the Bureau of Municipal Research. In 1911, when

the mayor of New York refused to set up a commission to

investigate the white slave traffic in the city,
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Rockefeller, Jr., used Foundation money to establish the

Bureau of Social Hygiene. The Bureau was one of the first

agencies to use the application of scientific methods to the

problems of social reform. The following year his interest

in the eugenics movement led to a suggestion that

Rockefeller money be used to create a "Criminalistic

Institution," which would examine the mental capacity of

individuals convicted of crimes in order to determine what

their sentences should be. He spent most of that year,

however, working with Gates to organize and establish the

Rockefeller Foundation. But it was while on vacation in

Europe, that summer, that Rockefeller, Jr., formulated what

became the ultimate goal of the LSRM, utilizing the social

sciences to restore industrial order to society.15

On July 27, 1912, Rockefeller, Jr., sent a note to

Gates about a discussion he had had with Senator Nelson

Aldrich, his father in-law, about a meeting held earlier

that month that the two attended in the offices of J. P.

Morgan in New York. Also at the meeting were Henry P.

Davidson, a banker with the Morgan Investment Company, and

Theodore M. Vail, president of the American Telephone and

Telegraph Company. The conversation focused on creating a

organization which would help counter the bad press big

business had received over the previous few years. The

group hoped to raise a million dollars to finance the

institution for the first five years. Later, representa-
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tives of the Vanderbilt railroad network and the new

president of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad pledged fifty

thousand dollars, each. To persuade Gates of the value of

the project, Rockefeller, Jr., pointed out that Vail had set

up a public relations department in his company to

accomplish a similar goal. The department had "published

articles prepared for the newspapers of the country, for the

magazines, and through lectures" to create a positive public

image. This publicity campaign allowed his company "one of

the greatest, single monopolies in the country to continue

unmolested."1 6

An opportunity to develop a similar organization

occurred the following year when the Rockefeller Foundation

received a charter from the state of New York. In its first

annual report, the Foundation called for, among other

topics, the study of the causes of industrial unrest. The

organization's first executive secretary was Jerome Greene.

A graduate of Harvard University, Greene served the school's

president, Charles Elliot, as secretary and later was

secretary to the corporation for the University. In 1910,

he left to become the general manager of the Rockefeller

Institute for Medical Research. While serving as general

manager, he spoke with Rockefeller, Jr., about promoting the

development of the social sciences, possibly through an

organization similar to the one mentioned in the office of

J. P. Morgan. The two men discussed the meeting held in
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Morgan's office, and these conversations led to a proposed

Rockefeller-financed Institute for Social and Economic

Research. Upon becoming Executive Secretary of the

Rockefeller Foundation, Greene found himself in a position

to advance the Institute. In March, 1914, he established a

select committee to explore the possibilities of such an

organization. Greene chose Edwin Gay, the first dean of the

Harvard Business School, to direct the committee and prepare

a report of the committee's findings.1 7

Submitted January 21, 1914, the report contained a

summary of the Institute's purposes, written by Greene. The

executive secretary stated that the general purpose of the

Institute was "the study of important social and economic

questions vitally effecting the welfare of society at the

present time." Greene felt that the most important question

facing society was the continued social unrest which

threatened to become a world-wide revolution. Greene noted

that "the prevalent unrest has led large numbers of people

to question insistently and often violently the ideas

underlying the present political and economic order." He

added that the remedies suggested by these people resulted

from "imperfect knowledge of both science and present fact."

To counter this misinformation, Greene argued for "a

permanent, privately supported or endowed research

institution" which would synthesize the work of scientific

investigators. Greene concluded his opening remarks by
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stating that, "the general proposition underlying the

accompanying memoranda is that the business interests of the

country are suffering chiefly from indiscriminating abuse

and undigested or radical schemes for reform." Thus, Greene

called for more than just the creation of a research

institution but also for the need to release the findings of

this research in order to better inform the general

public.18

Attached to the report were the thoughts of a number

of social scientists whom Gay had asked to comment on the

proposed Institute and their suggestions. All agreed that

the Institute would be invaluable and echoed the words of

Greene. John Koren, president of the American Statistical

Association, noted the desperate need for basic

investigation into the workings of the country's economy and

agreed that "public support" for business was a prime

concern. Victor Morawetz, noted railroad attorney and a

founding member of the American Law Institute, stressed that

an area of study should include ways in which to restore

interest and loyalty to workers in large factories who

suffered from monotony and fatigue. Wesly Clair Mitchell,

an economist with Columbia University and the future

director of the National Bureau of Economic Research,

believed that it was time for the social sciences to receive

the support that the medical sciences had received. "Just

as science affords the chief means of improving the practice
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of medicine, so science affords the chief means of improving

the practice of social regulations."1 9

The report also contained a list of suggestions

prepared by the committee. Among the proposals were

suggestions that grants be distributed to both private and

public institutions, that fellowships be made available for

established scholars, and that stipends be provided for

promising graduate students. The list also included a

cautionary note about who should direct the Institute; "such

a man would probably be prolific in ideas and would have to

have his enthusiasm and fertility held in check in the wise

conservatism of the institute."2 0

Submitted to the trustees of the Rockefeller

Foundation, the proposed Institute for Social and Economic

Research met with the approval of all the board members

except one. The exception was Gates. The creative force

behind the Rockefeller philanthropies rejected the Institute

for two reasons. First, he dismissed the assumption,

suggested in the report, that the methodology of the social

sciences was as reliable as that of the medical sciences.

He pointed out to the board that "you are not acting on

inert matter or even on animals, your material is the

activities and organizations of business. Can you command

this material as you can command the material of

investigation in medical science? I fear not." Secondly,

because the subject of the research was human nature and
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contemporary social problems, Gates warned that the only

assured result would be political controversy. His fear

resulted less from a concern about the future than an

awareness of recent events.21

Fresh in Gates mind was the Foundation's difficulty in

securing a charter for incorporation. The origins of the

Foundation occurred at the height of muckraking journalism

and the "trust-busting" of Theodore Roosevelt and William

Howard Taft. The public and politicians loyal to the

tenents of the Progressive Movement feared that the

Foundation's huge sums of money might be used to circumvent

legal restraints and undermine the political process. One

writer saw the emergence of large philanthropies as nothing

more than a "vast scheme for capturing and controlling the

college and universities of the country." Attitudes like

this as well as the Progressive temper of the times,

defeated even the political influence of prominent senators

as Aldrich, who lobbied unsuccessfully for over two years to

get Congressional approval for the Foundation. Rejected by

Congress, Rockefeller, Sr., turned to the more appeasing

environment of the New York legislature, which granted a

charter in 1913.22

Although the antagonism of the public troubled Gates,

his reluctance to support the Institute resulted from a more

immediate threat to the Foundation's image: the Walsh

Commission. On August 23, 1912 the Sixty-second Congress
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created a Commission on Industrial Relations to "inquire

into the general condition of labor in the principal

industries of the United States and discover the underlying

causes of dissatisfaction in the industrial situation."23

Though created in the last days of the Taft presidency, the

members of the commission were not appointed until the

winter of 1913, the first year of Woodrow Wilson's

presidency. President Wilson chose Frank P. Walsh to chair

the committee and be in charge of its nine members. Walsh

was then a prominent lawyer from Kansas City, Missouri, who

was known for his liberal attitudes and suspicion of the

motives of big business. By 1914, the concentration of

wealth and influence of the foundations were the subjects of

the committee's hearings. Walsh set the tone for the

investigations with a public statement that appeared in the

New York Times December 17, 1914 issue. Asked about the

newly formed Rockefeller Foundation, the chairman replied

that "the creation of the Rockefeller and other foundations

was the beginning of an effort to perpetuate the present

position of wealth through the corruption of sources of

public information." He added that if these organizations

were not held in check by Congress, then they might "well be

used as instruments to change the form of government of the

United States at a future date." 2 4 Walsh's threatening tone

resulted from the Rockefeller family's reaction to the

events surrounding a strike at their Colorado Fuel and Iron
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Company, the one company from which Rockefeller, Jr., had

not resigned four years earlier.

The strike began in Ludlow, Colorado, in September,

1913, following a refusal by company officials to negotiate

with representatives of the United Mine Workers. Although

on the board, Rockefeller, Jr., was unaware of the details

of the strike and allowed company officials complete freedom

to react to the situation as they saw fit. By the spring of

1914, southern Colorado had become the site of isolated, but

continuous scenes of violence. The length of the strike and

the pattern of violence caught the attention of the Walsh

Commission and the Wilson administration. William B.

Wilson, Secretary of Labor, wrote to Rockefeller, Sr. asking

him to use his influence to arrange a meeting between the

operators and the representatives of the mines.

Rockefeller, Jr.'s reply, Senior had retired years earlier,

was short and to the point. "The actions of our officers in

refusing to meet the strike leaders. . .meets with our

cordial approval."2 5 He reiterated this position on April

6, 1914, before the Walsh Commission. When asked if he was

willing to let the violence continue to avoid a meeting with

union officials, Rockefeller, Jr., replied that he stood by

the position of company officials. Incredulous at his

response, Walsh asked the question in a different matter:

"And you will do that if it costs all your property and

kills your employees?" Again, Rockefeller, Jr., refused to
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consider any other action. He answered by stating that "it

is a great principle." 26

Rockefeller, Jr., received letters of congratulations

for standing up to the committee from dozens of leading

industrialists. His father's response was a thanks in the

form of a gift of ten thousand shares of the company's

stock. Two weeks later, a violent conflict between workers

and the state militia occurred. The worker's camp was set

afire and in the pitched battle that followed, twenty-four

persons died, including two women and eleven children.

Labeled the "Ludlow Massacre" by the press, the newspapers

were quick to remind readers of Rockefeller, Jr.'s testimony

before the Walsh Commission.
2 7

The "Ludlow Massacre" occurred three months after

proposals for the Institute for Social and Economic Research

reached the desks of Foundation trustees. Gates's warning

of political controversy seemed justified. Foundation

officials dropped the project and scrambled to develop a

response to the tremendous negative publicity created by the

strike.2 8

Nothing had prepared Foundation trustees for the

strike. Although Rockefeller, Sr. owned forty per cent of

the company's stock, he had retired in 1896. Representing

him on the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company board were members

of his personal staff; his son; Jerome Greene; and Starr J.

Murphy, one of Rockefeller, Sr.'s lawyers and, like the
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others, a Foundation trustee. Management of the day-to-day

affairs of the company were left to local officials.29

Unaware of the events as they developed two thousand miles

away, Rockefeller, Jr., knew only what his advisors in New

York told him. The picture they initially painted of the

strike was that it was anti-labor and anti-American. Gates,

for example, described the strikers as "disreputable

agitators, socialists and anarchists." Rockefeller, Jr.,

passed on this picture to the public when he publicly

responded to the "Ludlow Massacre." He argued that there

was in effect no "massacre" but a violent confrontation

initiated by the workers. The deaths of the women and

children had resulted from their hiding in a small space

underneath the floor of a cabin. The persons responsible

for their deaths were the outside agitators who organized

the violent strike.3 0

The New York Evening Post refuted his points in a

detailed analysis of the event. At first Rockefeller, Jr.,

dismissed the newspaper's story, not surprising given his

relationship with the papers while growing up. But when he

had an assistant check the story, he learned that, in fact,

they were true. Horrified by the image that he must have

created for himself and the family name by his public

accusations, Rockefeller, Jr., and his staff set to work to

develop a plan to counter, in the words of Greene, "the

wicked game they are playing." "They" were the unions.3 1
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Greene's plan involved suggestions made in the report

submitted to support the Institute for Social and Economic

Research. Throughout May, he sought out specialists in the

field of industrial relations and persons experienced in the

new field of public relations. The latter goal was made

easier by the fact that Rockefeller, Jr., had hired such an

individual in the winter of 1913.32

Concerned about the Rockefeller image created during

the struggle to obtain a charter for the Foundation, the

younger Rockefeller asked Ivy Lee to supervise the company's

public relations efforts. "I feel that my father and I are

much misunderstood by the press and the people of the

country," he said. "I should like to know what your advice

would be how on to make our position clear."3 3

Born in 1877 in a small town in Georgia, Lee was the

son of a Methodist minister. After attending Harvard Law

School for over a year, he left to work as a reporter. Soon

thereafter, however, he resigned to open what some argue was

the first public relations office. Until his employment by

the Rockefellers, Lee worked for a number of railroad

companies, Bethlehem Steel, and the Chrysler Corporation.

Because of these commitments, he had not been able to devote

all his energies to the Rockefellers. That changed with the

appearance of the "Ludlow Massacre" headline.3 4

In June 1914 Lee agreed to work solely for the

Rockefellers. His assignment was to rebuild the image of
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the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company. Throughout the summer,

Lee issued fifteen bulletins, entitled "Facts Concerning The

Struggle in Colorado for Industrial Freedom." Forty

thousand bulletins reached the offices of leading

individuals and organizations. Although often inaccurate,

partly because company officials refused to divulge the

truth of their actions, Lee's bulletins were effective in at

least lessening the harsh criticism of the first month

following the deaths at Ludlow. He quickly realized,

however, that much more must be done to repair the damage

created by more than three decades of published criticism.

Lee suggested that Rockefeller, Jr., begin by dropping his

confrontational style with the press and investigatory

bodies like the Walsh Commission. In addition, he urged

that Rockefeller, Jr., admit that certain mistakes were made

and that he was ignorant of much of what had happened at

Ludlow. Finally, Lee supported Greene's contention that an

expert in industrial relations be brought in to educate,

advise, and guide Rockefeller, Jr., through the coming

difficult year.35

Greene found such a man through the efforts of his

former employer, Charles Elliot. When contacted by Greene

about his need for an expert in industrial relations, Elliot

recommended a graduate of Harvard, MacKenzie King. Born in

1874 in Ottawa, Canada, King was a devout Presbyterian whose

religious devotion had led him to work as a reformer at Jane
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Addams' Hull House while attending the University of

Chicago. He left Chicago to attend Harvard and pursue a

Ph.D. in economics. While working on his dissertation, a

comparative study of sweatshops, he exposed the terrible

working conditions in Canadian factories. His expose

attracted the attention of the Canadian government which had

invited him to edit the government's new Labor Gazette.

While editor, from 1900 to 1907, King built a reputation for

fairness, accuracy, and an in depth knowledge of labor

relations. Because of this reputation, the Liberal party

asked that he run for Parliament. He easily won election in

1908 and became director of the newly created Labour

Ministry. Three years later, however, his party lost its

majority in Parliament and King's promising political career

suddenly seemed over. He worked as a free-lance journalist,

but found the income and his influence in decline. At this

time, Elliot contacted him and proposed that he work for the

Rockefellers. To entice Kiing, Elliot promised that he

might have the same influence in America that he had once

had in Canada. "You might greatly serve all white race

industrialists and show the way to industrial concord in the

whole world." Still retaining hopes for a political future,

King felt his association with the Rockefeller business

concerns might damage his reputation. Both Elliot and

Greene assured him that he would be employed by the

Foundation and would not be expected to work for any
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Rockefeller enterprise. With this assurance he agreed to

meet Rockefeller, Jr.3 6

Two days after Lee agreed to devote all his time to

rebuilding the image of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company,

June 6, 1914, Rockefeller, Jr. met with King. Joining the

two men were Greene and Murphy. King discussed his possible

appointment, admitting his concern about being connected to

the Rockefeller business empire. Greene assured him that

such was not to be the case, and to relieve him of doubt,

suggested that the Foundation create a Department of

Industrial Relations which he would head. Their

conversation then turned to the problem of the Colorado Fuel

and Iron Company. When the meeting ended, King said that he

would make a decision within sixty days.3 7

On August 13, 1914 King accepted the invitation to

join the Foundation as Director of the Department of

Industrial Relations. In a letter to Rockefeller, Jr., he

argued that the first goal of the department should be the

search for a "means of restoring industrial peace." To

accomplish this goal, he proposed accepting the premise of

collective bargaining, not through representatives of

independent unions, but through an organization which would

meet under the auspices of the company. King believed that

such a policy would "create machinery which will afford

opportunity of easy and constant conferences between

employers and the employees with reference to matters of
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concern to both...." Such conferences would result in the

"cordial cooperation which is likely to further industrial

efficiency. "38

King's proposal to Rockefeller, Jr., was the basis of

his later Employee Representation Plan, sometimes called the

"Colorado Plan." Others called it a "company union." When

labor leader Samuel Gompers learned of the plan, he

denounced what he saw as an anti-union effort by asking,

"what influence can such a pseudo-union have to insist upon

the remedying of a grievous wrong or the attainment of a

real right?" Even a "pseudo-union" was too much for the

president of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company. L. M.

Bowers wrote to Rockefeller, Jr., that any acceptance of

collective bargaining was an announcement of surrender to

both workers and fellow industrialists. The younger

Rockefeller sided with King, and in January he asked Bowers

to resign. When asked later why he forced Bowers out,

Rockefeller, Jr., replied that the company president was not

ready "to go forward into the new day." Unspoken but

assumed was the fact that he was.39

Rockefeller, Jr., decision to side with King was as

much for personal reasons as for business policy. King's

four-year association with the Foundation made a lasting

impression on the younger Rockefeller. King became his

"closest friend." After their first meeting he noted that

"seldom have I been so impressed by a man at first
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appearance." During his second appearance before the Walsh

Commission Rockefeller, Jr., admitted that his philosophy

about industrial relations had completely changed because of

King's influence. Between mid-October, 1914, and January

1915, King tutored Rockefeller, Jr., in economic history,

trade unionism, and the new field of industrial relations.

The future Prime Minister of Canada convinced the young

philanthropist that industry was a form of social service

and directors of business cooperatives were accountable for

the social conditions to which their policies contributed.

King's religious background matched Rockefeller, Jr.'s in

its intensity, thus his appeal to the philanthropist's sense

of noblesse oblige convinced Rockefeller, Jr., that he and

the Foundation must become public advocates for moral and

industrial order. He publicly admitted that he owed this

decision to King. "No other man did so much for me. He had

vast experience in industrial relations and I had none. I

needed guidance. He had an intuitive sense of the right

thing to do--whether it was a man who ought to be talked

with or a situation which ought to be met." 4 0

Between January 18 and February 6, 1915, the

Commission on Industrial Relations heard testimony on the

"Centralization of Industrial Control and Operation of

Philanthropic Foundations." King prepared Rockefeller, Jr.,

for his appearance, going so far as to write an opening

statement. Ironically, the statement contradicted his
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remarks made during his first appearance. One of forty

witnesses, including his father, Rockefeller, Jr., was on

the stand for three days. Walsh renewed the attack he had

begun two years before. To his surprise, Rockefeller, Jr.,

admitted responsibility for the events that had occurred at

Ludlow. He went on to announce that he approved of Labor's

right to organize. "I believe it to be just as proper and

advantageous for labor to associate itself into organized

groups for the advancement of its legitimate interest 
as for

capital to combine for the same object." Rockefeller, Jr.'s

new position on labor relations won him immediate support

41
from the press.

Walsh remained unconvinced. He subpoenaed the papers

stored at 26 Broadway. On April 23, he produced documents

which showed that Rockefeller, Jr., had hired King to help

clear the family name. Walsh argued that this proved that

the Foundation was not a separate entity from Rockefeller

business interests. Rockefeller, Jr., returned to the stand

on May 19 and spent another three days under intense

questioning from Walsh. Again Rockefeller, Jr. admitted

that he did not intervene to stop the violence but added

that he was not kept well-informed of the situation. Walsh

felt his reply was insufficient, given the tragedy of the

events at Ludlow. But his harrassment of the witness

backfired. Other members of the committee grew tired of his

relentless attack, and, as no new information came out about
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the strike, the members felt it was time to move on to other

matters.4 2

The press and general public seemed to agree. The

public outcry Walsh had expected did not materialize. By

the spring of 1915, World War I, the Mexican Revolution, and

a thriving war economy dominated the news. Interest in the

commission's findings decreased to such an extent that Walsh

could not find a publisher for his book. Based on the

testimony before the commission, the manuscript, entitled

"The Great Foundation," argued that philanthropies were a

"menace to the welfare of society." He insisted that "even

in the power to do good, no one man, or group of men, should

hold a monopoly." As an example, he pointed to the

employment of King by Rockefeller, Jr., concluding that "Mr.

Rockefeller could find no better insurance for his hundreds

of millions than to invest one of them in subsidizing all

agencies that make for social change and progress."4 3

From 1915 on, social change and progress became

bywords for Rockefeller, Jr. His appearance before the

commission in January marked a turning point for him. King

committed him to a course that changed his attitude and

resulted in a new image for the son of a "robber baron." By

the end of the year, the press had labeled Rockefeller, Jr.,

an industrial statesman and one of the leading architects of

social reform. King noted the significance of Rockefeller,

Jr.'s appearance before the commission in his diary. "My
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own feeling is that, not only has Mr. R. given himself a new

start with the American people, and particularly with labor,

but he has also helped to make an epoch in the industrial

history of this country."4 4

Rockefeller, Jr.'s "new start with the American

people," began in the fall of 1915, when, at the behest of

King, he spent two weeks touring eighteen Colorado Fuel and

Iron Company camps. He and King wore denim jeans, spoke

with workers on an individual basis during the day, and

attended group meetings in the evenings. At the company's

Cameron camp, he danced with all the women present, which

made headlines across the country. He spent the last week

persuading the workers that King's Employee Representation

Plan, a package that included wage scales, grievance

procedures, and an eight-hour working day, would benefit

them. Eighty-four per cent of the workers voted for the

plan. In his last appearance before the workers, he

received a standing ovation.45

His experience in Colorado transformed Rockefeller,

Jr. He became more independent, aggressive, and at-ease

with his role as a spokesman for the family. This "Colorado

conversion," as one writer put it, changed not only his

reputation but the family's, as well. "The Rockefellers

became rich under John D., but popular under Junior."4 6

Following the Colorado visit, Rockefeller, Jr. became,

in part through the efforts of Ivy Lee, in demand as a
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public speaker and writer on industrial relations. He wrote

articles for such journals as the Atlantic Monthly, Survey,

and Current Opinion. He was a regular speaker at the

Y.M.C.A.-sponsored "Industrial Conference." Typical of the

speeches that he gave during this period were the remarks

presented before the Bacon Institute in 1919: "I believe

that labor and capital are partners, not enemies, that their

interests are common, not opposed, and that neither can

attain the fullest measure of prosperity at the expense of

the other, but only in association with the other." This

conclusion became the thesis of his book on industrial

relations, Personal Relations in Industry.4 7

But the partnership between labor and capital never

materialized. The year 1919 saw an increase in the number

of strikes, many violent, and the emergence of a competing

economic and political system, the Soviet Union. That year

Ray Stannard Baker in the first of a series of articles on

industrial unrest concluded that "these are dangerous days

in America, in many ways the most dangerous in our history."

Because the number of strikes grew, and the violence

increased, President Wilson called for a national Industrial

Conference whose members would represent the interests of

business, labor, and the general public. Rockefeller, Jr.'s

image had changed to such an extent that he was appointed to

the committee which represented the public. The forty-five

members, however, could not agree on what action to take. A
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second conference convened in 1920 but again, with little

success. 4

The fear that the Russian revolution was the first in

a series of rebellions which would sweep the world convinced

Raymond Fosdick, then working as Rockefeller, Jr.'s personal

lawyer, that immediate steps must be taken to avoid a

similar fate in the United States. In a letter to King he

described a conversation he had had with Rockefeller, Jr.,

arguing that the old world was gone, "forever," and that an

evolution had begun and would not stop. "Whether that

evolution is peaceful or bloody depends largely upon men of

his class." Fosdick asked King to join in his effort to

"mold the man who, by reason of his position as the titular

head of the capitalistic class, can be a powerful influence

in helping to liberalize his fellows."49

King's tenure with the Foundation, however, was over.

Although he would remain a close friend of Rockefeller,

Jr.'s throughout his life, he was no longer his employee.

The task of molding the philanthropist was left to Fosdick.

A self-defined Wilsonian progressive, Fosdick first met

Rockefeller, Jr., while working with the Rockefeller-

financed Bureau of Social Hygiene. Their working

relationship grew into a life-long friendship. Fosdick

moved his law office to 61 Broadway, which also housed the

offices of the Foundation and those of the LSRM. During the

war, Fosdick was chairman of the Commission on Training Camp
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Activities. In that capacity, he closed every red-light

district in the country, to make soldiers fit for duty. He

also was one of the developers of the Council on Foreign

Relations and was the creative force behind the Foreign

Policy Association. Convinced that men who had fought for

democracy in Europe would not return to an industrial

autocracy at home, he began a campaign in 1919 to persuade

Rockefeller, Jr., that the best way to influence labor

relations and maintain harmony between Capital and Labor was

in the realm of management counseling. Together with Arthur

Woods, the former head of the Bureau of Social Hygiene and,

in the 1920s, the chief administrator of Rockefeller, Jr.'s

office, Fosdick convinced the younger Rockefeller that the

most efficient method to develop a science of industrial

relations and industrial management was through American

universities and the creation of private research

organizations. He insisted that Rockefeller money and

Rockefeller, Jr.'s reputation as an industrial statesman

placed him in a unique position to advance these causes.50

Fosdick relied on Rockefeller, Jr.'s prestige and

funds, because he could not count on Foundation support.

Since 1913, Gates' refusal and the events surrounding the

Foundation's incorporation, made all efforts to gain

Foundation funding for the social sciences futile. Fosdick

turned instead to the newly-created "Committee on

Benevolences." Established in 1919, the committee met to
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assist in the matter of distributing monies that originated

as personal gifts from Rockefeller, Jr., rather than as

grants from the Foundation. This decision making process

took place each Monday afternoon when the "luncheon group,"

as they were known, met and discussed how best to use the

funds provided by Rockefeller, Jr. Fosdick and Woods used

their influence to persuade the members to support those

concerns of Rockefeller, Jr., that the Foundation found too

sensitive. Between 1919 and 1922, personal gifts from the

younger Rockefeller included monies to support the

establishment of the Institute of Government Research, which

later became the influential Brookings Institution. The

committee also distributed funds to create Industrial

Relations Sections at major universities, the first one

established at Princeton. In 1922, Rockefeller, Jr.,

approved the suggestion of the committee to establish a

private labor management concern, the Industrial Relations

Counselors, Inc., originally housed in Fosdick's law office.

That was the same year that Fosdick introduced Ruml to

Rockefeller, Jr., as the man who could transform the

Memorial into the organization that the younger Rockefeller

had advocated eight years before: the Institute for Social

and Economic Research.5 1

By 1920, Fosdick realized that the "Committee on

Benevolences" could not provide the sums of money needed to

accomplish the goals laid out in the 1914 report on the
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Institute. The Foundation was the proper vehicle, but

Fosdick would have to wait for Gates' retirement. Of the

three remaining Rockefeller philanthropies, only the

Memorial provided an avenue to fulfill the agenda of the

Institute. Unlike the General Education Board or the

Institute for Medical Research, the Memorial's charter

called for the philanthropy to concentrate on the social

welfare of society, a goal which easily could accommodate

the program of the Institute for Social and Economic

Research. In addition, Fosdick's associate, Arthur Woods,

was the Memorial's acting president, appointed by

Rockefeller, Jr., in 1919, without an apparent formal search

being conducted. Finally, the Memorial's funds had

increased dramatically from just over six million dollars in

1918 to well over seventy-three million dollars in 1920.

Thus, Fosdick and Rockefeller, Jr., could circumvent Gates

by using the LSRM. All that remained was the appointment of

a director who agreed with their vision. Beardsley Ruml was

that person and thus, his memorandum of 1922 received

unanimous support from Memorial trustees.52

Although Memorial trustees enthusiastically supported

Ruml's memorandum, the recollection of the Walsh

Commission's accusation that Rockefeller philanthropy was

merely a device to protect Rockefeller business interests

resulted in a request by the trustees to adopt an official

policy that would guide LSRM funding. In May, 1924, Ruml
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presented the trustees with twelve principles to protect the

LSRM from accusations of conflict of interest. The

principles resembled the suggestions first made in Greene's

report on the proposed Institute for Social and Economic

Research. In general, the Memorial was to finance projects

through block grants of approximately five years, which

would increase the ability for personal observation of

social phenomena and promote an interdisciplinary approach

to the study of social problems. The Memorial was not to

finance projects whose ultimate goals were the creation of

local, state, or federal law, nor to support projects

concerned with specific reform, and, finally, never attempt

to influence the direction of the research project.

Although not written as one of the twelve principles, Ruml

also suggested that the Memorial ask those who received

financial aid not to publicly acknowledge Memorial support.

The trustees accepted Ruml's suggestions.53

Between 1922 and 1928, the Memorial distributed

approximately twenty-one million dollars in support of the

social sciences. In 1927 alone, the LSRM appropriated

eight- and-a-half million dollars. The Memorial selected

eighteen universities as the major recipients of this

support. These schools received Memorial recognition

because of their records for academic standards, outstanding

scholarship, and the existence of research projects that

exhibited the methodology and goals Memorial trustees
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advocated. Five institutions received more than half of the

twenty-one million dollars the Memorial distributed: the

University of Chicago, Columbia University, Harvard

University, the Brookings Institution, and the London School

of Economics. The Social Science Research Council, which

Ruml and noted political scientist Charles Merriam guided to

existence, received approximately one-fifth of the twenty-

one million dollars. Other notable institutions which

received considerable financial aid from the Memorial

included the Institute of Human Relations at Yale, the

National Bureau of Economic Research, the New York School of

Social Work, and the Institute for Research in Social

Science at the University of North Carolina. The Memorial

also was responsible for providing fellowships for

individual study to 1,244 American scholars and 165 foreign

scholars. In the mid 1920s, the Memorial financed the first

two Hanover Conferences held in Hanover, New Hampshire.

These conferences brought together distinguished scholars

from all academic fields for informal conversations about

their work and round-table discussions on the purposes of

the social sciences. In addition to funding research

projects and scholarly conferences, the Memorial provided

the monies to establish the Public Administration Clearing

House and the Social Science Research Building, both at the

University of Chicago. One individual and the research

projects that he participated in who received over a million
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dollars of Memorial funds, was Elton Mayo.5 4
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CHAPTER 4

THE NIGHT MIND IN INDUSTRY

Elton Mayo arrived in San Francisco on August 1, 1922,

three months after Beardsley Ruml began his tenure as

director of the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial and just

two months before Ruml presented his October memorandum to

the board of trustees. Mayo sailed into San Francisco with

fifty pounds in his wallet and several letters of reference

in his pocket, including one from the Australian Prime

Minister. His six month leave-of-absence from the

University of Queensland and a lack of money left little

time for Mayo to sight-see. Determined not to return to his

university post, Mayo sought to establish himself in America

as quickly as possible and in any field that promised

permanent employment and financial security. Over the next

five months, he explored job opportunities in university

research, the lecture circuit, free-lance, writing and as a

consultant to private business. Ironically, by the end of

the decade he would be successful in all of these fields.1

At first, success did not materialize. An agent Mayo

had contacted to set up a series of speaking engagements in

California failed to arrange more than one or two public

lectures. An appointment with members of the Personnel

Department of Standard Oil of California led to a promise of
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Department of Standard Oil of California led to a promise of

part-time consultant work, but nothing more. Mayo was able

to present one speech which received considerable press

coverage. Entitled "Problems of the Strike," the speech

repeated many of the same themes Mayo had discussed in public

lectures in Australia, in particular, his belief that the

origins of industrial unrest were as much psychological as

.pn133 economic, if not more so. Although the speech got his

name into the newspapers, the media attention did not lead

to further speaking invitations.2

By the end of his first month in America, Mayo's fifty

pounds had all but disappeared. Fortunately, at about the

same time Mayo's luck changed. One of his letters of

reference introduced him to the Chairman of the County

Medical Association, Joseph Coltan. Coltan invited him to

work as a consultant. More important for Mayo was the

chairman's association with a number of the most prominent

social scientists at the University of California at

Berkeley. One scholar, noted anthropologist A. L. Kroeber,

impressed with Mayo's venture into the field of social

psychology, recommended that Mayo meet with Vernon Kellogg

Secretary of the National Research Council, who was in

California on a research trip. Coltan wrote a letter of

introduction to Kellogg, recommending that Mayo's work

should be brought to the attention of the NRC.3

Following his meeting with Kellogg, Mayo wrote to his
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wife that the secretary "became very interested in what I

had to say about strike control."4 Kellogg, who was about

to leave for Washington, D. C., asked that Mayo travel back

east to meet with other members of the NRC. Convinced that

his views on the application of psychiatry and psychology

would attract the interest of academic and government

leaders, Mayo began corresponding with Kellogg in order to

convince the secretary of his interest in pursuing his

research in the United States. His limited finances,

however, created an obstacle. He wrote to Kellogg that "I

shall have to decide very soon whether I can stay in America

or must go back to Australia." He asked Kellogg's

assistance in finding employment, arguing that America's

political climate was more favorable for industrial research

than Australia's. He noted that in his research he

discovered that once a worker's "anxieties and hysterical

troubles" were removed, his attitude toward social and

political problems improved "considerably." Although Prime

Minister William Morris Hughes began "to play with the idea"

of introducing psychology into solving the problems

affecting industrial relations, Mayo explained to Kellogg,

Hughes ultimately had backed off from the notion because of

political considerations. Describing Australia as being

"too young a country to realize (at any rate in political

circles) the enormous importance of industrial research,"

Mayo concluded that "in the more skilled and congenial
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scientific atmosphere of America" his research might

blossom.5

Agreeing with Mayo that "our industrial situation here

in America" might be an appropriate place to carry out his

research, Kellogg told Mayo that he would be meeting with

the board of trustees of the Rockefeller Foundation and

would "be glad to take up with them the matter of the

possibility of making some use of your services while you

are in this country."6 Two weeks passed, however, before

Kellogg wrote to Mayo and set a firm date for him to travel

to Washington. During that time, Mayo's funds ran out, and

he wrote to his wife, asking that she cable him 200 pounds.

In his letter to Dorethea, he justified the request by

explaining that "this is the best thing that ever happened

to us. It means that both the financial and the

psychological leaders will be wanting to discuss research

with me." 7 The day after Mayo received the money from

Australia, Kellogg cabled him travel expenses for the trip,

adding that he had set up appointments with Raymond Dodge,

Chairman of the Division of Psychology and Anthropology of

the NRC, and with representatives of the Foundation.8

When he arrived in Washington, Mayo discovered that

Dodge was only one of a half-a-dozen prominent members of

the NRC that he was to meet. In a series of luncheons, formal

meetings, and lengthy after-dinner conversations, Mayo met

John Merriam (President of the Carnegie Institution), James
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McKeen Cattell (pioneer psychologist and founder of the

Psychological Corporation), Alfred Flinn (an officer of the

Engineering Foundation), and the friends and former

colleagues of Ruml, L. L. Thurstone, and Robert Yerkes.

Mayo discovered that seemingly everyone he met was a member

of the Personnel Research Federation (Yerkes was its first

president) and shared the common goal of eliminating the

disciplinary boundaries that separated their fields. In

addition, like Mayo, they had great hopes for the new field

of industrial psychology. Kellogg fostered this interest by

introducing Mayo as the individual who could replace E. E.

Southard, who died in 1920 and who was considered the most

prominent industrial psychologist in the country.9

The meetings lifted Mayo's spirits. In a letter to

his wife, he enthusiastically described how he had "outrun

the lions," his labeling of the members of the NRC, and that

he was apparently the first man they had met who was trained

in the "field of sociopsychological industrial

investigation."1 0

Following the meetings in Washington, Mayo traveled to

New York, with letters of reference from Kellogg and Dodge,

to meet Ruml. At first sight, the two men made an odd

couple. Mayo, then forty-three, was a small, slight man

with round glasses that accentuated his bald head. Ruml,

fifteen years younger, was a large, rotund figure with

slicked back brown hair. The two men, however, had much in
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common. Both enjoyed good food, imported wines, and

tobacco. Each was far more comfortable presenting his ideas

in conversation rather than in scholarly publications.

Throughout their careers, each had a reputation for being a

"idea men." Rarely were their desks cluttered with research

notes, books, or manuscript papers. Both tended to work by

leaning back in their office chairs and quietly thinking,

believing that this process was as productive as pouring

over endless reports. As a result of this practice, some of

their colleagues accused each man of being lazy. Neither

man was. Ruml had already accomplished much in his short

life, while Mayo's work load during the previous decade had

led his wife and family physician to insist that he slow

down and find time for a vacation.1 1

But neither man had time to relax. Both men believed

that they held the key to solving the problems society

faced. Convinced that society could not withstand another

decade of violent strikes, such as the country had witnessed

during the previous ten years, Mayo and Ruml agreed that an

administrative elite, trained in the history and workings of

human behavior and social organization, was the solution

that would resolve both the technical and human problems

facing modern industrial society. This conviction, combined

with their shared interest in developing the new field of

industrial psychology, and mutual enjoyment of a good dinner

and conversation, resulted in Mayo's relationship with Ruml
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being that of a friend rather than merely a professional

associate.12

The relationship, however, was a peculiar one. Ruml,

just twenty-eight, already experienced in large-scale social

science research projects, one of the founders of the

Personnel Research Federation and director of the Memorial,

was in a position to help Mayo, both in terms of academic

contacts and financial assistance. Thus, although much

younger, Ruml became Mayo's mentor. While in New York, Ruml

introduced Mayo to Edwin Embree, Secretary of the Rock-

feller Foundation; arranged for him to lecture on medical

psychology to the Columbia University class of his assistant

at the LSRM, Leonard Outhwaite; invited him to make an

address on social psychiatry to the New York Psychiatrists

Dinner Club; presented him to James Angell, President of

Yale University; and persuaded the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, then holding its annual meeting

in New York, to allow him to make an address before the

psychology section on "Psychological Analysis in

Industry."1 3

Although his paper was well received and those who met

him were impressed by Mayo, employment opportunities did not

materialize. Desperate to avoid returning to Australia,

Mayo asked Ruml to assist him in finding permanent

employment. Ruml attempted to get Mayo a position at

Cornell or with a research organization in New York, but to
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no avail. He told Mayo not to worry, though, that it was

only a matter of time.14

Time was of the essence, however, as the University of

Queensland expected his return in a matter of weeks. With

Ruml's assurance that employment was near, Mayo decided to

ask for an extension of his leave. To support this request,

he asked Kellogg to send a letter to Queensland Trustees,

recommending that his work would benefit if he were allowed

to stay in America for another six months. Kellogg sent his

letter the last day of January, 1923.15

The University of Queensland, however, denied Mayo's

request, adding that the needs of the understaffed school

"necessitate immediate return." In a letter to Kellogg,

discussing the university's decision, Mayo, frustrated,

concluded that "I cannot understand what is the back of it."

He speculated, though, that the newly-appointed professor J.

P. Lowson, who occupied the Research Medical Psychology

Chair, "which I earned," was jealous of him and had

organized the opposition to his extension. He told Kellogg

that he would make one more request and, if again denied,

would resign. After apologizing for placing Kellogg in an

embarrassing situation, Mayo ended his note by adding, "I

can only suppose that some petty influences are at work."16

Mayo never sent a second request. In mid-January, Ruml

sent Mayo to visit Joseph Willits, head of the University of

Pennsylvania's Department of Industrial Research. Willits
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had started the department at the Wharton School of Business

in March 1921, with funds provided by the Carnegie

Corporation and by local Philadelphia firms. At the time,

Ruml was the assistant to the President of Carnegie, James

Angell, and thus Willits was familiar with Ruml. Because of

his working relationship with Ruml, Willits hoped to receive

a grant from the LSRM to further his department's research

projects. Most of those projects involved collecting labor

statistics over a period of time, analyzing them, and

presenting conclusions about personnel matters such as

absenteeism, job-turnover, and the like. The department's

staff was made up of economists, and Willits knew that the

Memorial would only support interdisciplinary research

projects. Thus, Ruml's request to interview Mayo, a social

psychologist, for a possible position with the department

was attractive to Willits for many reasons.17

In mid-January, Willits submitted a request to the

Memorial for $3,000 in order to expand the department's

research from its narrow economic analysis to include

biological, physiological, and psychological examinations.

Included in the request was a proposal to hire Mayo as a

research associate. Ruml agreed with this latter point. In

a note to the trustees, Ruml wrote that "no formal

commitment should be made to allocate funds to the

Department of Industrial Research until definite assurances

are at hand that Professor Mayo would be willing and able to
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accept the appointment."18

To support this financial commitment, Ruml asked that

Mayo prepare a synopsis of his research and submit it to

John Rockefeller, Jr., chairman of the Memorial. Entitled

"The Application of Psycho-Pathology to Industry," the paper

provided a brief survey of Mayo's clinical research in

Australia and suggested that the results of this research

should be applied to industry. Pointing out that mental

hospitals received 50,000 patients a year, Mayo argued that

that fact alone justified the need for psycho-pathological

research. Mayo added, that because such a large figure

reflected the social instability of modern communities, an

examination of factory workers "might yield a valuable and

interesting criticism of our methods of social and

industrial organization." Mayo went on to explain that

irrationality was not inborn, but was created by social

factors, and hence, could be cured. Mayo concluded the

paper by pointing out that a "feeling of economic insecurity

often results in unhappy reveries, with a consequent

tendency towards rebellion to authority and radicalism."

Thus, once these unhappy reveries disappeared, the

rebellious instincts would end.19

Mayo's paper, combined with Ruml's lobbying efforts

among LSRM trustees, including his argument that Mayo "may

be able to replace the loss which this country suffered in

industrial psychiatry in the untimely death of Dr. Southard
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of Harvard," resulted in Mayo receiving a three month

appointment as a research associate in industrial psychology

with the Department of Industrial Research at Wharton. The

Memorial, however, did not finance Mayo's position.

Instead, the "luncheon group" voted to provide the monies

necessary for the appointment. The Memorial denied

Willits's request, not out of a lack of interest or

sympathy, but because the LSRM was still in the process of

re-organizing itself. Although the trustees approved Ruml's

memorandum of the previous October, not enough time had

elapsed to create a policy to guide funding. At the time of

Willits's request, economist Lawrence Frank, at the behest

of Ruml and financed by the Memorial, was completing a

national survey on the status of the social sciences in the

United States. Only upon the completion of this survey, was

the LSRM ready to begin to provide monies for

interdisciplinary social science research projects.20

Although pleased with the announcement of his

appointment, Mayo harbored fears that in three months he

might be put in the position of returning to Australia.

RumI attempted to relieve him of his anxiety by pointing out

that his work in Philadelphia was an opportunity to

establish a name for himself. He added that Mayo should

publish in scholarly journals and submit articles to the

more prestiges popular magazines.2 1

This pressure to establish a reputation for himself
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quickly, helps to explain, in part, why Mayo failed to

correct certain assumptions about his background. While in

New York and Washington, Kellogg and Ruml introduced Mayo as

either "Doctor" or "Professor" Mayo. The Australian did not

bother to point out that he had not earned either degree.

In addition, Mayo left the impression that he had conducted

extensive research in the industrial factories of Australia.

By failing to correct these false impressions, Mayo only

increased the pressure on himself to produce immediate

results. His work in Philadelphia reflects that he gave in

to this pressure.2 2

Mayo began his work at the Department of Industrial

Research at Wharton on March 9, 1923. Although he worked

one afternoon a week at the Neuropsychiatry Clinic in the

Philadelphia General Hospital to keep abreast of current

medical studies and occasionally presented a lecture to

classes at Wharton, Mayo concentrated his time, as he

described it, "doing the work of the psychiatrist in direct

industrial research." Mayo outlined the nature of this

research in a letter to Ruml and Willits, written following

his first visit to Philadelphia. Included in his plans,

were a revision of the concept of democracy presented

originally in his Australian writings; the development of a

new experimentally-based social psychology; a re-

organization of education that would prevent irrational

thinking in society; and the formation of a new psychiatric
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technique that would cure class consciousness. Knowing that

the plan was overly ambitious, Mayo instructed that Ruml

should keep the letter so it could be used "as evidence

against me." Ruml's response suggested that the director

expected far less from Mayo. Ruml asked Mayo to "explore

the local situation, to find out to what extent the

cooperating employers are willing to open the doors of their

establishments for psychiatric research, and to draw up a

research program based on the 'laboratory' material that may

be made available."2 3 Mayo quickly discovered the

difficulty of fulfilling either his or Ruml's research

agenda.

By the middle of March, Mayo had received permission

to conduct industrial research in the factories of C. H.

Masland and Sons, and the R. A. Lukens Continental Mill

Company, both in the northern section of Philadelphia.

Willits assisted in the selection of the two companies

through his contacts with the Philadelphia Textile

Manufacturer's Association. Philadelphia was the largest

producer of upholstery, carpets, and full-fashioned or

seamed hosiery, and a major producer of woolens and

worsteds. Thus, the textile industry seemed an appropriate

site to begin Mayo's industrial research project.2 4

Mayo's work at the plant of Masland and Sons was

short-lived, however. A family-run business that employed

over a thousand workers, the plant was known throughout
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Philadelphia for the bitterness that existed between the

owners and the employees, a result of a lock-out that

occurred in the fall of 1921. Mayo discovered, as he walked

among the looms, that the workers felt that he was a "spy"

for the family. His discussions with small group of workers

ended abruptly when M. H. Masland, president of the company,

returned from a' vacation in Florida. Initially, Mayo

received permission from the vice-president to hold informal

conversations with workers during their one-hour lunch

break. When the president returned, angered that such a

decision had been made in his absence, the permission was

withdrawn. Masland believed that Mayo's presence would

disrupt the discipline needed to run the factory. In his

first attempt at industrial research in America, Mayo had

managed to alienate both the workers and the owner.2 5

His association with the R. A. Continental Mills

Company was more fruitful. In part, this was because the

firm had a specific problem for Mayo to investigate. The

turn-over rate for the plant was five to six per cent. In

the spinning department, however, the rate was closer to 250

per cent. The employees in this department worked ten-hour

shifts, interrupted by one forty-five minute lunch break.

Mayo discovered that because they were not allowed to sit

down, and were on their feet for the entire shift, physical

exhaustion resulted. He believed that the muscle aches that

developed in their backs and legs produced a melancholic
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revery. This, in turn, produced heavy drinking among the

employees in an attempt to relieve the pain; an antagonistic

attitude toward their employer; and ultimately, decisions to

quit and look for employment elsewhere. After a month's

observation, Mayo recommended the company allow three ten-

minute rest periods, preferably held in the morning, early

and mid-afternoons. He added that the employees should be

encouraged to rest with their legs propped up. Mayo

reported that this practice resulted in a dramatic decrease

in the turn-over rate. Meanwhile, production efficiency

increased to eighty per cent, suggesting that the three

breaks did not reduce worker output. Although Mayo

conducted research in three other plants, only his work at

Continental Mills received detailed mention in print,

including a chapter in his most important work, Human

Problems of an Industrial Civilization.26

Mayo's success at Continental Mills, combined with his

lectures at Wharton, an address before the Psychiatric

Society of Philadelphia, and lectures before the

Philadelphia Textile Employees Association and the Social

Workers Association, convinced Ruml that a further

allocation of funds was warranted. This time, the monies to

continue Mayo's research at Philadelphia came from the

Memorial. In May 1923, the LSRM approved a grant request

from Willits for $10,000 for one year. Part of the grant

was to employ Mayo and one assistant.2 7
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During the summer of 1923, at Willits' insistence,

Mayo prepared an informal report, which he submitted in memo

form to Ruml on October 1. Although hesitant to draw

specific conclusions, Mayo believed that certain

generalizations could be predicted about what his research

might ultimately reveal. Most important to Mayo was his

belief that his research would "sweep out of existence" the

pessimistic crowd psychologists. He believed that his work

would create a healthy optimism with respect to solving the

problems of industrial unrest. This would be accomplished

when the proper balance between the worker's conscious

concentration and unconscious revery were established. As a

result of this success in industry, Mayo concluded, the

discipline of social psychology would blossom.2 8

Three months later, Mayo submitted his first formal

report about his industrial research. In the report, Mayo

argued that the projections which he discussed in his

October memo to Ruml would not occur unless his situation in

Philadelphia changed. He lamented the fact that "it has not

been the least of my difficulties that here I am neither

leading a research nor working as a member of a team."

Ideally, he desired a team trained in the psychology of

"total situation" consisting of psychologists,

anthropologists, and psychopathologists. This research unit

would prove invaluable in examining human relations in

industry. Finances, however, currently restricted the
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development of such a project. Nonetheless, Mayo believed

his nine-month study in Philadelphia did provide some

interesting insights.29

Mayo explained that his research fell into two areas.

The first area of research was a general survey of

factories, trade unions, and hospitals. The second area

consisted of examinations of the value and weakness of

specific scientific research techniques and administrative

organizations. Mayo discovered in his industrial research

that a high degree of anxiety reverie existed among

industrial workers, and to a lesser extent, among managers.

These reveries included an obsession with health, the belief

that a conspiracy existed, and a persistent sense of

futility. He warned that these anxieties, if not addressed,

would lead to industrial unrest.3 0

Mayo, however, concluded that "I believe that if the

situation were handled intelligently, it might be possible

for the United States to avoid that organization of class

warfare which has taken place in England and Australia." As

an example, he pointed to his work with the Continental

Mills Company. His preliminary investigation into the

causes of the high turnover rate in the spinning department

revealed "the presence of a mental factor in the form of

pessimistic reveries of disgust." He believed these

negative reveries resulted from physical fatigue and related

how he persuaded the owner to allow from three to six ten-
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minute rest periods. A month after the rest periods had

been instituted, he reported, the spinning department's

production was up, while absenteeism was down. This success

led Mayo to conclude that "the ultimate purpose of the

research is to discover the part played in industrial and

social situations by the personnel equation and especially

by irrational factors in individuals and groups."31

In late January 1924, Ruml responded to Mayo's report,

concluding that "it is one of the most interesting things I

have read and you are certainly to be congratulated on what

you have been able to do." In an attempt to assist Mayo

with his research, Ruml sent his report to L. L. Thurstone

and offered him a Memorial research fellowship to work with

Mayo in Philadelphia.3 2

Considered the leading innovator in the field of

attitude measurement, Thurstone accepted the invitation,

adding that he agreed that Mayo's report was most

interesting. Once in Philadelphia, however, Thurstone found

it difficult to work with Mayo. In April of 1925, he wrote

to Ruml that, in order to help Mayo organize his thoughts,

he had arranged to have a three to four hour seminar three

days a week with him. Yet, these sessions accomplished

little, as it "is almost impossible to pin Mayo down to

something definite. He slides all over the map." After

returning to the University of Chicago, Thurstone sent a

note to Ruml suggesting that although Mayo was erratic and
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unsystematic in his thought, his research and comments were

of such significant value that Mayo should be given a

university position. An.academic appointment, Thurstone

felt, would allow him the time and personnel to organize his

material and direct the research projects necessary to test

his generalizations. He concluded, "I am convinced that we

are not making the best possible use of Mayo's fertile

imagination and extensive experience in psychopathology."3 3

Ruml agreed with this assessment and urged Mayo to

publish in order to make himself an attractive candidate for

a university position. Although he found writing difficult,

Mayo agreed with Ruml's suggestion. His examinations while

a research associate with the Department of Industrial

Research resulted in thirteen articles, a half-dozen papers,

and an invitation from Ruml to participate in the Memorial-

sponsored Hanover Conference on Psychology, held in August

1925.34

The recurring thesis of his articles and lectures was

the belief that human behavior could be predicted and, thus,

controlled. Mayo divided consciousness or concentration

into two areas, the "day mind," which consisted of con-

centrated thinking and disciplined revery, and the "night

mind," which held unacknowledged reveries and little con-

centration. The night mind was the mental state de-

monstrated most often by dissatisfied workers; the group

which blamed its miseries on capitalism or a conspiracy of
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employers. In reality, Mayo argued, workers' dis-

satisfaction was a result of their failure to adapt to the

modern industrial environment. This maladjustment resulted

in mental disintegration evidenced by industrial unrest.

Rejecting the instinctive theories of crowd psychologists,

Mayo affirmed that "sanity is an achieved, rather than a

merely natural condition of mind." Industrial unrest, then,

was psychological and not economic in origin. "What social

and industrial research has not sufficiently realized as yet

is that these minor irrationalities of the 'average normal'

person are cumulative in their effect." He added that they

may not cause a "breakdown" in the individual but, "they do

cause a breakdown in industry." 3 5

Mayo agreed that to eliminate eccentric individuals

from industry made sense, "but to eliminate eccentricity

from the 'normal' persons engaged in industry is still a

better one." Psychopathology, which could uncover these

"night mind" reveries, Mayo concluded, was a form of

research in industry that "will be more effective than any

other expedient in control of industrial unrest." Thus, to

avoid industrial agitation, violence, and strikes, society

must anticipate and prevent the "eruption into industry of

the night mind attitude." Mayo warned that society should

not be fooled into believing that an increase in salary

would alter the workers' defective attitudes. "A demand for

increased wages or differences in working conditions, for
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example, may be a symptom of unrest rather than its cause."

Mayo warned that if society did not use the medicine

prescribed by psychopathology, then, "socialism,

syndicalism, Bolshevism--irrational dreams of anger and

destruction--are the inevitable outcome." 3 6

Mayo's comments attracted the attention of a number of

notable social scientists, including the Associate Editor of

Survey, Robert W. Bruere. Bruere, co-founder of the Bureau

of Industrial Research, argued that "no one has penetrated

closer to the center of the industrial conflict than Mr.

Mayo, no one has more luminously defined its character."37

As his reputation increased, the editors of Harpers invited

Mayo to write a series of articles for their magazine. In

the preface to his "The Great Stupidity," Harpers wrote "the

warfare between capital and labor--sometimes passive, but

always menacing--is one of the most disastrous maladies of

our civilization." Therefore, "we recommend Mr. Mayo's

article as a thought provoking approach to a real

solution." 38 Mayo also was approached by the MacMillan

publishing firm to prepare a textbook on psychology, and by

Harpers and Brothers to write a book on the political and

industrial aspects of psychology.3 9

As Mayo's reputation grew Ruml continued his attempts

to place him at a university, but with little success. In

order to maintain Memorial interest in Mayo's future, the

director of the LSRM asked Mayo to prepare a synopsis of his
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philosophy of industrial relations which Memorial trustees,

including Rockefeller, Jr., might examine. In the winter of

1924, Mayo sent Ruml "A New Way of Statecraft." An in-

formal, loosely-organized speculation on the failure of

democracy to solve contemporary problems, Mayo's essay

argued that modern society had "taken too much from

Rousseau's 'Social Contract' and too little from

Machiavelli's 'Prince'." Mayo believed like Machiavelli,

that leaders must understand the interplay of human forces

in society; they must understand human passion as a

motivating force. Critical of the "psychological hedonism"

of modern political life, Mayo warned his readers to "beware

of sentimentalists, socialists, reactionaries or anyone who

knows the solution to anything." Believing that democracy

in the twentieth century was artificial and only increased

"concentrated irrationality" Mayo proposed a "synthetic"

investigation into the social ills that plagued society;

concluding that those knowledgeable in the history of human

behavior and social organization must be given support, or

the future for society would be disastrous.4 0

Impressed with "A New Way of Statecraft," Ruml

suggested that since Mayo's work fell within the field of

interdisciplinary social science research, and since, in the

three previous years, he had demonstrated his scholarship,

the Memorial should provide financial support to continue

Mayo's work in Philadelphia. The trustees agreed and the
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LSRM allocated for the academic year 1925-26 $13,300 for

Mayo's research associate position.4 1

The Memorial continued to fund Mayo's position

predicated on the assumption that he had provided hard

evidence that class consciousness and worker unrest were

nothing more than a collection of psychiatric disturbances.

Mayo's detailed report on his research at Continental Mills

provided the evidence for this assumption. His emphasis

that poor working conditions caused labor turnover little

surprised the economists at Wharton. But his emphasis that

irrationality and "night mind reveries" were the root cause,

and that counseling and rest periods reduced this

melancholy, received less support from his colleagues. In

part, this was because Mayo's methodology was suspect.4 2

The economists at Wharton spent hours collecting,

organizing, and analyzing the thousands of labor statistics

housed at the Department of Industrial Research. If

questioned about their conclusions, the research group could

muster files and files of graphs, forms, charts, and typed

formal reports. Mayo's evidence that informal therapy

sessions, combined with systematic rest periods, reduced

"night mind reveries" was far less reliable. Mayo gained

his impressions of the success of the implementation of rest

periods by talking with the workers, who, according to Mayo,

"volunteered to me the statement that the innovation is the

'best thing that happened' to them." What Mayo did not note
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in his research was that the workers were paid a flat wage

and thus lost no money by taking a few minutes rest away

from the machines. In addition, the workers said that they

were less tired (hardly surprising when one has rested) but

not that their melancholy preoccupations, if they had

existed had ended. Because Mayo's only previous experience

involved working with shell-shock victims and the patients

of Dr. Matthewson, he assumed that there was a close

relationship between the physical and mental state of the

individual. Mayo assumed that by observing the

physiological behavior of an individual, insights into the

person's psychological state of mind would follow.4 3

So convinced was Mayo that the "night mind reverie"

existed in the modern industrial plant, that any comment by

a worker became evidence to support his assumption that

pessimistic obsessions characterized the average factory

employee. These comments appeared in case records collected

by Mayo's assistants while he was a consultant at

Continental Mills. To limit fears that Mayo worked for the

company, he received permission to open a mental hygiene

clinic where any worker who wished medical treatment could

visit. The nurse who worked at the clinic became, in

effect, Mayo's "listening post." Mayo hoped to use his

skill as a psychiatrist to analyze the mental state of the

industrial worker, and, in the long run, to establish the

benefit of creating mental hygiene clinics throughout
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industrial America.44

In his reports to Ruml and Willits, Mayo claimed that

the clinics had proved successful. He reported that four-

fifths of the workers "welcomed such inquiry and counsel"

and that he had "succeeded in discovering and recording the

personnel attitude and history, the domestic situation and

the adoption to work of the majority of the workers in the

office and factory." In a little over a year, Mayo and his

assistants collected approximately 100 case records from 250

employees, far less than the reported four-fifths or the

majority that he claimed. The confidential case records

hardly reveal the breath of information Mayo claimed to have

collected. The majority of profiles merely provide the

worker's name, age, job, and the ailment treated by the

nurse. Only half of the records provide more than six lines

of detailed information. Just over a dozen of the records

would merit Mayo's boast of a achieving a full scale

biography of individual workers.4 5

In addition to the material collected at the clinic,

Mayo instructed his assistant to walk through the industrial

plant and ask the workers a few general questions. For

example, Emily Osborne, a nurse who did much of the research

for Mayo at Continental Mills and who would work for him

until 1933, asked one worker, who stood at a spinning

machine watching for threads that might get entangled, what

he was doing. The worker replied, "Nothing." Osborne noted
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this response in her journal as "fact of interest." Was

this evidence of preoccupied obsession a night mind reverie

at work, or an honest answer to what the worker might have

assumed was a stupid question.4 6

For Mayo, these "facts of interest" amounted to a

psychological discovery. He wrote that these responses and

collected profiles proved "that few, if any, individual

visitors to the dispensary are wholly free from

psychoneurotic or pessimistic reveries." Among the

pessimistic reveries Mayo and Osborne noted, made by the

workers who visited the clinic, were concerns about their

health. Although he admitted that a number of workers

feared that working in the spinning department might affect

their health, he argued that this "revery" was irrational

and remained on the forefront of the workers' consciousness

only because of union organizers who exploited the concerns

of factory employees for their own benefit. Ignored was the

fact that if a worker's health declined and he was unable to

continue to produce he would lose his job.4 7

Maintaining production was not only important to the

worker and the company, but to Mayo as well. At first

company officials were not excited about introducing rest

periods, fearing that the slack time might reduce

production. Mayo assured them that this would not occur.

The company measured production based on the estimates of

the amount of time it took to spin a particular weight of
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yarn. If the spinning department maintained over 75 per

cent of the ideal productive estimate, employees received

bonuses. According to Mayo, no bonus had ever been paid.

Once the rest periods were introduced, however, the

production rate increased to 80 per cent. Mayo argued that

this proved that the workers' melancholia had disappeared.48

In February 1924, however, Mayo visited the plant and

detected that the workers, as a group, again suffered from

irrational reveries. He discovered that the rest periods

had been dropped a week earlier because of a high demand for

yarn that month. This convinced him that the rest periods

had eliminated obsessive preoccupations. But he did not

consider that the workers might be unhappy because they

simply were working very hard; that the "night mind revery"

had returned because of working conditions and not because

of some psychological maladjustment by the employee. Mayo

also did not mention in his report that when the rest

periods were re-introduced, production did not return to its

previous level. Further, in January and February 1925,

according to Mayo's unpublished reports, the foreman of the

spinning department discontinued the rest periods, but did

not inform his supervisor. Even without the rest periods,

during this period, the production level remained at or

above 80 per cent. In reports submitted to Ruml and

Willits, Mayo made no mention of this aberration, nor did he

provide statistics to demonstrate how his efforts had
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reduced absenteeism.4 9

Unaware of the inconsistencies in his reports, Ruml and

Willits had only praise for Mayo's work. Ruml was

especially pleased with Mayo's work in Philadelphia. The

director of the LSRM believed that Mayo's conclusions about

the mental state of the modern industrial worker warranted

further study, and he agreed with Thurstone's assessment

that Mayo must be placed in an academic environment to make

the most of the Australian's efforts.5 0

Throughout Mayo's stay at Philadelphia, Ruml had

attempted to secure a academic post for Mayo. As the

Australian's reputation grew, Ruml increased his efforts.

During the winter of 1926, the director of the LSRM

corresponded with Wallace Brett Donham, a trustee of the

Memorial and Dean of the Graduate School of Business

Administration at Harvard University. The two dis- cussed

the possibility of appointing Mayo to a position in

Harvard's Business School. Although with Ruml's description

of Mayo and his work at Wharton, Donham pointed out that his

appointment would have to be financed by an outside source,

since financial constraints at Harvard restricted allocating

funds for a new position. Donham mentioned Ruml's

enthusiasm about Mayo to A. Lawrence Lowell, President of

Harvard. Lowell agreed to offer Mayo an associate professor

position for five years to conduct research in industrial

psychology, with the understanding that no university funds
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would be needed for the appointment.5 1

To secure financial support for Mayo's position, Ruml

turned not to the trustees of the LSRM, but to the staff of

Industrial Relations Counselors, created by Rockefeller,

Jr., and housed in the law offices of Raymond B. Fosdick,

the most influential Memorial trustee and the individual who

would be most receptive to supporting research in industrial

psychology. Ruml approached Fosdick through Arthur Young

and James B. Curtis, lawyers in Fosdick's firm. In a letter

to Fosdick, Curtis wrote of Mayo, "that Ruml got on the

trail of him and planted him at the University of Pennsyl-

vania in connection with the Wharton School." He added that

the atmosphere at Wharton, however, was not satisfactory for

"the carrying out of his work." Curtis argued that because

of Harvard's business contacts, Mayo's appointment would be
beneficial to his research and would provide a "very unique

opportunity" to increase understanding of the factors

influencing the industrial worker. He closed by asking

Fosdick to bring the matter to the attention of Rockefeller,

Jr., as soon as possible because McGill University

apparently had demonstrated some interest in Mayo. Young,

in a letter to Fosdick, reiterated Curtis' comments, adding

that, although Mayo's work was scientific and behavioral in

its orientation, his research would be exceptional for the

insights it might provide for administrators of industry.

Fosdick agreed with his colleagues and encouraged Memorial
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support for Mayo's appointment.5 2

With Fosdick's support assured, Ruml told Donham to

apply for a research grant from the LSRM. In May, 1926,

Donham submitted a request for Memorial funding for a five-

year research program in industrial psychology under the

auspices of the Harvard Business School. The following

month Ruml notified Lowell of the Memorial's decision to

supply $60,000 for a period from June 1, 1926, through May

31, 1931, to support the proposed project. The foundation

would supply $12,000 a year, with the only stipulations

being Mayo's appointment and that the grant not be made

public.5 3

Ruml's involvement in securing Mayo's position at

Harvard through Memorial funding, clearly violated the

principles intended to guide LSRM funding which he had

presented to the trustees two years earlier. The fact that

he approached Raymond Fosdick and the Industrial Relations

Counselors, before telling Donham to proceed with a formal

request, suggest that the Memorial was not an independent

philanthropic body, but that a more intimate relationship

existed between the foundation and Rockefeller family

interests. The process by which Mayo secured his position

at Harvard also revealed the changing relationship between

Ruml and Fosdick.

Although responsible for hiring Ruml, Fosdick's

relationship with the young director had cooled over the
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years. In part, this change of feeling was a result of

Ruml's handling of Memorial funds. Many of the trustees,

Fosdick among them, believed that Ruml had been

irresponsible in spending the foundation's money. The

Memorial's annual reports did little to alter this opinion.

The reports were brief and provided few details as to why

the money went to one institution, rather than another. No

one accused Ruml of any illegal or unethical behavior, but

many questioned if, in essence, the Memorial was getting its

money's worth. Ironically, among the suggestions that had

appeared in the 1914 report for the proposed Institute for

Social and Economic Research was a cautionary note about who

should direct the institute: "such a man would probably be

prolific in ideas and would have to have his enthusiasm and

fertility held in check in the wise conservatism of the

institute." 5 4

Ruml was well aware that he was about to be "held in

check." In 1926, the year Mayo received his appointment to

Harvard, the trustees of the Rockefeller Foundation held

informal meetings to discuss the possibility of re-

organizing the separate Rockefeller philanthropies into one

institution. Rockefeller, Sr., approved of the proposed

reorganization in a letter to his son. "If the whole thing

were to be done today, you have rightly understood me as

feeling that it should be done and doubtless could be done

through a single organization." The man who brought this
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letter to the attention of the trustees, and who was the

guiding force behind the reorganization plan, was Fosdick.5 5

In 1927, a special committee was established to review

the operations of the five Rockefeller boards. The

committee submitted its final report in May 1928. Noting

that many of the projects supported by the boards over-

lapped, and that it had become increasingly difficult for

the trustees to oversee the various agencies, the committee

recommended a number of changes, including dissolving the

Memorial and creating a social science division within the

Rockefeller Foundation. The changes were to take place

within two years, allowing enough time for the separate

philanthropic institutions to prepare for the transition.56

In 1929, the Memorial's existence ended. Ruml briefly

served as head of the newly-created social science division

of the Rockefeller Foundation, before leaving for a position

at the University of Chicago. In 1937, he became a director

of the New York Federal Reserve Bank, serving as its

chairman from 1941 to 1946. His appointment as director

resulted from his close association with President Franklin

Roosevelt. Ruml was one of the individuals who persuaded

Roosevelt to adopt Keynesian deficit spending in the summer

of 1938. Ruml is is best remembered, however, as the

innovator of the "Pay As You Go" income tax plan, enacted by

Congress in 1943. From 1945, until his death in 1960, he

served as Chairman of the Board of Macy's Department
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Store.57

The Memorial's demise and Ruml's departure from the

university world left Mayo without the financial support or

academic network upon which he had come to rely; a problem

that he was unable to overcome. But in the spring of 1926,

unaware of the events unfolding in New York, Mayo's spirits

were high. In just four years, the unknown Australian with

a bachelors degree in philosophy from the University of

Adelaide had managed to secure an appointment as a associate

professor at the country's most prestiges university.
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CHAPTER 5

HUMAN BIOLOGY AT HARVARD

Overjoyed by his appointment to Harvard, Elton Mayo

wrote Beardsley Ruml in October 1926, "I cannot help feeling

a little astonished." He found the university extraordinary

compared to "poor old Pennsylvania," and believed that he

and Wallace Brett Donham, the Dean of the Graduate School of

Business Administration, would get along well, noting that

"Donham's medical degree immunes him against certain

psychological eccentricities."l

Although their relationship would remain strong

throughout his tenure at Harvard, Mayo apparently never

suspected the obstacles Donham had overcome in securing his

appointment, nor the unease the dean expressed about Mayo's

lack of proven success. When first approached by Donham

about inviting Mayo to Harvard, President A. Lawrence Lowell

attempted to dissuade the dean, concluding that he was

"bothered" that "Dr. Mayo's work is so experimental that any

approach to it which contemplates continued permanency is

intrinsically objectionable." Donham eventually overcame

Lowell's reluctance by linking Mayo's position with a larger

project which would involve faculty members at Harvard and

would be financed by the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial.

Donham convinced Lowell that a large scale research project

177
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housed in the Business School would add to the prestige of

the relatively young Graduate School, which would celebrate

its twentieth anniversary in 1928. Only after financial

support was assured did President Lowell agreed to

Donham's proposal.2

Even after securing the appointment, however, Donham

remained insecure enough about Mayo's potential to send a

cautionary note to Ruml, six months after Mayo's arrival.

Although Donham reported favorably upon Mayo's work, he

added that the research of the new faculty member should be

kept quiet to avoid "undue amount of questioning about the

scientific aspects of the work." Donham added that he feared

some might label Mayo a "charlatan." The note ended with

Donham's assurances that Mayo had impressed the faculty at

Harvard and that the creation of such a cooperative spirit

would soon produce tangible results.3

Although cautious about Mayo's potential for conducting

traditional scientific research, Donham remained

enthusiastic about the Australian's ability to provide a

social science sensibility to the field that most interested

the Business Dean, industrial relations. Unlike many of his

colleagues at Harvard, Donham came to the school with no

prior teaching experience. He did receive a law degree from

the college in 1901 but spent the next eighteen years in

private business. Donham worked in the legal department at

the Old Colony Trust Company of Boston before becoming its
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vice-president in 1908. As an agent for the firm, he served

in directorships and receiverships for a number of business

enterprises. His experience in handling a labor problem at

the Bay State Railway Company convinced Donham that

America's labor problems were, at heart, problems of human

behavior. Thus, he concluded, a labor dispute could be

resolved best not by the organized parties in conflict, but

by those persons trained in the complexities of human

behavior. 4

When approached about leaving private business for

academia, Donham had few reservations and quickly accepted.

In 1919, he became Dean of the Graduate School of Business

Administration, a position he would hold for the next twenty

years. The month he took office, Donham wrote to a man who

shared his concern about the future of industrial relations

and whose relationship with the school extended to its

beginnings in 1908, John Rockefeller, Jr. At the time of

the note, November, 1919, Rockefeller, Jr. was a Wilson

appointee to the president's Industrial Conference held in

Washington. Realizing that the timing could not be better,

Donham wrote to the younger Rockefeller that Harvard was

uniquely qualified "to carry on and get results from

business research, particularly from research in the area of

industrial relations."5 Donham's argument was unnecessary.

Rockefeller, Jr. had held similar discussions in 1914 with

Harvard president Charles Eliot, a trustee of the
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Rockefeller Foundation. The two men agreed that the

university would be an excellent forum for an investigation

into the country's labor difficulties. Both men attempted

to persuade Mackenzie King to accept the Graduate Dean

position which opened that year. Although King declined the

offer, over the next decade the two men continued to discuss

what role the Business School might play in the field of

industrial relations.6

During that decade, Donham used his position as

Graduate Dean of the the country's most prestiges business

school as a pulpit to lobby businessmen to assume a major

role in maintaining social order in the twentieth century.

He concluded that since businessmen occupied the strategic

positions in industrial society and controlled the systems

and institutions that mediated the impact of science and

technology on social life, they were obligated to serve as

the instrument to create and maintain social stability and

cohesion. Donham compared the position businessmen held in

industrial society to that of the governing classes in

simpler times. He concluded, therefore, that a new

conceptual framework was necessary in the education of

businessmen. Courses in the study of traditional economics

seemed to Donham to be inadequate. Instead, modern

businessman needed a fundamental understanding of human

relations. By the mid-1920s, Donham had determined to

involve the Harvard Business School in the development of
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this fundamental understanding. Donham's concern for the

need to "successfully translate conflict into cooperation"

caught the attention of Ruml, who introduced him to Mayo's

work.

Since he had come to doubt the basic premise of

classical economics--that men acted rationally in the

pursuit of self-interest--Donham easily gravitated to Mayo's

contention that human behavior could not be assumed to be

logical at all; more often than not, non-logical factors

motivated an individual's behavior. Years later, Donham

remarked that more than anyone else Mayo had helped him "to

realize how human relations could be reduced to intellectual

order."

Because the maintenance of social order seemed to

Donham the basic dilemma of modern industrial civilization,

he envisioned, in early 1925, the Harvard Business School

embarking on a major research project into the causes and

cures of societal disorders that affected the industrial

workplace. The project was to be an interdisciplinary

examination into what Donham often called "human biology."

By 1926, Donham was ready to turn this label into a

discipline. The graduate dean had already recruited three
men for the project: Lawrence J. Henderson, head of the

department of physical chemistry, David L. Edsall, Dean of
the Harvard Medical School, and Dr. Macfie Campbell, a

professor of psychiatry at the medical school. In November
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of 1926, these three men met with Mayo to discuss Donham's

plan. Following the meeting, Donham asked his colleagues

what they thought of the prospective faculty candidate. The

response was less enthusiastic than Donham had hoped. "All

agreed that while they did not know whether Mayo could do

the work, some one had to." Mayo, however, said that he

would not go to Harvard unless he had the cooperation of the

others. Since Ruml wanted Mayo at Harvard and Donham needed

the Memorial's support for his project, the graduate dean

assured both men that they would have the complete co-

operation of the Harvard faculty.9

Although the initial response from Donham's recruits

was not what he hoped, all the men shared a common

perspective about the modern industrial state, agreeing that

the disruptions caused by the rapid industrialization over

the previous forty years threatened the traditional customs

and routines needed to order society.10 Among the faculty

members interested in investigating Donham's "human

biology," Lawrence J. Henderson came the closest to sharing

Mayo's intellectual fascination with the affect of the

modern industrial state upon human behavior.

By the time of Mayo's arrival at Harvard in 1926,

Lawrence J. Henderson already had established a reputation

as one of the most prominent and powerful figures in the

university. A close friend of President Lowell, a favorite

guest in Boston's social circles, recognized as a pioneer in
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the research of biochemistry, Henderson provided the

intellectual respectability Donham needed to ensure the

academic and business support needed for his project.1

The relationship between the two men extended back to

their days as undergraduates at Harvard. Henderson received

his medical degree from the university in 1902. An aversion

to clinical practice led Henderson to concentrate his career

upon research and teaching. In 1904 began his tenure as a

faculty member at his alma mater, where he taught in

both the College and the Medical School and introduced the

first course on the history of science in the United States.

The year Donham became Graduate Dean of the Business School,

Henderson became a full professor and received the nickname

"Rover" from students and faculty, because of his disregard

for traditional departmental divisions. In addition to

teaching courses in chemistry, for example, he conducted

classes in physics, medicine, and sociology. His two

monographs published before 1919 reflect this

interdisciplinary approach: The Fitness of the Environment

and The Order of Nature.1 2

Throughout his career at Harvard, Henderson

demonstrated far more interest in the problems presented by

the philosophy and methodology of science rather than in the

details of laboratory research. In his unpublished

autobiography, Henderson noted that his concern was with

"general problems, including both the grand lines of the
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history of science...and the large questions of logic and

method."13 By the 1920s, this intellectual quest led him to

focus his efforts upon the study of the organization of

systems, especially the interrelationship among the variety

of factors which exist within a system. This holistic

vision of scientific inquiry led Henderson to warn

colleagues to avoid the confines of specialized research.
1 4

Because of Henderson's breath of knowledge, Donham

approached him in the mid-twenties about the problems facing

modern management. Donham expressed his growing fears that

the Business School was not preparing future managers

adequately for the social problems they would encounter in

the workplace. The need to examine the social man, rather

than the economic man, resulted in Henderson's interest in

the dean's proposed project to investigate "human

biology."15 In a biographical profile prepared for the

National Academy of Science, Donham recalled that Henderson

grew to believe that society's cultural ability to adapt to

the modern world lagged far behind its technical abilities.

In 1926, in notes for a paper to be delivered to the Harvard

faculty, Henderson concluded that the industrial revolution

of the previous four decades was responsible for the

increase in "the amount of mental disorder, industrial

upheaval, and international trouble of our times."1 6

Therefore, he agreed with Donham that the problems of human

behavior in the modern industrial state were of paramount
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importance. Thus, by the time they met, Mayo and Henderson

shared Donham's interests and fears.

Although dissimilar in backgrounds and careers, the

three men were remarkable in that they all were intellectual

wanderers. At the time of Mayo's appointment to Harvard,

all three were middle-aged or older, and their lives had

been characterized by an career change. Donham left a

prosperous career in private business to train future

business administrators in the field of human relations.

Henderson moved from the chemistry lab to examine the

influence of physiology on creating and maintaining mental

equilibrium. This pursuit eventually led to his decade-long

interest in sociology in the 1930s. Mayo left the study of

medicine for philosophy and psychology, which led to his

interest in the human behavior of the industrial worker.

Since their careers were not predicated on a academic

specialty, the three men openly criticized those who spent

entire careers examining one factor, while ignoring all

others, and thus, failing to create the synthesis necessary

for dealing with contemporary society. This criticism,

however, alienated the three from the majority of their

colleagues at Harvard and forced them to rely upon

themselves for support and upon outside funding for their

research. At times this academic isolation pressured the

group to produce tangible results when the evidence for such

results was tenuous, at best. Mayo's position as Professor
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of Industrial Research at Harvard and Ruml's interest in

maintaining him there, created an opportunity for Donham to

transfer "human biology" from a slogan into a discipline.

This was an unusual undertaking for a school of business

administration, but Donham's conviction that a foundation in

the science of human relations was necessary, if businessmen

were to deal with the realities of the modern workplace,

persuaded the graduate dean that such an undertaking must be

attempted.

The three men devised their plan to accomplish such a

task at a series of meetings held at Henderson's vacation

lodge in Vermont. Over lengthy dinners and imported wines,

another interest shared by Mayo and Henderson (both of whom

deplored the prohibition laws of the 1920s), Donham and his

companions discussed the best possible approach to their

undertaking. Henderson normally dominated the

conversations, emphasizing the need to study the normal

human organism rather than the pathological cases that

medical doctors treated. He also insisted that the totality

of the organism be examined in order to understand it as a

system of interrelated parts. In a note to Donham

following one their trips to his lodge, Henderson argued

that the project was an extension of his efforts to "study

simultaneously a considerable number of variables in order

to discover how they are integrated at any given moment."

This physiological orientation, however, was not to exclude
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the social phenomena that also affected the modern

industrial worker. This latter field was to be the domain

of Mayo.1 8

Hence, Donham's "human biology" was to be a

collaborative effort of the natural and the social sciences.

One of Henderson's early associates in this research

suggested that they had embarked upon the development of a

"group psychology" which would include a social and

physiological profile of the normal worker, in order to

determine their interrelatedness of these areas and their

effect upon work.19 The focus of this research was to be

the problem of fatigue among modern workers. The issue had

dominated business journals for over a decade and seemed to

be a perfect starting place to examine "human biology." 2 0

By the winter of 1926-1927, Donham had the personnel

needed for his project, but still lacked the other

ingredient necessary for a research investigation that was

of the size and importance envisioned by the graduate dean,

money. But Donham knew that the appointment of Mayo ensured

Ruml's interest in any project that might help establish the

Australian's reputation in the United States. Meanwhile,

Mayo's concern for his academic reputation created an

enthusiasm for the project that furthered assisted Donham.

In a note to Ruml, Mayo exclaimed that the research "could

be something almost Newtonian in its effect upon human

progress (and the social sciences)." 2 1 In addition to
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Mayo's support, Donham's project met the requirements that

Memorial trustees had established in 1922. The study of

"Human Biology" was to be an interdisciplinary investigation

that might provide tangible results about human behavior in

the industrial age, not mere academic theoretical

speculation.

Thus, when Donham approached the Memorial Trustees

about the proposed project, Ruml immediately threw his

support behind it. Between January and April 1927, Donham

drew up and submitted a formal proposal, and the Memorial

approved it. The catalyst for the speed of this

bureaucratic process may have been Ruml's concern that

projects of this nature would no longer be in his domain,

since Raymond Fosdick's re-organization plan for the various

Rockefeller boards was to take effect in less than a year.

Whatever the reason, Donham received word in March that the

Memorial would finance the project. In April, Donham

notified President Lowell that the Memorial would provide a

grant, totaling $155,000, to the Graduate School of Business

Administration; $65,000 for the first year and $30,000 for

each of the next three years. On May 23, 1927, Harvard

formally accepted the Memorial grant.2 2

To oversee the administration of the funds, the

university authorized the business school's newly-created

Department of Industrial Research to study "individual

industrial efficiency."2 3 Donham selected Henderson to
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direct the research project. In a paper written for the

Harvard Business School Alumni Bulletin, Henderson explained

why a business school should concern itself with a research

project that, at first glance, seemed well outside the

normal interests and methodology of management classes. He

began the article by pointing out that the world had

changed, "the Industrial Revolution, or putting it more

generally, the economic and social changes of the last

century and a half, have produced a new environment in which

men live." Henderson believed that people in contemporary

society "live a dif ferent life." "The activities of their

muscles, their postures, and their mental processes, are all

more or less modified, and nothing or next to nothing is

known about these things." Henderson asked how a business

school, whose job was to train the administrators of

society, could ignore what had happened to "human beings in

industry." He added that, "here, it seems to me, is one of

the great opportunities for advance in understanding the

problems of labor." Henderson concluded that the research

would provide an understanding of human behavior for those

graduates of business schools "when they pass out into the

world and begin to control the lives of others." 2 4

Although the readers of the article were alumni of the

business school, the intended audience also included the

faculty. When word of Donham's project reached his

colleagues, in and outside the Graduate School of Business,
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most were skeptical, while the rest did little to hide their

resentment. Some faculty members voiced a concern that

Harvard's academic standards had been compromised by

President Lowell's favoritism to Donham and the re-

cruitment an unknown scholar from Australia and house a

highly-experimental social science project within the walls

of the newly-constructed business school. Separated from

the main campus by the waters of the Charles River, the

business school became the focus of faculty jokes, including

references to "Donham's million dollar folly." 2 5

Aware that the project divided the faculty, Donham

sought to legitimize the research study by recruiting a

number of prominent members of the medical community. Dean

Edsall assisted Donham in attracting such Boston figures as

Macfie Campbell of the Boston Psychopathic Hospital and

Arlen Book of the staff of Massachusetts General Hospital.

Private business support was left to Donham and Mayo, who

were to establish contacts in the Boston area with companies

willing to participate in the research. Henderson,

meanwhile, concentrated his efforts on designing the

immediate goals of the research and the methodology to be

used. He was assisted by his protege, David B. Dill. The

two worked together at Massachusetts General between 1925

and 1927 while Dill was a National Research Scholar in

Chemistry. Dill served as the Director of Research and as

Professor of Industrial Physiology at the Business School.
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Later, he added Assistant Professor of Bio-Chemistry at the

School of Public Health to his duties.2 6

By the summer of 1927, Donham had his team, but no

place for them to conduct their research. Wanting to keep

the research in sight and in control, Donham suggested that

they set up a laboratory in the basement of Morgan Hall in

the business school. The laboratory, eight hundred square

feet, housed the equipment needed to measure and analyze

blood, take blood pressure, check the pulse rate of

individuals (this included a tread mill), and rows of

shelves for the records collected by the research team.

Given the earlier decision to concentrate on the presence of

fatigue in the industrial workforce, the basement and the

project became known as the Fatigue Lab.2 7

Initially, the Lab engaged in three areas of research;

a continuation of Henderson's work on the physical chemistry

of blood, a study of fatigue as a physiological condition,

and a general study of the physiology of the work process.

The research presupposed that systems and organs which make

up a biological organism are interrelated and must be

studied in that context. only if this approach was

undertaken would an understanding of the organism's

biological and social functions be accomplished. Given

this focus and assumption, Henderson dominated the re-

search efforts during the first two years. Convinced that

science held the promise of converting the wisdom of past
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human experience into transferrable knowledge, Henderson

argued that, like artists, scientists could become "the

vehicle for the transmission of knowledge which, when duly

apprehended, becomes wisdom." Henderson's use of the word

underscored that he and his colleagues believed that the

goal of their research was not the mere accumulation of

data, but the development of a social knowledge which could

be used as an instrument to deal with the societal problems

the country faced.2 8

Although considered difficult and tempermental,

Henderson could be short and on more than one occasion, was

known to have walked away from a conversation without a

word, because he believed it to be frivolous. Henderson,

however, had the intellectual respect of his colleagues.

Mayo did not. Burdened by being considered a second-rate

scholar whose appointment at Harvard was necessary in order

to attract Memorial funds, Mayo felt pressured to

demonstrate immediate results. Unfortunately, his schedule

did little to persuade faculty members that he was hard at

work in pursuit of results. Mayo normally arrived at his

office at 9:45 in the morning and read. He opened his door

at 11:00 and visited with Henderson and Donham, both Mayo

and Henderson shared a secretary and were allowed to drop by

the dean's office, unannounced, whenever they wished.

Around noon Mayo and Henderson lunched at St. Clair's, a

restaurant near the Harvard square, as neither man enjoyed
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dining in the faculty lunch room. On most afternoons, Mayo

left the office by 4:00 p.m. This work schedule conflicted

with that of the faculty, who kept business hours, in the

office by 9:00 a.m. and never leaving before 5:00 p.m.2 9

Mayo's relaxed work habits disguised his vigorous

attempts to establish contacts with Boston area companies

which might be interested in the work of the Fatigue Lab.

For a year and half, he sought to create at least one

thorough investigation that might complement the work

conducted by Henderson's team. Unfortunately, his efforts to

establish a working relationship with area companies were

less well-received in Boston than where he was a research

assistant at the Wharton School. Mayo's personal assistant,

Emily Osborne, who had traveled to Harvard with Mayo,

described their problems in a note to Donham in the summer

of 1928. "We have been unable to work in any plant where we

have received the cooperation of the management and heads of

the departments." She explained that it took several months

to establish a trusting relationship with the workers, "only

to find that, due to lack of confidence or fear on the part

of the executive and the ignorance of the foremen, we are

unable to proceed any further." 3 0

Mayo and Osborne did manage to begin investigations in

six area companies. Of this number, Mayo managed to sustain

a research investigation in only one. Ironically, this one

success was in a company which had contacted Mayo. In
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February 1928, the United States Rubber Company's Supervisor

of Industrial Relations, C. S. Ching, soon to become a

leader in personnel management, sent Mayo a report on the

"Study of Fatigue in Relation To Work Places" prepared by

Marion Lee of the American Rubber Company in East Cambridge.

Mayo, excited by Ching's knowledge and interest, responded

enthusiastically and included his findings that low

efficiency and poor morale were symptoms of pessimistic

preoccupations. He argued that organic fatigue was a result

of metabolic disorders that arose from unsuitable work

conditions and a lack of vocational aptitude. Mayo

suggested that the Addis Index, the pulse rate multiplied by

the pulse pressure in units of one hundred, would provide a

means for Ching to identify workers who might be subject to

fatigue and obsessive reveries.3 1

Impressed by Mayo's suggestions, Ching invited him to

investigate the problem of fatigue at the East Cambridge

plant. Mayo visited the company in January of 1929.

Osborne and student assistants took blood pressure readings

and conducted initial worker interviews the following month.

The research team returned in May, but beginning that

spring, the demand for the company's goods dropped. Ching

asked Mayo to return and discuss his theories with

management, in order to prolong the research, which company

officials now questioned. Five months later, however, the

stock market crash occurred, and in May 1930 year, the
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company ended its relationship with Mayo and the Harvard

research team.3 2

During the time Mayo concentrated his efforts at the

American Rubber Company, he failed to sustain research

investigations at five other plants. These failures did

little to increase his reputation among his skeptical

colleagues at Harvard. In fact, since beginning his

research in 1924 at Philadelphia, Mayo had conducted

industrial research at twelve firms. In public addresses

and published monographs Mayo reported positive results at

only two companies, Continental Mills in Philadelphia and

the American Rubber Company near Boston. According to Mayo

six other companies provided valuable statistics. But a

survey of the records at Continental Mills and at the

American Rubber Company do little to support Mayo's

enthusiasm. In addition, the valuable statistics of the six

other companies mentioned by Mayo consist of nothing more

than blood pressure readings of assembly plant workers.3 3

Mayo's inconclusive results worried Donham. Ruml had

provided Memorial funds to finance Mayo's position for three

years, assuming that his continued appointment would be the

responsibility of Harvard. But the university faced

financial problems, and President Lowell demonstrated little

patience for supporting individuals who could not provide

evidence that their work enhanced the reputation of the

school. Desperate to improve Mayo's reputation with the
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president, Donhan used his contacts in private business to

introduce Mayo to the executives of the newly formed Moving

Picture Corporation, a venture of one of Boston's leading

citizens, Joseph Kennedy. An avid movie fan, Mayo convinced

members of the corporation that his expertise in human

behavior could be put to good use by those responsible for

deciding which pictures the company should produce. He

provided a report suggesting that the selection of plots

should be based on what is known about such human emotions

as sentiment and empathy, adding that a collaborative effort

between actors and directors should be established, but

firmly emphasizing that a director should have the final

word. The company thanked him for his report but never

contacted him again.34

When word spread throughout the Harvard faculty that

the newest member of the Business School was a script

advisor to the movies, Donham's appointment received a new

wave of criticism. Aware that psychologists often were

portrayed as charlatans by academicians, Donham renewed his

efforts to secure reputable work for Mayo. He again

returned to his contacts with private business and secured

an invitation for Mayo to speak at the Harvard Club in New

York in October 1927. Mayo's audience was "The Lunchers," a

group of prominent business executives who met regularly for

lunch at the prestiges club. The man who introduced Mayo to

the group was Arthur Young, the director of Rockefeller
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Jr.'s Industrial Relations Counselors. Incorporated in

1926, the industrial relations firm was housed in the law

offices of Raymond Fosdick, the man who supported Ruml's

suggestion that Mayo receive Memorial support. Among those

in attendance was T. K. Stevenson, the personnel director of

Western Electric Company, who later would send Mayo the

reports of the company's research at its Hawthorne Works in

Cicero, Illinois.3 5

Mayo's speech, "What Psychology Can Do For Industry In

The Next Ten Years," so impressed "The Lunchers" that John

Rockefeller, Jr., invited Mayo to his office in January

1928. Their conversation focused upon Mayo's research in

industrial plants and his contention that modern managers

must implement the findings of psychologists and

anthropologists on human behavior and social organization.

The meeting resulted in Mayo's appointment as a consultant

to the Industrial Relations Counselors. His specific task

was an investigation of the industrial relations problems

that existed at Rockefeller, Jr.'s Colorado Fuel and Iron

Company in Colorado.3 6

Despite the industrial plan created by Mackenzie King

and introduced at the plant in 1915, the Colorado Fuel and

Iron Company had continued to experience worker discontent

and the threat of union activity. The company's Committee

on Conciliation and Wages, which included members of

management and workers, had failed to resolve the problems
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that led to the "Ludlow Massacre." The shadow of that event

and the subsequent congressional hearings continued to haunt

Rockefeller, Jr. Like King, Mayo was to visit the plant and

recommend actions that would reduce the tensions between

management and the workers.3 7

With Arthur Young as his guide, Mayo spent three weeks

at the Pueblo, Colorado site in the fall of 1928. After a

series of formal and informal conversations with management

and workers, Mayo concluded that neither side was ready to

implement King's plan. Mayo argued that mid-level managers,

those responsible for implementing the plan, were not

prepared to treat workers as something more than unskilled

laborers. Workers, on the other hand, remained hostile to

the plan, perceiving it as a method to prevent the

organization of a union. Mayo recommended that a full

profile of the human problems that affected the plant be

undertaken; that managers be trained in the field of human

relations; and that workers be involved in this process in

order to overcome the fear that the plan was a device to

silence them.3 8

Mayo also used the report to criticize the work of

noted personnel consultants, Benjamin M. Selekman and Mary

van Kleck, who had completed a study of the plant years

earlier, with the financial support of the Russel Sage

Foundation. Selekman and Van Kleck argued for worker

participation in management decisions as well as for
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collective bargaining agreement. Recounting the failure of

collective bargaining arrangements in Australia, Mayo

insisted that Selekamn and Van Kleck had confused industrial

democracy with political democracy. This same confusion had

occurred in Australia's arbitration system, he noted,

resulting in more, not less, conflict between management and

workers. The key, for Mayo, was to develop a full

understanding of the human situation in the workplace, as

well as a profile of the social organization, or the

community, where that work took place. Shocked by the

illiteracy, ill health, and poverty that characterized the

hispanic community in Pueblo, Mayo suggested that the

Rockefeller Foundation use its resources to survey the needs

of the city. Pleased with Mayo's report, Rockefeller, Jr.,

retained Mayo as a consultant with Industrial Relations

Counselors at one thousand dollars a year. Mayo's

secretary, Emily Osborne, received a similar retainer fee

and prepared monthly reports on Mayo's research at Harvard

for Arthur Young.3 9

Although the report pleased Young and Rockefeller, Jr.,

Mayo's research trip provided little data for Harvard's

Department of Industrial Research or the Fatigue Lab. In

addition, the Industrial Relations Counselors' required that

his notes not be used for publication purposes. Thus, after

two years at Harvard, Mayo's failure to establish a

successful research project or produce a scholarly monograph
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convinced many faculty members that his appointment was

detrimental to the college. Mayo's colleagues also did

little to hide their resentment over his teaching schedule,

or more precisely, the lack of one. Although he

occasionally conducted a seminar to discuss the literature

being produced by a new generation of psychologists and

sociologists, Mayo had no scheduled classes. Donham and

Mayo had agreed upon this arrangement before his appointment

received approval. In a letter to a friend, during this

period, Donham remembered that, "Dr. Mayo and I agreed that

it would be unwise to attempt much either in writing or

teaching at the School until we had considerable background

in research." 40

Although Donham did not expected Mayo to spend time in

the classroom, he did expect him to recruit and train a

staff for the work being conducted by the School's

Department of Industrial Research and the Fatigue Lab. Much

of Mayo's time, therefore, consisted of identifying and

holding individual sessions with prospective research

assistants.4 1

The first, and most famous, of Mayo's recruits was

Fritz J. Roethlisberger. He entered the program in

September of 1929, when he was twenty-nine, suffering from

depression. After receiving undergraduate degrees from

Columbia and MIT, Roethlisberger entered Harvard to pursue a

master's degree in engineering. After completing his thesis
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and graduating, he became des- pondent and withdrew from the

college's Ph.D. program. Through a mutual friend,

Roethlisberger met Mayo and discussed his concern about his

future prospects. As he had demonstrated in counseling

sessions in England and Australia, Mayo immediately created

an intimate relationship with the graduate student. In his

autobiography, Roethlisbeger recalled that Mayo rarely spoke

to him directly about his personal problems. Instead, Mayo

asked Roethlisberger to respond to the literature that Mayo

re-commended in order to prepare him for his research. In

this fashion, the two men indirectly approached

Roethlisberger's mental state. Mayo emphasized the

individual need to attain a "quality life" without concern

about measuring one's success through the traditional method

of career advancements. After a series of meetings, Mayo

invited Roethlisberger to become a graduate assistant in the

School's Department of Industrial Research. His first

assignment was to assist Mayo in counseling students of the

Business School whose behavior demonstrated anxiety or

depression. Roethlisberger was to hold informal

conversations with these students, using the interview

techniques Mayo had taught him. The goal of this process

was twofold; to provide Mayo with a psychological profile of

the troubled student and to help Roethlisberger understand

that his personal problems were not unique but were part of

the normal developmental process that each person undergoes.
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The plan worked, as Mayo explained in a note to Ruml.

"Having apparently mastered his own obsessions, he is

proving himself very much able to capture the obsessions of

others." This became the beginning of a life-long

friendship; Roethlisberger ultimately succeeded Mayo as

director of the department and was his most outspoken

advocate.4 2

Mayo's counseling of troubled students enrolled in the

Business School met the full approval of Donham. The Dean

understood that business majors chose the field for the

promise of financial reward following graduation. But

Donham argued, in a lecture delivered to the school in

February 1926, that this motive must be "socialized."

"Without this," he concluded, "business education descends

definitely to the level of trade school work."4 3

Conversations with Mayo convinced the Dean that one of

the reason some students were not receptive to the approach

being introduced by the Department of Industrial Research

was a result of mental problems that reduced their ability

to respond to the new social environment produced by the

modern industrial world. A decade after his lecture before

the Business School, Donham recalled that, "in one year

there were sixteen cases of serious mental difficulty

arising out of the sort of thing that Dr. Mayo was talking

about." What Mayo "was talking about" was, what he termed,

"obsessive intellectualism," a tendency to react to day- to-
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day situations in a doctrinaire fashion and only on an

intellectual level, ignoring the reality of the situation.

Mayo compared this phenomena with that of "radical workers"

he met, in England and Australia, whose obsessions led to

their failure to see their totality of the situation. As a

result, a worker, like a modern student, examined only part

of the whole, and thus, suggestions for the solution of the

problems of modern society only increased conflict and

further alienated them, increasing the dysfunctional mental

state.4 4

Mayo's success in counseling troubled students resulted

in one of the few compliments he ever received from

Harvard's faculty. His rare ability to draw the most

intimate details from individual's lives made some look upon

him, in the words of one associate, "as a kind of sorcerer."

Others commented upon the "Mayo mystique" or referred to

Mayo's graduate assistants as the "Mayo Cult." 45

The "Mayo Cult"' included students who ultimately

figured among the most prominent figures in the social

sciences. Within this group was an early convert to Mayo's

persuasion, Harold Lasswell. Upon the suggestion of his

mentor, noted political scientist Charles Merriam, Lasswell

spent part of 1926 and 1927 with Mayo. The Australian

introduced the young student to the psychopathological

techniques that he practiced as an unpaid consultant at the

Boston Psychopathic Hospital. Joseph Pratt, the head of the
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hospital, became a close friend of Mayo's and allowed him to

send his graduate assistants to what the doctor called his

"thought-control clinic." The clinic compromised patients

who came to the dispensary complaining of illnesses that had

no physical origin. Mayo sent his students to the clinic to

practice their interviewing techniques upon these patients.

The students wore white coats, suggesting that they were

part of the medical staff of the hospital. These weekly

visits with patients diagnosed as psychopathological cases

created deep impressions among Mayo's graduate assistants.4 6

So impressed with this experience was Lasswell, that

he spent a year in Europe, studying the work of Sigmund

Freud. The result of these studies was the seminal work,

Psychopathology and Politics, which examined the

psychological factors that influenced political behavior.

Lasswell was only the first of many who credited Mayo as

their intellectual mentor. William Foot Whyte's classic,

Street Corner Society, was conceived and completed under

Mayo's auspices, as was Conrad Arensberg's and Solon

Kimball's Family and Community in Ireland; George Homan's

The Human Group; William Lloyd Warner's influential Yankee

City series; and T. N. Whitehead's Leadership in a Free

Society.

Therefore, Mayo's real intellectual impact on the

Department of Industrial Research and the Fatigue Lab for

its first two years was not made through research or
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publications, but through his strong personal influence on

others. Unfortunately for Mayo, this influence would not be

noted by the academic world for another decade. Thus, after

two years in Boston, Mayo felt a growing anxiety about his

position at Harvard. Part of this uneasiness was his

intellectual frustration over the nature of his department's

research. During the spring of 1928, he approached Donham

and proclaimed, "I do not dare to go on as we are. Too many

problems originate in the home or community. We must go

into social studies." By social studies, Mayo specifically

meant the introduction of social anthropology as part of the

methodology of the project's research. After reading a

growing number of monographs produced by a new generation of

what became known as applied anthropologists, Mayo argued

that an understanding of the culture of the workplace and

the social factors that influenced the behavior of workers

must be studied. The social disorganization of the modern

world could only be comprehended when the individual's total

situation was understood. Donham agreed and organized a

series of monthly seminars for the fall of 1928 which would

examine the recent literature of anthropologists.
4 8

Mayo's emotional frustration matched his intellectual

frustration, that spring. In a series of notes written to

Ruml between January and April of 1928, Mayo agreed with the

director of the LSRM that the Fatigue Lab's research was on

the verge of producing important results, but he voiced his
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concern about the faculty's "indignation" with the thought

of investigating the "human urgencies" that affect the

workplace. Fortunately, he added, Henderson did not share

this feeling. Mayo pointed out that Henderson's normally

stiff personality had changed and "relapsed into a common

humanity." Although Mayo implied that he had influenced

this change of behavior by introducing the chemist to modern

psychology, Henderson's interest in the field was well

established long before Mayo arrived at Harvard. Henderson

was a close friends of L. L. Southard who established

psychology at Harvard. In addition, Henderson's wife,

Edith, had been committed to an institution for the insane;

this, no doubt, contributed to his interest in the workings

of the human mind.4 9

Mayo's aside about Henderson, in his notes, may have

been prompted by his inability to match the physical

evidence that the Lab had produced during its two years of

existence. The Fatigue Lab's research overshadowed his

work, and Henderson's new monograph, Blood: A Study in

General Physiology, which appeared in 1928, reminded Mayo

that he could not equal the reputation of his colleague.50

Although he did not admit it to Ruml, these factors

contributed to the growing depression that Mayo suffered

throughout that year. He did admit to Ruml that he was

depressed and that this was the seventh attack to occur in

twenty-five years. Mayo thought that a vacation from the
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university was in order, as the Business School had a

"tendency to place a higher value on a show of activity than

on the business of reflection." He suggested that a trip to

England would allow him time to reflect on his work and

would free him from the academic pressures to demonstrate

the results of research that was, after all, in an infant

state.5 1

Family pressures also influenced Mayo's decision to

visit England. In September of 1926, his family joined him

in Boston. After four years apart, Mayo's daughters

surprised him with how much they had grown and with their

intellectual curiosity, especially that of Patricia, his

favorite. Dorothea, however, demonstrated the same

restlessness she had exhibited in Australia. After living

in a house within walking distance of the campus for a year,

she insisted that Mayo find a larger home. To please her

and reduce the tensions that existed within the family, he

did so. But the move failed to satisfy Dorothea. During

the winter of 1928, the couple discussed the possibility of

Dorothea and the girls moving to England. She insisted that

a British education was far superior to the American public

school system. Mayo, who always considered England his true

home, agreed. Thus, his trip in the summer was twofold: to

distance himself from Harvard and to locate a home for his

family. The trip became an annual voyage, as Mayo spent two

months each summer with Dorothea and the girls from 1928
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until his retirement in 1947.52

When Mayo approached Donham about his proposed trip, he

insisted that it would be a working vacation. He presented

an ambitious itinerary that included meetings with England's

leading social psychologists, presentations before academic

audiences, and side-trips to Geneva to meet Jean Piaget and

to Paris to renew his friendship with Pierre Janet. The

plan was overly- ambitious. He spent one month in England,

never traveled to the European continent, and failed to

visit the Working Men's College where he hoped to discuss

his research with the students.5 3

But the trip proved most beneficial for Mayo.

England's leading social scientists welcomed him to Britain

and introduced him to the intellectual circle that

surrounded the University of London. Sir William Beveridge

used his influence to make Mayo an honorary member of the

Senior Common Room of the London School of Economics. He

dined with such notable figures as Sidney Webb and Harold

Laski, presented an address to the British Psychological

Association and discussed his work at Harvard with members

of the British Industrial Fatigue Research Board. Mayo also

managed to spend a few days with his old friend, Bronislaw

Malinowski. The social whirlwind renewed his energy and

relieved him of the anxieties that shadowed him at Harvard.

His enthusiasm eventually got the better of him, in a note

to his secretary. "I have been surprised that everyone here
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seems to know me," he exclaimed to Osborne. He added, "I

have so often had to explain what my name is and what I am

trying to do...that it is rather startling to have the

'bigwigs' say at once, 'Oh, Mayo,' etc... ." What Mayo did

not tell his secretary was that Ruml had joined him in

England. Ruml traveled to London to examine the request for

Memorial support for a proposed project by the London School

of Economics. Mayo's name might have been known by some,

but Ruml's millions were known by all. 54

By the time Mayo returned to Boston, his depression had

disappeared, and he discovered that a renewed optimism for

Donham's "Human Biology" existed. Unfortunately for the

Harvard research team, funds did not. Mayo's Department of

Industrial Research had enough Memorial money for another

six months, but financial support after that was uncertain.

President Lowell continued to insist that Harvard was not in

a financial position to subsidize Donham's project, once

Memorial aid ended. During the winter and spring of 1929,

Donham organized a strategy to attract financial assistance

from the one agency that demonstrated a continued interest,

the Rockefeller Foundation. Ironically, the key to the

success of this strategy was the man who once had been the

object of faculty jokes, Elton Mayo, and a firm that had not

been the focus of Harvard's research, the Hawthorne plant of

the Western Electric Company.5 5
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CHAPTER 6

MAYO HARVARD AND HAWTHORNE
THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES AT WORK

Located, for the most part, in the town of Cicero, just

outside Chicago, the Hawthorne Works was the largest unit of

the Western Electric Company. The floor space at Hawthorne

covered several acres and provided employment in 1924 for

approximately twenty-nine thousand workers, representing

some sixty different nationalities. Approximately seventy-

five per cent of the workforce were American born. The

workers manufactured central office equipment, especially

the assembly of telephones and preparation of telephone

systems. Hawthorne epitomized the modern large-scale

industrial corporation. Managers of the company recognized

this fact and believed that only the latest techniques of

management and organization would maintain the level of

efficiency needed to meet production demands. Thus, a

willingness to experiment and institute changes in

management existed within the company and resulted, by the

late 1920s, in the collaborative research effort of

Hawthorne managers and Harvard social scientists.1

The catalyst for the Harvard-Hawthorne connection was

Mayo's address at the Harvard Club in New York in October

1927. Among the prominent business executives in attendance

217
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was T. K. Stevenson, the personnel director of the Western

Electric Company. Three years earlier, the company had

initiated what became the largest social science research

project in industry at its oldest manufacturing plant, the

Hawthorne Works. In 1924, the National Research Council of

the National Academy of Sciences had decided to determine

the precise relationship between illumination and individual

efficiency in the workplace by supporting a research project

at the equipment-producing and supply arm plant of the

American Telephone and Telegraph Company, Western Electric's

parent company.2

For over a decade, managers and engineers had believed

that there was a distinct cause-and-effect relationship

between the quality of the physical work environment and the

well-being and productivity of the worker. Surrounded by

the proper ventilation, temperature, lighting, and other

physical working conditions, the employee would have the

optimum environment for work. Managers suspected that

other impediments to efficiency, such as fatigue and

monotony, were a result of improper job design. Fatigue,

linked to the buildup of lactic acid toxins in the blood,

could be reduced by removing wasted motions and by the

introduction of scientifically-determined rest periods.

These unproven conclusions became the focus of the research

at the Western Electric plant.3

In January 1924, Western Electric engineers Dugald
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Jackson and C. G. Stoll met in the office of colleague Frank

Jewett to discuss the feasibility of conducting a study of

the effect of illumination quality and intensity upon worker

productivity. Later Technical Superintendent George Pennock

and T. K. Stevenson, who was then Comptroller of

Manufacturing, joined the three engineers. Sponsored by the

NRC, the Hawthorne study, as originally conceived, was to

include an examination of the physics of light, the

physiology of sight, and worker psychology. For three

years, the researchers used the latest management techniques

- - mechanical correlations, fatigue studies, and individual

psychology - - but they failed to produce any consistent

results that might support the conclusions that appeared in

professional journals. In early 1928, Jackson wrote in a

memo to his colleagues that "the present need is

encouragement and support for psycho-physical research in

the field until the principles are discovered and

verified."4

Both Stevenson and Pennock agreed with Jackson's

comment and felt that they had discovered the man who would

respond to their encouragement for psycho-physical research.

Impressed with Mayo's Harvard Club speech, "What Psychology

Can Do For Industry In The Next Ten Years," Stevenson and

Pennock decided to send the results of a series of

illumination tests to the Harvard professor.5

The tests studied the effect of the levels of factory
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lighting on the productivity of workers from November 1924

to April 1927, but they had been inconclusive. Workers did

not respond predictably to variations in the levels of

illumination; rather, the only constant had been the

presence of test observers and differing wage scales. This

confirmed the suspicion of the researchers that, in

Jackson's words, "the human equation" in the workplace must

be understood before the effects of the physical environment

could be quantified properly. But neither Jackson, an

engineer, nor Stevenson or Pennock, considered themselves

qualified to conduct this research. They agreed, however,

that Mayo's experience and training would provide the

qualifications necessary to record, as Jackson expressed it,

"the antagonistic attitude of workers, effect of their

physical condition, effect of their habits outside of

working hours, etc...."6

Following the speech in New York, Stevenson discussed

the Hawthorne studies with Mayo and later sent him copies of

the illumination tests. Excited by the experiment and still

searching for a research project to silence his critics at

Harvard, Mayo responded enthusiastically and asked to be

kept abreast of the proceedings at Hawthorne. In April

1928, Pennock and Stevenson invited Mayo to visit the plant.

Accompanying him on the trip to Cicero, were Mayo's

secretary Emily Osborne and his student assistant, Osgood

Lovekin. The purpose of the trip was to provide Mayo with
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an opportunity to examine the results of a series of new

tests that had been conducted over the past year.7

Begun in April 1927, the new research, called the Relay

Assembly Testing Room, consisted of a detailed examination

of six workers and their responses to a series of changes

introduced into their work process. The experiments

included shortened work hours, differing rest periods, and

changes in methods of determining wage compensation. The

researchers discovered that regardless of what changes were

introduced or eliminated, the work group maintained or

increased production levels. The official company report on

the test room, "Observations and Conclusions," consisted of

fourteen points. The first eight discussed the production

curve of the experimental group at length, noting the

importance of rest periods. The remaining six points

evaluated the more complex psychological reasons for

production rates. While acknowledging that the presence of

a recorder, a member of the personnel department who

observed and recorded the behavior of the workers during

their shifts in the test room, might affect the group, the

report suggested that there had been a change in the

attitudes of the workers, and it was that change that might

explain the reasons for increased productivity. But how to

identify the reasons for that change was beyond the

expertise of Western Electric Officials. Thus, in early

1928, Pennock and Stevenson invited Mayo to visit the
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plant.8

While Osborne and Lovekin took blood pressure

measurements, in an attempt to correlate worker

dissatisfaction with a physiological imbalance, Mayo met

Hawthorne officials and discovered what the company's final

report did not mention. Of the original six workers chosen

for the test, two had been replaced. Though the workers

were officially dismissed for being uncooperative, the

report did not add that they were also unproductive. All

six original test employees were women who had been at the

plant for a number of years. Two, Adeline Bogatowicz,

eighteen years old and a two-year veteran, and Irene

Rybacki, nineteen and employed for a year and a half, were

the most outspoken of the group and the first to exploit the

freedom given to the test room group. The group, six women,

sat together at a work table and put together a telephone

relay which consisted of thirty or forty pieces. A

supervisor visited throughout the day, while a researcher

stayed in the room for the entire shift and recorded a

variety of observations. The company allowed conversation

among the group members, as long as it did not adversely

affect production. The recorder made a notation when

conversation took place. If the supervisor considered that

the talking interfered with work, a note was made.

Bogatowicz and Rybacki were friends, and their conversation

seemed non-stop. The recorder placed more notations by
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their names than by any others in the group. Feeling that

they were being singled out, the two women complained, and

on more than one occasion, stopped work and approached the

recorder to see what he had written. The supervisor warned

them to stop this practice. In December 1927, the two women

discovered that the recorder was transcribing their

conversation and placing the transcript into the test's

Daily Historical Record. Both women complained. Each met

separately with their supervisor who warned them that their

behavior and insolence would no longer be tolerated. A week

later, Pennock met with them and gave them a similar

warning. The final conflict between the employees and the

supervisor came in early January. Officials accused the two

of deliberately attempting to reduce production. On January

25, Pennock dismissed them from the test room, and they

returned to the main assembly plant. The two women who

replaced them became the fastest relay assemblers in the

test group. One, Jennie Sirchio, hired in 1924, had an

incentive to work hard. She had recently lost her sister

and mother and learned shortly before she joined the test

group that both her brother and father were about to loose

their jobs, leaving her the sole provider for a large

family.9

The company's "Observations and Conclusions," did not

mention these factors to explain production levels nor the

effect that the removal of the two women must have had on
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the remaining members of the group. Finally, the report

failed to include the fact that the reduction in the number

of relay types made assembly work faster and easier. Thus,

there appeared to be economic and material factors to

explain production levels.10

Although Mayo was unaware of the change in relay types,

officials did inform him of the removal of Bogatowicz and

Rybacki. Mayo had Osborne and Lovekin record the blood

pressure of these women. Rybacki's tests suggested low

hemoglobin and red blood cell levels. Mayo wrote to Ruml

that this demonstrated the intimate connection between

"pessimistic or paranoid preoccupations, fatigue and organic

disability." Even if true, this only accounted for the

behavior of one of the two women. Bogatowicz's blood tests

were normal. Yet, the description Mayo provided to

Stevenson of Bogatowicz was similar to the description of

Rybacki. Mayo suggested to Ruml that Bogatowicz was

"permitted to withdraw because she complained of fatigue,

became paranoid, and turned Bolshevik."1 1

Mayo made little mention to either Ruml or Stevenson of

the results of the remaining blood pressure reports. The

blood tests of the remaining members of the test group and

selected employees in other areas of the plant provided no

conclusive evidence of the relationship of the vascular

system to worker production.12 But this absence did not

deter Mayo from beginning a campaign to interest Donham and
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the Harvard research group, as well as Ruml and Rockefeller

money, in their participation in the Hawthorne study.

Following his visit to the Hawthorne plant in Aril

1928, Mayo wrote to Ruml that Hawthorne provided a

"convenient niche in the industrial structure from which we

can push investigation and experiment." He added that

industrial studies like that at Cicero would allow social

scientists to make suggestions about the "intelligent

control of men and situations."1 3 In September, Mayo

lobbied Donham. In a sixteen page letter, Mayo argued that

Harvard should align itself with the work being conducted at

Hawthorne, since the research provided a means to

investigate the relationship between morale and contemporary

methods of supervision. This relationship could be examined

"by approaching the employees themselves and asking them to

express frankly their likes and dislikes about their working

environment."14 That same month, Mayo wrote Pennock that

"your experiment is by way of becoming something that will

be almost a classic in the literature of industrial

investigations."1 5 Mayo's courting of Pennock was

unnecessary. Unknown to Mayo, his sixteen-page letter to

Donham had been copied by the Dean of the Business School

and sent to both Ruml and Pennock. All four men perceived

one another and Hawthorne as the solution not only to

society's industrial problems, but, to their professional

ones, as well.
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By the fall of 1928, Mayo needed an industrial research

project of some stature that would silence his critics.

Donhman needed to discover some venture that would attract

outside funding and assure the continuation of his Human

Biology research. Ruml, aware that the Memorial was about

to be dissolved, ending his role as patron of the social

sciences, sought a experiment that would justify the faith

he had shown in the behavioral sciences during the decade

and justify the expenditure of millions of dollars. Pennock

and Stevenson, the architects of what was then a four-year

study, felt pressure from within the parent company and from

such professional organizations as the Personnel Research

Federation to make public their findings. They were unsure,

however, of what those findings were and sought the advice

of those trained in the behavioral sciences.1 6

Thus, during the winter of 1928-1929, Hawthorne became

the focus of attention from the corporate, philanthropic,

and academic communities. The three groups shared

information through an informal network. Reports from

Hawthorne went to Mayo; his response and copies of the

reports then made their way to Donham and Ruml. Finally,

copies of their comments with the original reports were read

by the officers of Rockefeller, Jr.'s Industrial Relations

Counselors. This information network tended to reinforce

the positions held by the participants, as each needed the

other in order to either continue employment or justify
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their preconceived conclusion about the nature of industrial

unrest.

The key figure in this network was Mayo. The

Australian was the conduit by which information traveled

from Cicero to Cambridge and on to New York. F. W. Willard,

the new personnel director at Hawthorne, first met Mayo in

October 1928. Impressed by Mayo's ability to talk with

company officials "in words of one syllable which we could

readily understand," he lobbied Pennock to bring Mayo into

the experiment on a full-time basis. One reason for the

urgency of his request was the decision by Western Electric

executives in New York to establish an Industrial Research

Division within the Industrial Relations Branch at

Hawthorne. Placed in charge of the new division was Mark

Putnam, who had worked in personnel positions at Hawthorne

since the tests had begun. Putnam's annual division budget

was $112,000.18 Although pleased with the executive's

decision, both Willard and Putnam realized that by

institutionalizing the tests, company officials now expected

complete reports, which could be released to the public. To

accomplish this goal, both men agreed with Stevenson and

Pennock that scholars trained in the new fields of

anthropology, sociology, and psychology must be brought into

the project. The one man, they felt, who singly could meet

this requirement was Mayo. In early 1929, Pennock

approached Mayo and offered him a job with the company as
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director of the newly-established interviewing program.

Mayo declined, explaining that he was forty-nine years old

and had a job. Instead Mayo proposed that he visit the site

of the experiments, read the company reports, and issue

comments both on paper and in informal meetings. Pennock

agreed, and in March 1929, he placed Mayo on an annual

retainer of $2,500.19

One other reason Mayo may have been reluctant to work

full time for Pennock was his knowledge that Donham was in

the process of preparing an ambitious grant request to the

Rockefeller Foundation for a substantial amount of money,

part of which would finance the Fatigue Lab's involvement at

Hawthorne. This process began when a Harvard faculty

member, David L. Edsall, dean of the Harvard Medical School,

accepted an appointment as a trustee of the Rockefeller

Foundation. A friend and confidant of Donham, Edsall

participated in the reorganization of the Rockefeller

philanthropies in 1927-1928. The Memorial and the

International Health Board were absorbed into the

Rockefeller Foundation, whose motto was the "advancement and

application of knowledge."2 0  This phrase became the

cornerstone of a grant request prepared by Donham and Edsall

to strengthen and initiate research in the fields of medical

and industrial research. Presented to Foundation officials

in September of 1929, the request emphasized the need to

understand the impact of industrial conditions on human
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behavior through an interdisciplinary research effort that

would include the biological, medical, and social sciences.

These efforts would be coordinated by Dean Donham's Business

School. To persuade Foundation officials that a business

school should be involved in such a project, Edsall noted

the work of the school's Fatigue Lab in pursuing such

research and its involvement with the industrial worker. He

argued that the industrial site was a particularly useful

means to penetrate larger scientific problems, because it

offered reasonably controlled conditions for investigation.

The factory, Edsall explained, provided researchers with

"defined groups under defined conditions and defined steps

can be taken under controlled conditions to see how

effective measures may be." He added that this aspect of

industrial research "is beginning to demonstrate itself

quite clearly through Dr. Mayo's work as well as the work of

others." Edsall emphasized the interdisciplinary nature of

such research and pointed out the need for a cooperative

effort from both the medical and social sciences in order to

identify the complexities of the modern industrial state.

Again, he noted "it is into this picture that the work being

done by Dr. Mayo and Dr. Henderson and his associates fits

in such an intimate and important way.... "21

Included in the grant request were prepared comments by

Mayo, Henderson, and Donham. Henderson emphasized his work

in the chemistry of the blood and his search for organic
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equilibrium. He argued that a proper biological balance

would produce a proper psychological balance. But, he

added, his physiological studies of the industrial man

presented only one aspect of the picture, and a sociological

and psychological profile must be added to make the

composite portrait whole.22 Like Henderson, Mayo relied on

his research and past presentations to explain why such

research as proposed by Edsall must take place. He

explained that his research was psychological and informed

by the pioneering studies of Pierre Janet. Like Janet, Mayo

argued that "morbid reflection diminished the individual's

capacity for concentration at will upon any given question

or object in his surroundings." Moreover, poor living

conditions and improper social training "tended to

exaggerate in such an individual a morbid preoccupation of

an egocentric character." To support these conclusions Mayo

referred to his "extensive" research in industrial mills at

Philadelphia, where his research team "were invariably

involved in a human situation the chief characteristic of

which was morbid preoccupation." He concluded by noting

that his present efforts had been "to measure, or at least

to observe, the changes that occur in the human organism

during the working day." Mayo closed by stating that he had

had some success in correcting disequilibrium in work

situations by the introduction of rest pauses and the use of

clinical interviews.23
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Donham's comments, attached to Edsall's request,

suggested that Mayo's success and the work of the Fatigue

Lab were far greater than actually realized. As an example,

he pointed out that the Hawthorne works had "been thrown

open to... the Business School as an industrial laboratory

for human experiment." But Donham quickly explained there

was more than a mere investigation at work. The proposed

research had "an aspect which might be described as either

experimental or ethical." By "ethical," Donham explained

that the research "is bound to consider the responsibility

of industry." As "experimental," the dean meant that the

research was "committed to watching the effect of changed

conditions of work.. .upon the worker's life outside." 2 4

Thus, Donham made sure that the Rockefeller Foundation knew

that he understood that the research should not be limited

to an obscure field that had little relevance for the

community as a whole. By emphasizing that any discoveries

should be applicable to society and that the methodology of

the research was to be interdisciplinary, the Business

School's request met the requirements of the Foundation

motto.

Working behind the scenes to make sure that Foundation

officials understood the importance of the work being

conducted by the Harvard research team was Arthur Young of

the Industrial Relations Counselors firm, whose offices were

housed in the same building which was home to the
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Foundation.25 Young was Mayo's guide when he conducted

research at the Rockefeller-owned Colorado Fuel and Iron

Company two years earlier. Young's arbitration efforts

demonstrated the inherent problems faced by social

scientists who turned to the business community for funding

and recognition in order to continue and legitimize their

research. In some ways, the social scientist and the

professional businessman shared similar backgrounds. Their

intellectual foundation was the same -- experience in the

problem of human interaction; their techniques were similar

-- a combination of clinical diagnosis and therapeutic

treatment; but their stated objectives were different -- for

the social scientist, the acquisition of knowledge about

human interaction -- for the businessman, the acquisition of

knowledge for the purpose of better administration of human

interaction. These conflicting objectives intersected in

the offices of the Harvard Business School, the Rockefeller

Foundation, and the Personnel Department at Hawthorne.

Following a visit by the directors of the divisions of

the medical and social sciences, Richard M. Pierce and

Edmund Day (the latter one of those consulted by

Rockefeller, Jr. in 1914 regarding his proposed Institute of

Economic and Social Research), the Rockefeller Foundation

did grant Harvard its request. But the Foundation reduced

the original ambitious proposal of Edsall and Donham by

eliminating most of Edsall's medical requests and removing
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Donham's suggestion of Foundation support for appointments

in business ethics and economics. Instead, the Foundation

support emphasized research into the field of "industrial

hazards," a catch-all term for the work being undertaken by

Mayo and Henderson. Approved in April 1930, the total grant

of $875,000 was to be distributed over a seven-year period.

To administer the funds from the grant, Harvard created the

Committee on Industrial Physiology. The autonomous body

consisted of Edsall as Chairman, while Mayo, Henderson,

Donham, David B. Dill of the medical school, and William

Morton Wheeler, head of the biology department, constituted

the committee. The group met formally once a year, but most

of its decisions resulted from informal meetings, as the

group were all friends and attended social functions

together. The committee decided that the Fatigue Lab and

the Business School's Industrial Research Department would

be financed by the Rockefeller grant. Mayo and Henderson

each received approximately $50,000 per year for their

projects, with $25,000 set aside as needed for research in

industrial hygiene and clinical psychiatry. Hawthorne

became the focus of the committee's research efforts in 1930

and, ultimately, became its only noted successful project.2 6

A year and a half before the grant process began,

Hawthorne officials embarked upon a new method to analyze

the problems of worker morale, boredom, and fatigue. In

September 1928, Western Electric initiated an ambitious goal
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of interviewing as many employees at the Hawthorne plant as

possible. At first the interviews were straightforward,

with employee responses limited to a simple yes or no. When

made aware of the project, Mayo congratulated company

officials on their decision. But he suggested that they

change their interviewing techniques to allow the employees

an opportunity to explain their feelings. This method would

provide far more information to the company.27

Specifically the method suggested by Mayo was the one

that he first used successfully in Australia while treating

shell-shock victims. At times Mayo referred to this method

as the clinical interview style or a non-directive

interview. The goal was to allow the interviewee to speak

spontaneously about their concerns without specific

direction from the interviewer. The success of this free-

associative method depended on the listening skill and

analytical ability of the interviewer.28

To demonstrate the proper techniques of this method of

interviewing, Mayo visited the plant in April and September

of 1929. In his lectures to plant officials, Mayo explained

that the interviewer should listen attentively without

interrupting nor giving advice. On one occasion, Mayo

interviewed a worker while company officials listened in

another room. Following this demonstration, Mayo explained

that he based this technique on the work of Jean Piaget,

especially his monograph, Child's Conception of the World.
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Mayo argued that the clinical interviews Piaget conducted

with children was relevant to the workers at Hawthorne.

Piaget used clinical interviewing to examine the

preoccupations and irrationalities of children. During the

interview process, the child, speaking aloud of his fears,

grew to understand the reasons for these emotions and

gradually learned to control them. Mayo used Piaget's

technique and his analysis because, like Freud, he believed

that the child's egocentricity extended into adulthood;

especially for. those persons whose backgrounds did not allow

them the educational and social training needed to

understand the maturing process; in other words, the

workers.29

Western Electric officials quickly agreed with these

conclusions. A year before Mayo's involvement with the

interview project, George Pennock, in a speech before

company supervisors, also compared the industrial worker to

children. He warned supervisors that the worker's "emotions

are stronger and minor matters of greater importance among

these people, whose fields of vision are limited and whose

interests are few." 3 0

Following the Rockefeller Foundation's acceptance of

Harvard's grant request, Mayo moved quickly to involve his

colleagues in the Hawthorne studies. Especially important

to Mayo was the recruitment of graduate students to serve as

interviewers in Cicero. His protege, Fritz Roethlisberger,
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traveled to Hawthorne in the summer of 1930 to organize the

interviewing process along the lines Mayo desired and to

find housing for the graduate assistants who would soon

follow. Under Mayo's instructions, Roethlisberger

emphasized to company officials and graduate assistants,

alike, that the interview process was, itself, a therapeutic

exercise and should be treated as such. He also noted that

everything the worker said should be treated as symptoms,

not as facts. Until the interviewer understood the total

situation of the worker, meaning life at work, home, and

within the family network, no conclusions should be drawn.3 1

Thus, workers' complaints about the job were dismissed

as a mere symptom of a larger problem that did not exist at

work and, thus, was not the responsibililty of the employer.

For example, a woman complained that her supervisor was

unduly stern and too quick to reprimand her. During this

interview, she also mentioned that he reminded her of her

step-father, with whom she did not get along. W. J.

Dickson, of the Employee Relations Research Department, when

given a transcript of the interview came to the conclusion

that the problem at work, with the supervisor, was merely a

manifestation of her difficult relationship with her step-

father. The discontent at work originated at home. Dickson

concluded, "it is obvious that our problem would not be

eliminated were we to consider her remarks at face value and

attempt to 'correct' those things she complained about."3 2
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Workers, themselves, came to realize that impressions

were stronger than facts, when dealing with the

interviewers. Upon leaving for her scheduled interview, one

worker told a friend, "I guess I'll have to wear my coat

down there. My dress is too short. That shows

depression."3 3 Even Hawthorne supervisors and personnel

employees joked about the "metaphysical" nature of much of

the content of Mayo's lectures about. One report circulated

in the personnel department was entitled "Summary of

Discussion Held This Morning as Conditioned by Having Been

Verbalized Through a Transformer Called 'Howarth'-Tolerance

is Prayed for All Subjective Interpretations. "3 4

Although Mayo understood and enjoyed the jokes prompted

by his involvement, neither he nor the company executives

forgot the serious nature of the project; increasing worker

productivity by understanding worker behavior. The

interview project would shed light on the latter, thus

accomplishing the goals of the former. The interviews,

however, ended within a year after Mayo and his associates

became intimately involved in the project. The Depression

reduced the workforce and the amount of time employees could

leave their workstations to attend an interview. Before the

interviewing ended, however, close to twenty thousand were

conducted, but many of these had been done before Mayo's

involvement, and many more were deemed irrelevant, as the

workers had left the company.3 5
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In order to evaluate the project and provide company

officials with a sophisticated analysis of the interviews,

Mayo requested Roethlisberger to tabulate 532 interviews

conducted between 1929 and 1930. Roethlisberger was to

correlate worker satisfaction with other variables, such as

education, age, working hours, nationality, physical demands

at work, and family life at home. Mayo expected the results

to demonstrate that where worker dissatisfaction existed,

there was also present a personal situation that was equally

dissatisfying to the employee. But the results revealed

that those persons who complained about the administration

of their departments did not have similar high levels of

complaint about their personal lives. The results of this

study did not appear in the official history of the

Hawthorne project, nor in any other published reports,

including those written by Mayo.3 6

Just as the interviewing project was ending, a new

experiment started. On November 13, 1931 the Bank Wiring

Test Room began operations. Unlike the Relay Test group,

the Bank Wiring Room would not receive preferential

treatment, no additional rest periods, extended lunch

breaks, etc... Instead, the room would be treated like the

other assembly areas in the plant; the only difference

between the two being the presence of a supervisor and and a

trained observer. For Hawthorne executives, the test was a

chance to see the effects of social relationships in the
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workplace, without the benefit of a special wage plan, as

was the case in the Relay Test. For Mayo, the new test

provided an opportunity to introduce the field methods of

the anthropologist to the Hawthorne study.3 7

Mayo's insistence that the "total situation" of the

worker must be understood before any policy changes took

place might have led him naturally to the methodology

employed by anthropologists. His friendship with Bronislaw

Malinowski and reading of the monographs of A. R. Radcliffe-

Brown suggest this course of action. In 1925, for example,

in a letter to Charles Merriam, he wrote "what would happen

if one took a young anthropologist, from investigation of a

Pacific island culture, and set him down in a modern city

with instructions to follow the same anthropological

method."38 Six years later, he had an opportunity to do

just that.

William Lloyd Warner was one of the first

anthropologists to focus the techniques of his discipline

upon modern society. Following his graduation from the

University of California, Warner conducted field work among

the aborigines of Australia. While there, he worked with

Radcliffe-Brown, at the time professor of anthropology at

the University of Sydney. Warner also was a friend of

Malinoswki. He returned to the United States in 1929 and

accepted an instructorship at Harvard. He often explained

that he returned to the United States to fulfill his desire
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to conduct anthropological field work in an American city.

Receptive to the idea, Mayo suggested that Warner travel to

Hawthorne and use his training to support the research

efforts being undertaken by the his Department of Industrial

Research. The thirty-three-year-old anthropologist declined

to make Hawthorne the central focus of his proposed

anthropological survey but did agree to work on a part-time

basis for Mayo at the plant. The following year he accepted

a full time position with the Business School. Later that

year, Warner began his famous study of Newburyport,

Massachusetts, funded in large measure by a grant from the

Rockefeller Foundation. The Newburyport study established

Warner's reputation. Known as the "Yankee City Series," the

five volume study appeared in published form, beginning in

1941.39

Warner's introduction of social anthropology to the

Hawthorne study shifted the emphasis from Mayo's clinical

examination of the individual worker to an analysis of the

social relations of the workforce and provided the most

startling results of the research project. Warner's team of

investigators discovered that workers formed an informal

social organization, which at times had little resemblance

to the formal organization created by the company. This

informal network acted as a buffer against the authority of

plant supervisors and was especially true in the case of

production quotas. Restriction of worker output seemed to
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have more to do with what the social organization of workers

agreed upon than what the company demanded. Workers quickly

realized that if they surpassed their daily quotas by large

margins, the quotas would simply be increased while their

bonuses decreased. Studies of the Bank Wiring Room (banks

were the mechanical selectors that established contacts

between telephone numbers) suggested that workers

deliberately restricted their output in order to protect

their bonuses. Thus, production had less to do with the

organization of material resources and more to do with the

self-imposed organization of human resources. This

challenged Mayo's and Henderson's earlier assumptions that

there was a physiological explanation for levels of

production and Mayo's argument that a worker's psychological

balance determined worker output.4 0

As important as this discovery was, Warner's

involvement in the Hawthorne study was short-lived. In

March 1932, the company reduced the test room, as well as

all the other assembly departments, to just seven days of

work per month. In mid-May, the Depression forced the

personnel department to end the Bank Wiring test. 41

Some members of the personnel department were not sorry

to see the Bank Wiring Room test end. By 1932, the

Hawthorne studies were eight years old, the Depression

limited whatever options the study might have allowed the

company to pursue, and both employer and employee seemed
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weary of the repeated investigations into plant life. For

example, when Warner's team of social anthropologists turned

their attention to the Relay Assembly Test Room, in

existence since 1929, the workers resisted further efforts

at study. When told that they would be interviewed once a

week, the women refused and had the number of interviews

reduced to once every other week. When interviewed, when

women borrowed a watch from a member of the group and agreed

to stay for a preordained time. They deliberately avoided

talking "shop," instead, talking about movies, clothes, and

the weather.42 Finally, their immediate supervisor admitted

that it was useless to ask why they worked the way they did,

since what was uppermost in their minds was the Depression,

and the incentive for their work behavior was, in her mind,

strictly economic.43 Added to these factors was the fact

that the results of the Bank Wiring test the discovery of an

informal social network among employees, overshadowed

whatever took place among the relay assemblers. Stevenson

and Pennock kept the test room operating because it was the

first to receive public recognition and established the

Hawthorne study as an important industrial and social

science experiment. But during the winter of 1932-1933, the

Depression forced them to recognize that maintaining the

test room was no longer possible. On Feburary 8, 1933 the

Relay Assembly Room closed its doors. The Hawthorne study

came to an end.4 4
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CHAPTER 7

THE HUMAN PROBLEMS OF AN
INDUSTRIAL CIVILIZATION

Although the experiments at Western Electric ended in

1933, the research conducted at the Hawthorne plant

continued to receive considerable attention throughout the

remainder of the decade. The publicity the Hawthorne

studies received resulted from the efforts of Mayo and

Harvard's Department of Industrial Research. Between 1929,

the year in which the first published account of the tests

being conducted at Western Electric appeared, and 1939, the

publication date of the official history of the studies,

Management and the Worker, the Hawthorne researchers

produced thirty-three articles and four monographs which

discussed the tests and their implications for industrial

relations. Of this number, Harvard faculty members were

responsible for twenty-five of the articles and all of the

monographs. Thus, while Western Electric engineers

initiated and controlled the Hawthorne experiments, the

Harvard research team evaluated the studies and controlled

most of the information made available for public debate.

And the Harvard figure who became most closely associated

with the research was Elton Mayo.1

In the winter of 1930, Mayo began to lobby Western

248
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Electric officials in Cicero and Bell Telephone executives

in New York to publicize the research being conducted at the

Hawthorne plant. In mid-December, he wrote to vice-

president of operations, C. G. Stoll, that preparations for

a book-length manuscript should be undertaken "in order that

your work shall get the attention it deserves."2 Stoll and

his fellow company officers readily agreed; more

importantly, they agreed that Mayo was the individual who

should handle the release of information gathered at

Hawthorne. This agreement was based upon the favorable

impression Mayo had made upon company executives during

a discussion of the research, held in New York in late

1928. Mayo disarmed the group, which feared that a

Harvard scholar might speak in a language they did not

understand. Instead, he told stories to make his

points responded enthusiastically to suggestions from

the group, and insisted that credit for the research

most always mention Western Electric managers.3 Not

only did he not sound like a academician, but his

relationship with Arthur Young of the Industrial

Relations Counselors, the support of the Rockefeller

Foundation, and his position with the Harvard Business

School implied that he shared, or at least understood,

the goals and values of the corporate community.

Finally, his status as a Harvard faculty member

suggested a scholarly objectivity that some executives
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felt could disarm criticism from reformers and,

especially, union leaders.4

The possible criticism that the Hawthorne research was

too subjective was dealt with in the first articles which

discussed the experiments being conducted at the Western

Electric plant. The genesis of these articles was a

invitation extended to Mayo, Pennock, and Putnam to share

the initial findings of their research with members of the

Personnel Research Federation. Delivered in New York in

November 1929, their three papers appeared in published form

in the winter edition of the Personnel Journal.5

Pennock's "Industrial Research at Hawthorne," outlined

the reasons why Western Electric officials undertook the

research. Rather than speculate about the factors that

affected employee production, Pennock stated that company

managers decided to conduct a series of experiments which

might provide hard data for supervisors who dealt with the

"problems of employee effectiveness."6 Putnam reiterated

this point in his article, "Improving Employee Relations: A

Plan Which Uses Data Obtained From Employees." Both men

noted improved production levels in the test rooms to

underscore the importance of the tests, adding, however,

that the variety of factors which led to this increase were

complex and required further study.7 In his article,

"Changing Methods in Industry," Mayo also noted the increase

in production but stressed that an increase in output had
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"never been the end or intention of the inquiry." Instead,

he assured readers, "the intention of the inquiry has been

the advancement of our understanding of human situations."8

He then suggested that the tests at Hawthorne were somewhat

primitive at the beginning, as they only examined one

variable: the measurement of lighting on employee work

habits.9 Mayo implied that only when social scientists

entered the project did the experiments become more

sophisticated in methodology. He did not mention that from

the beginning of the tests, engineers understood that such

variables as differing wage scales, changes in rest periods,

and the make-up of the test team would affect the outcome of

the test, itself. Neither Pennock nor Putnam felt slighted

by Mayo's remarks. The company executives were more

concerned with the practical outcome of the research and

believed that testing social or behavioral theories was the

domain of Mayo. Pennock and Putnam also agreed that it was

important for Mayo to stress the scientific goals of the

research, in order to legitimize the studies in the eyes of

those outside industry.10

Because of this latter point, Mayo received permission

from company officials in late 1929 to send copies of the

progress reports of the tests to a variety of individuals

not connected with Western Electric. He drew up a list of

over one hundred different institutions and persons who

would be interested in the Hawthorne studies, including
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industrial relations experts, industry executives, members

of government, academicians, and such European scholars as

Piaget, Janet, and his old friend, Malinoswki. Mayo also

discussed the Hawthorne studies in person. In 1930, during

his annual trip to England, to visit his family, he

presented the results of the research to the British

Association for the Advancement of Science in a talk on "The

Human Effects of Mechanization." While in Great Britain, he

also met with some of the leading figures in British

industry. Upon his return to the United States, Mayo spoke

before the American Neurological Association and contributed

to a discussion on an NBC radio series on psychology.1 2

Because of these presentations and mailings, by the end of

1931, Mayo happily reported to company executives that the

Hawthorne studies were known throughout the country and in

Europe. He concluded that the experiments conducted at the

plant in Cicero were already seen as a breakthrough in

personnel research.1 3

Not everyone agreed. In March 1930, Putnam spoke

before the Industrial Relations Association of Chicago on

"Improving Employee Relations." The head of the Industrial

Research Division based his remarks on the ongoing research

at Hawthorne. Asked to comment on Putnam's address was

Arthur Kornhauser. A noted industrial psychologist, he

worked with Walter Bingham at the Carnegie Institute of

Technology, was a researcher with the Scott Company, held a
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Ph. D. in psychology from the University of Chicago, and, in

1930, was an associate professor of psychology at his alma

mater. In addition to these credentials Kornhauser was one

of the individuals who received reports about the

experiments being conducted at Hawthorne, and he had been a

frequent visitor to the plant.1 4

Although impressed with the research at Hawthorne,

Kornhauser admitted that he was "pretty critical and

skeptical" about the conclusions being drawn by those

involved in the studies. For example, he argued that the

failure to control the variables in the lighting tests in

the Relay Test Room corrupted the value of the experiment.

He pointed out that attempting to view all the factors that

might come into play in the workroom at once, instead of

introducing one variable at a time and noting its effects,

limited the conclusions to be drawn from the tests.

Kornhauser also questioned the lack of statistical data to

support many of the remarks made by Putnam and others

involved in the research. To justify changes in management

techniques based only upon informal conversations with

employees, seemed a decidingly unscientific approach to

industrial relations. Interviewing workers was important,

he noted, but he doubted that their responses revealed their

true feelings about the workplace. The failure of the

interviews to demonstrate any concern about unions, for

example, suggested that the employees' responses were
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guarded. Kronhauser dismissed the notion that the

interviews served as a form of therapy. If a worker

suffered from a psychiatric problem, a few short interviews

with a graduate assistant would scarcely supply the analysis

necessary to assist the employee. Finally, he warned the

audience, it was foolish to believe that wage incentives and

improved working conditions were not important variables for

supervisors to consider.1 5

When informed of this criticism, Mayo reassured Putnam

that Kornhauser's was the typical reaction of an academic

trained in the traditional methodology of the university,

and, he urged Putnam not to be alarmed. Mayo patiently

explained to Putnam that the methodology implemented at

Hawthorne was far too modern and atypical for someone like

Kornhauser to understand. Kornhauser looked at one variable

and failed to see the system of which it was a part; thus,

he failed to understand how the one variable affected and

was affected by all the other variables within the

system. Mayo apologized for Kornhauser, suggesting that

his shortsighted remarks resulted from his being able

only to review portions of the research. Mayo used

Kornhauser's criticism to once again suggest that the

time had come to present the entire Hawthorne research to

the public in a book-length manuscript.16 A year later,

in the winter of 1931, Mayo received word from Vice-

President Stoll of Western Electric that company
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officials believed the time to be right for publication

of a full account of the research conducted at

Hawthorne.1 7

Although Mayo accepted the assignment, he never

completed the task. Instead, he produced a condensed,

informal account of the research and his personal social

theory in his book, The Human Problems of an Industrial

Civilization. The origins of the 180 page manuscript was an

invitation extended to Mayo to be the Lowell lecturer at

Harvard in 1933. Later that year, Mayo's eight lectures

appeared in book form.18

The eight chapters which make up The Human Problems are

really a series of separate essays, rather than a sustained

book length argument. The chapters are arranged in a way

which reflects Mayo's approach to psychological and social

questions. The first chapter focuses on the concept of

fatigue, and the second, with monotony; the worker and his

relationship to his work. The next three chapters extend

the focus to the relationship of the worker and his work

group--to other individuals and their network of human

relations within the workplace. The fifth chapter focuses

on the concept of morale; shifting the focus from the

workplace to the community in which the worker lives.

Chapter six examines the effect of industrialization upon

the social order of the community. Next, Mayo critiques the
attempts by government to sustain that social order in the
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modern industrial world. He closes the book by discussing

"The Problems of the Administrator."

If any thesis is sustained throughout the book,

it is Mayo's contention that the problems brought on by the

rapid industrialization of society during the previous fifty

years could only be solved by the disinterested critical

thinker, and the solutions should be applied only by an

administrative elite who were well-trained in human

relations. "As ever in human affairs, we are struggling

against our own ignorance and not against the machinations

of a political adversary."19 He warned his readers not to

be fooled by those who preached political solutions or who

suggested that their society was somehow different and thus

called for the construction of a system to meet that

specialized need. For Mayo, the "human problems of

industrial organization remain identical for Moscow, London,

Rome, Paris and New York." 2 0

The first human problem of industrial organization upon

which Mayo focused was the subject of fatigue. The first

systematic studies of fatigue originated during World War I

with the practical goal of increasing war-time production.

These earlier studies attempted to relate fatigue to a

single physiological or biochemical variable. Mayo pointed

out that this approach failed, because experiments on

muscular fatigue could not be transported directly to

industry, as fatigue in the factory could not be isolated,
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as in the laboratory, from other variables such as skill,

intelligence, and the mental outlook of the worker. As

an example of the complexity of the concept, Mayo

introduced the reader to the work of his colleague, L. J.

Henderson. Mayo noted that the biochemist's experiments

and research suggested that "a living organism is best

conceived as a number of variables in equilibrium with

each other," concluding, "that a change in any one will

induce changes throughout the whole organization."21

Mayo concluded the chapter by stating that if muscular

fatigue is so complex, industrial fatigue must be even

more so--especially since much of modern factory work did

not entail heavy muscular exertion. Thus, since the

heavy work was done by machines, the concept of fatigue

must change.2 2

In Chapter Two, Mayo linked fatigue to the problem of

monotony in the modern workplace. Repetitive work became

more widespread with industrialization, as companies

introduced automation and the division of labor. Earlier

studies, especially those conducted in England, had

attempted to discover the relationship of monotony to the

repetitive nature of machine work. Unlike the studies of

fatigue, researchers understood from the beginning that

monotony involved a psychological dimension. The most

common solution introduced to deal with this problem was the

institution of rest pauses. Measurements of production
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levels, as they related to the rest breaks, suggested that

this approach promised positive results, but the results

differed widely from one work group to another. Further

studies revealed that the nature of the job, the work

environment, and especially the worker's attitude played

roles as an important as the breaks, themselves, did. Thus,

according to Mayo, monotony could be reduced by a change in

attitude, as well as a change in the nature of the task

performed. But to understand the attitude of the worker, he

concluded, management must understand the worker's total

life experience.2 3

At this point in The Human Problem, Mayo turned to his

own research to explain his theories. Referring to his work

in the spinning department of Continental Mills at

Philadelphia in 1923-24, Mayo described the success he

achieved from the introduction of rest periods and, most

importantly, worker interviews. The interviews, according

to Mayo, allowed workers to discharge emotionally-upsetting

problems in their personal lives and rid themselves of

"pessimistic reveries."24 As their general attitude

improved, so did their attitudes toward work. Mayo closed

the chapter by stating that his methods dramatically reduced

labor turnover in the spinning department and increased

production. The reader, however, was not provided with

satistical data to support these claims.25

By reducing the importance of fatigue and monotony as
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factors to explain worker output and elevating the

importance of the worker's psychic state, Mayo prepared the

reader for the findings drawn from the Hawthorne studies.

Although he devoted three chapters to Hawthorne, Mayo's

description of the eight-and- a-half-year study provided

little detailed information. Instead, Mayo selected

highlights from the experiments to support the conclusions

he drew from the research. For example, Mayo suggested that

creating a cooperative environment in the Relay Assembly

Test Room produced a more "tempermental inner

equilibrium" among workers to such an extent that when

rest periods were reduced, production levels did not

decrease.26 To support this claim, Mayo pointed to the

increased output of the workers in week twelve of the

test room. He did not, however, inform his readers that

the work week during that period increased from forty-

two to forty-eight hours.27

Mayo was as selective with the material collected from

the worker interviews as he was with the statistical data of

the Relay Assembly Test Room. Rather than consider workers'

opinions as legitimate comments about the workplace, Mayo

dismissed their responses to their environment as

prejudiced, emotional reactions, or evidence of irrational

thoughts.28 According to Mayo, workers did not understand

their feelings until a psychopathologist explained those

feelings to them. Thus, without mentioning their names,
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Mayo dismissed the cases of Rybacki and Bogatowicz of the

initial Relay Assembly group as employees whose

preoccupation with personal problems affected their work

performance. He suggested that their cases were reflective

of the mild neuroses which characterized "the whole fabric

of society."2 9  Normal people, Mayo explained, could easily

fall into obsessive thinking, which then disturbed their

equilibrium and made it difficult for them to handle social

situations inside or outside the workplace. Mayo concluded

that this occurred with the two workers who were "permitted

to withdraw" from the test.3 0 Mayo then briefly commented

upon the informal social network which existed in the Bank

Wiring Test Room. His statements suggest that Mayo observed

the workroom and spoke with the workers, which was not the

case. In fact, he had never even met the bank wirers, and

the observation of the room was left to Warner and his

research assistants.31

Mayo hurried through the Hawthorne studies in order to

address more important questions. In Chapter Six he asked,

"does life in a modern industrial center in some unrealized

way predispose workers to obsessive responses?"3 2 To answer

this question, Mayo argued that social scientists must move

outside the workplace and study the modern industrial

community. As examples of these studies, Mayo referred to

the work of the new School of Urban Sociology at the

University of Chicago. In particular, he cited the work of
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Cliffton R. Shaw, Delinquency Areas (1929), and Ruth Shonel

Cavan, Suicide (1928). Both monographs, Mayo stated,

supported his contention that rapid industrialization acted

as a disintegrating influence upon community and social

life. Modern life had produced a feeling of anomie, an

obsessive neurosis that was a byproduct of social

disintegration. Mayo noted that Freud traced this neurosis

to an individual's relationship with his family. But Mayo

believed that Freud had not gone far enough. Mayo argued

that the family was part of a larger social unit, "the unit

of social explanation is not the human individual, nor is it

the family; it is a group of families in an ordered relation

with each other." 3 2 If the family was unable to find its

place in the ordered relation, it would produce social

misfits and neurotics. Thus, Mayo argued, it was important

for social scientists to study "normal" communities. Here,

he pointed to the work of his colleague William Lloyd Warner

and his "Yankee City" studies. Mayo closed the chapter by

suggesting that rapid industrialization might not be the

sole cause for social disintegration. Other factors which

might affect the ordered relations of a community, according

to Mayo, included "certain eccentricities of political and

economic doctrine. "33

This latter point Mayo took up in his chapter,

"Theories of Government and the Social Order." Although

the title suggest that the chapter will be an essay on
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political and social theory, the majority of the chapter

concerns itself with individual psychology and the

development of logical thinking. Mayo began with a question

that was a matter of public debate: "Shall industries be

government controlled?" Mayo answered "no," but continued

to say that the question itself was of little significance,

because "the question who is to control is of small

importance compared with the question whether he is alertly

aware of the problems, physiological, personal, social, and

technical." 3 4 Those who favored government control were in

error because of what Mayo called, "the historic

misunderstanding," and the "ignorance and uncontrol of

social change."35

Mayo explained "historic misunderstanding" by

suggesting that those who favored government control used

the political theories of individualism and laissez-faire as

described by such figures as Adam Smith, John Stewart Mill

and Jean-Jacques Rousseau. But proponents of control failed

to see that the historic context had changed since these men

wrote. Mayo suggested that these men lived during a time

when "the integrity and health of the social organism" was

unchallenged.36 Industrialization had broken down this

social integration and had left, according to Mayo, only

political power to fill the vacuum for maintaining

natural order. The breakdown of the community left

politicians in control; politicians further alienated
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the community from itself by splitting society into

competing factions.37

In order to understand, and thus return to a natural

social order, Mayo argued that society must undertake the

study of "ignorance and uncontrol of social change."3 8 For

this study, Mayo advocated that the work of anthropologists

like Malinowski, A. R. Brown, and Warner be encouraged.

Further, an understanding of social logic must be examined.

At this point, Mayo discussed the work of Jean Piaget,

explaining to the reader that Piaget's study proved that a

child's thought must be "socialized." In a primitive

society, the individual's thinking was subordinated to the

overall functions of the group. Even in a modern society,

Piaget had argued, the individual must become socially

adjusted before developing a healthy, non-obsessive, logical

thinking. This socialization produced adult thinking, or

the capacity for concentrated, direct thought. Without

adequate socialization, the adult would fall into undirected

or obsessive thought. Mayo suggested that modern society

had produced too many adults who fell into this latter

category.3 9

Mayo explained that there were three responses an

individual made in relation to his surroundings: logical, in

which the individual had developed skill and a capacity for

discrimination and independent judgment; non-logical, an

adequate response to the situation, but one based upon
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social conditioning and not intelligent reasoning;

irrational, a response that had no relationship to the

situation and was symptomatic of obsession and

maladjustment. Mayo argued that the non-logical response

"is in strict conformity with a social code, makes for

social order and discipline." 4 0 But, Mayo added, the non-

logic of traditional society had been destroyed by the

rapid industrialization of the previous fifty years. Since

the late nineteenth century, traditional work and

craftsmanship had been lost to automation and the division

of labor. At the same time, "the development of a high

labor mobility and a clash of cultures (immigration ) has

seriously damaged the traditional routine of intimate and

family life in the United States." Mayo cited the factory

as the best example of this social disruption.41

Mayo closed the chapter by warning his readers that no

form of political action could make-up for the loss of

spontaneous community feeling that existed in primitive

societies. "Political action in a given community presumes

the desire and capacity of individuals to work together,"

Mayo concluded, "the political function cannot operate in a

community from which this capacity has disappeared." 4 2

If political action was no substitute for the loss of a

natural, organic community, Mayo argued in the last chapter,

then a new administrative elite might be. This new

administrative elite must understand, according to Mayo,
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that "as we lose the non-logic of a social code, we must

substitute a logic of understanding."43 This understanding

would only come from those outside the political arena, who

were trained in the science of human relations and had the

most direct influence on modern society: members of the

business community. Mayo warned his readers that "we have

too few administrators alert to the facts that it is a human

social and not an economic problem which they face."
4 4

Referring to the works of critic Brooks Adams and

sociologist Vilfredo Pareto, Mayo believed that revolutions

occurred when the ruling class failed to administer society

effectively. Thus, if the country were to survive the

disruptions caused by industrialization, a new

administrative elite must be trained. Universities could

provide this training. Unfortunately, although well equipped

for training the specialist in science, Mayo lamented that

universities "have not begun to think about the discovery

and training of the new administrator."
4 5

Overall, Mayo's The Human Problems of an Industrial

Civilization received favorable reviews. Comments included

suggestions that Mayo's work was on the same level with the

works of such well-known critics of modern society as Stuart

Chase and Lewis Mumford. Reviewers recommended the book as

required reading for persons in industry, labor

organizations, and politics. Noted sociologist Robert E.

Parks, in the American Journal of Sociology, wrote that it
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displayed "an extraordinary precise knowledge of a 
wide

range of scientific theory."46 Happily surprised at the

reaction to his work, Mayo wrote to Dorothea that, for once,

he was not being ignored, and he felt rewarded for long

years of working alone.
4 7

Not all readers reacted favorably to Mayo's efforts.

The New Republic dismissed the book, because of its attempt

to provide a sociological and anthropological solution to

what was an economic problem.48 The first public critic of

the Hawthorne findings, Arthur Kornhauser, wondered if the

assumptions drawn by Mayo could be supported by the data

collected during the research. He compared Mayo's work to

that of an inexperienced builder, who, in attempting to

construct a grand building as inexpensively as possible,

uses whatever bricks are at hand, and, as a result, manages

to erect "only a few shaky columns." Kornhauser concluded

that "the need for vastly better building blocks is only too

apparent."49 Also disturbed by the weak foundation that

supported Mayo's conclusions was Samuel Hayhurst, a social

scientist, who wrote a critical review of the book in the

American Journal of Public Health. Hayhurst attacked the

book on all fronts, including Mayo's writing style, which he

characterized as verbose and repetitious, his organization

as having too many lengthy quotations and unsummarized

chapters, and, finally, his documentation, writing that Mayo

had omitted references validating his conclusions.
5 0
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This last point was brought up by many of the reviewers

and even those persons close to Mayo. Noted for his

conversational ability, Mayo was also well-known for the

difficulty he found in writing. In a note to Roethlisberger

regarding the book, William Dickson lamented that Mayo was

unable to transfer to paper the same conversational style he

used in meetings. The clarity of his speech became muddled

when he was forced to appear in published form.
5 1

In the past, Mayo's reluctance to write had never posed

problems for him. Because of his conversational ability,

storytelling, and lack of academic pretension, Hawthorne and

Rockefeller officials never insisted on lengthy written

reports. Instead, Roethlisberger pointed out in his

autobiography, Mayo would discuss the research with company

personnel over lunch and meet Rockefeller Foundation members

at New York restaurants. In fact, Mayo's appearance at

Cicero or New York was rare. He met with Foundation

officials about once a year and "dined and wined them."
52

Beginning in 1930, Mayo traveled to Hawthorne for a week or

two each fall, leaving most of the research to the direction

of Roethlisberger.53 Mayo's distance from the Hawthorne

studies, combined with his distaste for writing, might

explain the lack of detailed description about Hawthorne and

the absence of statistical data that appears in his book.

Fortunately for Mayo, members of his Department of

Industrial Research filled this vacuum. The first person
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who worked with Mayo at Hawthorne to provide a detailed

account of the experiments conducted by Western Electric was

T. North Whitehead. The son of British philosopher Alfred

North Whitehead, he joined the Hawthorne studies in 1930 and

worked in close association with Roethlisberger and, later,

with Warner.54 Between 1934 and 1938 Whitehead produced

five articles and two books based upon his work at

Hawthorne. Whitehead hoped to provide the statistical

support for much of what Mayo had suggested in The Human

Problems of an Industrial Civilization. His relationship

with Mayo was such that he dedicated his first monograph,

The Industrial Worker: "To Elton Mayo. Everything he

took up thereby became important."
5 5

Whitehead hoped that his monograph would become

required reading for those interested in human relations in

industry, but the nature of the work prevented that from

occurring. Where Mayo's book was, in places, vague or

overly-simplified, Whitehead's The Industrial Worker was

dense and complex. The work consisted of two volumes, one

of text and the other a series of complicated tables,

graphs, and a bewildering set of figures. The thesis of the

text was simple enough, that personal and social

relationships, not the organization of the work itself,

affected the production capacity of the industrial

workplace.56 Like Mayo, Whitehead concentrated on the Relay

Assembly Test Room to demonstrate this thesis. But like
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Mayo, he had to deal with the removal of the two workers

from the test. Whitehead implied that the workers "failed

to respond to the developing purpose of the group." This

failure resulted in a "bifurcation of motive which split the

residents into opposing camps."57 This disruption ended

with the removal of the two women. But Whitehead stated

that the decision was not taken by the company, but that

"the lead in this final act was taken by other operators

rather than by the supervisor."58 With the removal of the

disruptive forces, production of the group increased. But

Whitehead made no mention of the economic incentive for

their replacements, especially in the case of Jennie

Sirchio, nor of the less complicated assembly kits

introduced to the test group.59 Instead, Whitehead referred

the reader to Volume Two and its list of statistical data.

Although the book accomplished one of Whitehead's

goals, a statistical account of the Hawthorne studies, The

Industrial Worker failed to generate the public discussion

for which he had hoped. Recognizing that the monograph

would never reach a general audience, Whitehead spent a year

working on a volume that would capture the public's

attention. In 1936, his Leadership in a Free Society

appeared.60 Mayo suggested the title, and the book repeated

many of the themes addressed in The Human Problems of an

Industrial Civilization. Like Mayo, Whitehead dismissed the

reliance on isolated variables to explain society's
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problems. The solution of an economic problem would not end

the country's problems, Whitehead warned. Unless the

administrators of society recognized that sentiments and

informal social organizations were at work, their

effectiveness as leaders would always be compromised. He

warned that if they failed, politicians would fill the

vacuum, causing further alienation of society.
6 1

Leadership in a Free Society received mixed reviews.

Some reviewers believed that Whitehead asked the right

question, but they disagreed with his proposed solutions.

Others found the volume unoriginal, and, given the political

situation in Europe, questioned whether an administrative

elite was the proper pursuit for a democratic society.
6 2

Although the volume did generate some of the debate for

which Whitehead had hoped, the book faded from public

discussion after a year. In part, this eclipse was a result

of by the popularity of what became the official history of

the Hawthorne studies, Management and the Worker.

The author of the history of the Hawthorne experiments

was originally to be Mayo, but he believed that the

publication of The Human Problems of Industrial Civilization

fulfilled this assignment. In fact, Mayo spent the years

1934 and 1935 debating whether to remain at Harvard. He

wrote his wife to investigate job opportunities in England,

but the depression and events on the continent limited new

employment possibilities.65 Meanwhile, Donham and Henderson
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encouraged Mayo to stay at Harvard, insisting that much work

must be done to implement the findings discovered at

Hawthorne. Mayo reluctantly agreed, but the energy,

necessary for overseeing the publication of another volume,

and for coordination of classes at Harvard for training the

called for models of administration, never materialized.
6 4

The work of writing the official history of Hawthorne fell

to Mayo's protege, Roethlisberger.

While Mayo prepared his monograph, and Whitehead

produced articles and two books, Fritz Roethlisberger and

William J. Dickson, a Western Electric employee and

Assistant Director of the interviewing project, worked for

six years on organizing the voluminous material collected

during the Hawthorne experiments.65 The two intended to

present the first full scale survey of the Hawthorne

studies. Later, in his autobiography Roethlisberger make it

clear from what perspective that survey was drawn: "our book

is the historical statement from the point of view of the

Western Electric Company."6 6

This point of view, unfortunately, prejudiced the work.

For example, the authors made no distinction between company

observers of the test rooms and members of Harvard's

Department of Industrial Research. The book repeatedly

referred to investigators or to "the experimentors," without

identifying who employed them.67 In addition, as Mayo and

Whitehead had in their publications, Roethlisberger and
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Dickson dismissed workers' comments as untrustworthy. "The

ideology expressed by the employees was not based upon a

logical appraisal of their situation and...they were not

acting strictly in accordance with their economic

interests."68 The possibility that workers might pursue

collective action for economic reasons never received

serious attention. Personal maladjustment, not political

consciousness, was always the explanation for workers

complaints or actions. "The important consideration was not

whether his complaint was justified but why he felt the way

he did."69 This fact would only be understood when

managers, especially floor supervisors, realized that the

workplace was a human organization and not the site for

material organization. Workers, the authors insisted,

needed and demanded personal satisfaction first and economic

satisfaction second. To address the latter while ignoring

the former, the authors warned, spelled disaster. The goal

of management must be to achieve social equilibrium in the

workplace. The shop floor was the site of "an interaction

of sentiments and interests in relation of mutual

dependence, resulting in a state of equilibrium such that if

a state is altered, forces leading to re-establish it come

into play."7 Those forces, Roethlisberger and Dickson

warned, could either maintain a collaborative social system

or destroy it. To demonstrate this point, they described

the Relay Assembly Test Room and the cooperative spirit that
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had ensued, once the supervisors replaced the two operators

(Rybacki and Bogatowivcz) who had disturbed the social

system of the test group. Like Mayo and Whitehead, the

authors provided little information about their removal.

The reader, however, is overwhelmed by the amount of

information contained in Management and the Worker: twenty-

six chapters, over six hundred pages of text, and eighty

more than tables and graphs. The theoretical frame which

guides the reader through the material is, however,

amazingly clear. Roethlisberger and Dickson concluded that

the Hawthorne research proved that a factory must be

considered as a social system, with the relations of its

parts defined not only by the formal logical structure, but

also by the informal logical structure and by the

ceremonies, rituals, and non-logical sentiments that

motivate behavior. The worker could not be abstracted from

his social situation. With this in mind, the executive must

not only make policy, but ensure its acceptance "down the

line" by subordinates. Since human beings usually resist

change, acceptance of change involved translating orders

into terms that would circumvent this resistance. Programs

must be "sold" to the personnel, as a product is "sold" to

the public.7 1

The authors completed the first draft of Management and

the Worker in the spring of 1936. When executives of Bell

Telephone saw the text, they balked at some of the
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criticisms implicit in the book. Although Roethlisberger

and Dickson, a company employee, took pains not to identify

any manager or supervisor who failed to hold the social

system of a test room together, Bell officials,

nevertheless, disliked the suggestion that management at

Hawthorne did not respond appropriately when called upon to

do so. As a result, they asked for some revisions in the

text. Roethlisberger and Dickson agreed, but there was

another problem.72 In March 1935, as part of a general

investigation into the influence of monopolies upon the

American economy, Congress authorized the Federal

Communication Commission to conduct a thorough study of the

Bell system. Executives in New York feared that the book's

publication might be used as evidence of an undue influence.

Their concern was well-founded. Ten officers and directors

of the Bell system held concurrent positions at Harvard.7 3

As a result of this concern and the time needed to rewrite

sections of the book, the final manuscript was not ready for

publication until May 1939.

Publishers, however, failed to respond enthusiastically

to the manuscript. The Depression dramatically restricted

publication budgets, and the nature of the text did little

to persuade publishers that the book's proceeds would cover

the costs, much less generate a profit. Frustrated by this

response, and fearing that six years of their work might

amount to nothing, Roethlisberger and Dickson took their
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concerns to Mayo. He agreed that the work needed a public

audience and decided to finance the publication of the

manuscript with funds from his Rockefeller grant. Mayo

provided $3,800 to the university press of Harvard for the

publication of Management and the Worker.7 4

When the book finally reached stores in October 1939,

Roethlisberger cautioned his co-author not to expect a large

audience for their work: "I would not be discouraged Bill,

if this book does not have a wide sale." 7 5 At first,

Roethlisberger's warning seemed justified. The book

received mixed reviews, and its size probably frightened

away some readers. But in the February issue of Reader's

Digest, the liberal journalist and popular social critic,

Stuart Chase, announced that "there is an idea here so big

that it leaves one gasping."76 Following Chase's remarks,

other reviews also characterized the book as required

reading. Charles Slocombe, then director of the Personnel

Research Federation, argued that the work was the "most

outstanding book on industrial relations that has yet

published anywhere, anytime."7 7 Chester Barnard, a friend

of Wallace Donham and author of the best-selling, classic

work on the art of business administration, The Function of

the Executive, insisted to all his colleagues that

Management and the Worker must be read by anyone interested

in the administration of human affairs.

One review tempered this enthusiasm. In the American
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Journal of Sociology, Mary Gilson dismissed the work as

unoriginal and declared that the researchers involved with

the Hawthorne studies were "in the kindergarten stage of

industrial knowledge. "79 Gilson recommended that readers

not waste their money on the book. Concerned about this

criticism by a sociologist, Roethlisberger turned to Mayo

for reassurance. Mayo told him not to worry, declaring that

"everyone knows she is crazy as hell." 8 0 Whether Gilson was

maladjusted or not, Roethlisberger quickly relegated her

review to the back of his mind, comforted by the fact that

the book had just gone into its fourth printing. Instead of

worrying about the response of one negative review,

Roethlisberger decided to enjoy the publicity which the book

brought to him and his mentor, Elton Mayo.
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CHAPTER 8

MAYO THE MARGINAL MAN

The year Management and the Worker appeared, 1939,

marked the tenth anniversary of the construction of the

Social Sciences Research Building at the University of

Chicago. Funded in large measure by the Rockefeller

Foundation, the building was the physical symbol for the

triumph of the social sciences during the 1930s. In less

than a decade, the new disciplines of psychology, sociology,

and anthropology had achieved the same academic standing as

the more traditional subjects like history, political

science, business, and the physical sciences. Nicknamed

Eleven Twenty-Six, a reference to its address, the new

building represented an attempt to remove the barriers that

separated one discipline from another. Over the next

decade, Eleven Twenty-Six became a clearinghouse for social

scientists interested in the direct application of their

disciplines upon the problems facing modern society.

To note the tenth anniversary of the building the

University of Chicago held a celebration, extending

invitations to a number of notable figures in the social

sciences, including Beardsley Ruml. The president of the

university, Robert Maynard Hutchins, introduced Ruml by

283
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noting that the director of the Laura Spelman Rockefeller

Memorial had done more to support the social sciences during

the decade than had any other person. Ruml's remarks were

concise, but to the point. He stated, "today students of

human behavior agree as to the tremendous importance of

irrational factors in shaping the conduct of an individual."

The acceptance of this assertion as a matter of fact, Ruml

argued, made obsolete the question of whether the social

sciences were actually a science. He closed his short

address by suggesting that the physical and social sciences

must work in harmony in order to solve the problem of

attaining control of the social and physical forces in

society.2

Ruml was preaching to the choir. He spoke to an

audience composed of scholars already converted to the

importance of interdisciplinary research and committed to

the belief that an understanding of modern society must

include an understanding of human behavior as affected by

that society. The evidence for this position was the

publication of The Management and the Worker. The most

popular account of the Hawthorne research, with its detailed

analysis of the experiments, suggested, at least to Ruml's

audience, the triumph of the human factors, as studied by

psychologists, sociologists, and anthropologists, over the

mechanistic assumptions of engineers and managers; of

scientific data superceding simplistic hypothesis.
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Publications resulting from the Hawthorne studies, Mayo's

The Human Problems, Whitehead's publications, and The

Management and the Worker, demonstrated the need for human

relations experts, if Ruml's goal of controlling the social

forces of society was to be achieved.

The training of experts in the field of the science of

human relations had already become the focus of Harvard's

Industrial Research Department and its School of Business,

following the end of the Hawthorne studies. In the mid-

1930s, Donham had requested that Mayo prepare a human

relations course to prepare future administrators for the

complex social system they would discover in the workplace.

With the exception of a few guest appearances as a lecturer,

Mayo had not taught on a regular basis since his days at the

University of Queensland. Since his arrival at Harvard, he

had devoted part of his time, each year, to a small group of

students in an informal seminar which examined industrial

civilization. George Homans, who participated in the

seminar in the early 1930s, recalled that "he put a few of

us through a course of reading in the authors he thought it

most important for young social scientists to be familiar

with." The reading began with "social anthropology,

specifically the new functional anthropologists, Radcliff-

Brown and Malinowski." Through social anthropology, Mayo

attempted to give his students "a picture of societies in

which human collaboration was supported by established
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ritual." This ritual Mayo felt, "modern society had lost,

to the impairment of the human capacity for collaboration,

and with consequences in individual neurosis and collective

conflict that in the 1930s he could see all around us."

Following an introduction to anthropology, Mayo directed the

students to readings in social pathology, with an emphasis

on Durkheim, and, finally, a consideration of individual

behavioral problems through the works of Freud and Janet.3

Far more important than the reading however, was the

actual clinical experience that Mayo insisted his students

must have. "For the most part," Mayo wrote, "the student

must acquire his conceptual scheme and his capacity for

handling people by actually taking responsibility for others

in industry or in a hospital." Because of this belief, Mayo

recruited his graduate students as research assistants for

the work being done at Hawthorne.4

In 1936, Mayo expanded this informal seminar into a

course on clinical interviewing. The course was intended to

"afford training to selected young men of exceptional

ability in methods of understanding and handling intimate

human situations." To achieve this goal, Mayo used his

contacts with the Boston medical community to provide first-

hand experiences for his students. Mayo received the

cooperation of Dr. J.H. Pratt at the Boston Dispensary and

Dr. K.J. Tillotson at McLean Hospital in nearby Belmont,

Massachusetts. Through the use of the clinical interview,
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students, under Mayo's supervision, gathered social and

personnel data on patients in order to provide the medical

authorities with complete patient profiles which could be

used as diagnostic aids. While gathering this information,

the students, at times, wore the white coats of the medical

staff but did not reveal to the patients that they were not

with the hospital.5

The notion that this particular kind of training ought

to part of the education of social scientists resulted from

Mayo's belief that clinical experience with cases of

individual emotional maladjustment provided the student with

the capacity to detect symptoms of disequilibrium in the the

social situations he would later encounter. Only by being

able to recognize the source of disequilibrium, Mayo argued,

would the social scientist be able "to understand

intelligently the social situation he is studying." The

clinic, therefore, was important "laboratory work for those

who are being trained for public or private

administration."6

This was the thesis which guided Harvard's initial

class on "The Human Problems of Administration." First

offered in 1935, the course, a collaborative effort by Mayo,

Whitehead, and Roethlisberger, examined "the contribution

made to our knowledge of human problems by certain highly

technical researchers." The goal of the class was "to

specify with as much precision as possible those problems of
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human association which are not specifically considered in

political and economic studies." The Hawthorne studies

provided students with the sociological conception of

industry and the social responsibilities faced by the

business administrator. The premise of the course was that

administrators lacked the necessary social skills needed to

handle the human factor in business organizations. The

acquisition of those social skills, Mayo argued, would

reduce the conflict and disruption present in industry.7

Mayo found support for this argument among a few,

highly visible executives and faculty members of the

Business School. At Harvard, the most notable advocate for

Mayo's suggestions was Philip Cabot, Professor of Public

Utilities, who was mentioned prominently in the FCC

investigation of the connection between the Bell company and

the university.8 Cabot agreed with Mayo that American

society had become unbalanced, and that technological

progress had resulted in the disruption of social life.

Cabot spent the last years of his life communicating that

message to the business world. "What I am pleading for," he

wrote in 1937, "is the recognition by businessmen that their

most important function today is the solution of the social

problems which they have been so active in creating."9

To accomplish this task, Cabot sponsored a series of

Weekend Executive Conferences beginning in 1934 and held

every two or three months until his death in 1941. Cabot's
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reputation and connection with the business community, as a

Boston Brahmin businessman before he joined the faculty in

the late 1920s, attracted important business leaders from

manufacturing, public utilities, and the financial world, as

well as representatives from the academic and philanthropic

communities. The two-day seminars introduced a new

definition of the role of the business leader. The modern

manager was no longer a producer of goods and services, an

administrator of capital and resources, or the overseer of

the marketplace. Instead, the administrator of modern

industrial society was responsible, in Donham's words, for

the "determination and execution of policies involving

actions in social organizations."1 0

To demonstrate this point, Mayo provided examples from

the experiments at Hawthorne. The setting was perfect for

Mayo's style. Although his audience consisted of some of

the most powerful figures in business, they were gathered in

an atmosphere that disarmed them. The executives sat in

overstuffed chairs, ties off, cocktails in hand, relaxed and

surrounded by their colleagues. Through stories and jokes,

and in an informal conversational style, Mayo discussed the

origins and development of the Hawthorne experiments. He

related to the group that the most important discovery of

the Hawthorne studies was a simple one: business enterprises

were characterized by both formal and informal social

organizations. The modern administrator had to realize that
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he was responsible for the operation of an organization in

which human collaboration was the the most important factor.

Executives must learn to view their organizations, Mayo

argued, as social systems. Once this was understood, he

added, the administrator would then acknowledge the

importance of maintaining a state of equilibrium among the

demands of the formal organization, the material resources,

and the needs of the informal organization of the human

resources.

Mayo's lack of academic pretension and his warning that

the lessons of Hawthorne must be incorporated, "because we

haven't much time," impressed his audience.12 Especially

interested in Mayo's words was the president of New Jersey

Bell, Chester Barnard. A graduate of Harvard, Barnard began

as a statistician for AT&T in 1909. As he moved up the

administrative ladder, he became fascinated with the

problems of organization and administration. In 1935, he

read Mayo's The Human Problems and soon thereafter began to

attend the Weekend Conferences. Convinced that Mayo and his

research team had made important discoveries of which

managers must be aware; he began working on a book in

1937.13

Acknowledging his debt to Mayo, Cabot, Donham,

Henderson, and Whitehead in his preface, Barnard's work The

Function of the Executive, quickly became a classic in

administrative and management theory. The book's thesis
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echoed remarks Mayo had made in his monograph and lectures:

business was a complex system made up of physical,

biological, and social factors. Like Mayo, Barnard argued

that the modern administrator must learn to balance these

factors, that is, create a cooperative environment in which

the factors work together and not against each other.

Barnard warned that "authority is another name for the

willingness and capacity of individuals to submit to the

necessities of cooperative systems."1 4 Implicit in his

conclusion, as in Mayo's, was the necessity for the human

resource of industry to adapt itself to the needs of the

system.

The year Barnard's book appeared, Harvard offered a new

course which dealt with the thesis of Function of the

Executive. Roethlisberger and Whitehead offered an elective

for students pursuing Masters degrees in Business

Administration, entitled "Human Problems of Administration."

Eight years later, Roethlisberger persuaded the Business

School to make the class a required course, retitled

"Administrative Practices." In 1948, he offered a new

class, "Human Relations," an elective which focused upon

instructing students in the techniques of counseling.1 5

Roethlisberger's lectures for these classes originated

in the files of research notes, collected while he was at

Hawthorne, and excerpts from a series of talks he presented

to Cabot's Weekend Conference group. A regular participant
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of Cabot's seminars, Roethlisberger discussed his

experiences at Hawthorne and the conclusions reached by

Harvard's Industrial Research Department. In 1941, he

organized these presentations into book form and published

the collection under the title Management and Morale.16

Shorter and written in a more informal style than Management

and the Worker, Roethlisberger's book presented the same

themes which had first appeared in the 1939 monograph. The

book received positive reviews and became a required text in

some business schools, as well as suggested reading for

business executives.1 7

Management and Morale appeared at a time when the

title's two topics were part of a larger public debate about

the relationship between management and the workers. The

year the Hawthorne studies ended marked the first year of

Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal programs. Included in the

President's domestic package was a new deal for labor, the

right to organize. Section 7a of the National Industrial

Recovery Act guaranteed the legal right of workers to

organize themselves into unions in order to protect their

interests. When the Supreme Court declared the act

unconstitutional in 1935, Senator Robert Wagner introduced

and steered to passage the National Labor Relations Act.

Popularly known as the Wagner Act, the congressional

legislation once again protected the right of workers to

organize unions. This New Deal legislation created an
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impetus for management to discover new methods to deflect a

challenge to their authority from organized workers. The

new legal status of workers suggested that a new manager-

worker relationship was about to unfold.1 8

Publications resulting from the Hawthorne experiments

appeared within this atmosphere. Thus, a call for

administrators to be trained in the science of human

relations, to recognize that the factory was a social system

made up of a variety of variables, and to be told by Mayo

and his associates that the underlying motivation of worker

discontent was psychological and not economic, met a

receptive audience. The Hawthorne publications reassured

this audience that their status quo, their position in

society, was not in jeopardy and that they had the tools to

meet this challenge. The writings of Mayo, Whitehead

Roethlisberger, and Barnard persuaded the business

community that unions were merely symptoms of a deeper

psychological unrest and that dealing with workers as a

collective group would do more damage than good. Personnel

departments created counseling divisions to counteract

possible union activity. With the Hawthorne experiments as

their guide, counselors trained in the new field of the

science of human relations individualized group complaints,

thereby reducing a political action to a personal one, which

was then treated as a symptom of a larger psychological

problem, rather than as a fact.1 9
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This strategy was a partial success at Hawthorne.

Following the passage of the National Industrial Recovery

Act, Western Electric workers voted to form a union. The

union, however, was an employee representation plan for

which Hawthorne managers lobbied, in order to maintain local

control. But the passage of the Wagner Act made such an

organization illegal. In 1937, Hawthorne workers organized

themselves into the Western Electric Independent Labor

Association, loosely affiliated with the National Federation

of Telephone Workers, a national union noted for its

conservatism. Only in 1949 did the national organization

join the more militant Congress of Industrial organize-

tions.2 0

Thus, for over a decade after the New Deal provided the

catalyst for union activity, Western Electric officials

managed to limit such actions at Hawthorne. Hawthorne,

however, was unique. A decade before the passage of the

Wagner Act, the company had committed personnel, time, and

monies to the study of how to better control its labor

force. Even with such preparation, however, the workers,

opted to join a union when given the an opportunity.

The year Roethlisberger's Management and Morale

appeared marked the last year in which the Hawthorne studies

received considerable public attention. Although he was

pleased with Roethlisberger's success, 1941 was not a good

year for Mayo. That year, Mayo lost his only close friend:
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Lawrence Henderson died suddenly. Henderson had given Mayo's

early work at Harvard the necessary scholarly credentials,

and he remained the only figure whose breath of knowledge

and interest allowed Mayo to hold the conversations which

sustained his work throughout the 1930s. Philip Cabot also

died that year. Although not a personal friend the business

professor's Weekend Conferences had placed Mayo in his most

comfortable role, that of lecturing to an audience eager to

hear his words of advice. Compounding these losses, Wallace

Donham announced that he would retire in early 1942, and

George Homans, in Mayo's estimation his most capable student

besides Roethlisberger to carry on his work, advised his

mentor that his scholarly studies would soon end; he had

been drafted into the Navy.2 1

World War II created a special burden for Mayo. His

family was in England, suffering the daily bombing by

Germany's air force. Concern for his family's safety,

combined with the loss of the intellectual network which had

supported his research, created a wave of depression which

affected Mayo for the next few years. This malaise

increased as Mayo's financial situation worsened. Unlike

his colleagues, Mayo's income supported two household

budgets. Thus, in 1941 he realized that his financial

support, like his intellectual support, would soon come to

an end.2 2

The original Rockefeller grant that financed Harvard's
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research at Hawthorne ended in 1937. That year, the

philanthropic institution awarded a five-year extension but

informed the university that support for its research would

. 23end in 1942. Donham's retirement came in the same year.

The Dean of the Business School had been instrumental in

sustaining the Foundation's interest in Harvard's re- search

and had managed to convince President James Conant, who

succeeded Abbott Lawrence Lowell in 1934 1934, to allow

Donham's unique approach in the Business School to continue.

But Conant's enthusiasm never matched Lowell's. Conant made

this position clear when he selected Donald David as

Donham's replacement. David felt that the Business School's

program under Donham was too remote from the practical needs

of the business world, and he disliked the special status

held by the school's Department of Industrial Research.

These feelings led Conant and Donald to inform Mayo that,

once the grant ended, his salary would come from the

school's budget and would be based on his teaching load and

publications. 24

In 1942, Mayo was sixty-two years old and in poor

health. Seven years before, he had undergone an operation

for glaucoma. At an age when most men prepared for

retirement, Mayo found himself faced with the position of

earning less money for considerably more work: work he did

not like, classroom teaching and writing; work he was hardly

prepared to undertake. Since the publication of The Human
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Problems in 1933, Mayo's work schedule was informal, at

best. He taught one class per semester, wrote a few brief

articles, presented informal talks to Cabot's seminar, and

spent each summer in England. His office hours, always less

than than those of others in the department, actually

decreased during the 1930s. He rarely arrived before

eleven, left for lunch around one, and departed for home

before four. Because of the work of Roethlisberger and

Whitehead, and the support he received from Donham, Mayo was

able to keep such a schedule. When asked what he did with

his time away from the office, Mayo often mentioned working

on the two volumes with which he planned to follow The Human

Problems, to complete a proposed trilogy about industrial

society. With Donham's departure, Mayo felt pressured to

demonstrate the results of such a schedule.2 5

Mayo never completed the trilogy. Two volumes did

follow the first monograph, but neither satisfied critics

nor the new dean of the Business School. The first of the

two volumes appeared in 1945. Entitled The Social Problems

of an Industrial Civilization, the monograph was to be a

companion piece to his earlier work. But the slim volume,

134 pages of text, provided little new information and, in

reality, was merely a reworking of the material which had

appeared in The Human Problems. Not only are the same

themes, arguments, and conclusions presented to the reader,

but two of the chapters (a report on the textile mill in
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Philadelphia and a description of the Hawthorne experiments)

are nearly identical. If there is a difference between the

two works, it exists in the shrill tone of Mayo's rhetoric.

He opened the book, for example, warning the reader that "it

is not the atomic bomb that will destroy civilization. But

civilized society can destroy itself, no doubt with bombs--

if it fails to understand intelligently and to control the

aids and deterrents to cooperation."2 6 That cooperation, he

added, would only be achieved when society realized that a

community is not composed of a horde of individuals whose

self-interest is dominated by economics, but a complex

organism of groups seeking social equilibrium. Once again,

Mayo rejected the ability of politicians to create this

cooperation. Only those trained in the science of human

relations, he argued, would be able to construct and

maintain social equilibrium. The book ended as it began

with a dire warning and a statement that reviewers could not

resist quoting over and over, "If our social skills had

advanced step by step with our technical skills, there would

not have been another European war."27

Although Mayo's book received some favorable reviews,

the response was far less positive than the reception he had

received twelve years earlier. One reviewer questioned

Mayo's evasion of such issues as the unequal distribution of

wealth and unemployment. He also complained that the

purpose of the Hawthorne studies was to raise production
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levels and, thus, did not support Mayo's grand

conclusions.28 Wilbert E. Moore, a leading industrial

sociologist and professor at Princeton, feared that Mayo's

reliance on an administrative elite might produce social

order, but at a terrible cost. Moore asked, "towards what

goals, with what inducements, under what direction, with

what safeguards, for the participants?"2 9 Even President

Conant could not see the factual support for Mayo's

theories. In a note to the president, Mayo assured Conant

that the book was the result of forty years of clinical

research.3 0

The man who brought Mayo to Harvard anticipated these

questions. In his introduction to The Social Problems,

Wallace Donham admitted that "Mayo has a job of study and

interpretation yet to do. We need the more complete

development of his tantalizing suggested study, The

Political Problems of an Industrial Civilization."31

Unfortunately, Mayo was unable to fulfill Donham's request.

A publication under that title did appear two years later,

but it was merely a booklet of twenty-six pages, a

transcript of two lectures given by Mayo at the "Conference

on Human Relations and Administration" held at Harvard.3 2

The Political Problems presented even less new information

than had The Social Problems. The only interesting comment

that appeared was in Mayo's concluding words, "the medieval

ideal of the cooperation of all is the only satisfactory
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source of civilized procedure."3 3 This was an odd remark

for a man who had repeatedly argued that industrialization

had made impossible the reliance upon traditional methods of

maintaining social equilibrium.

Cooperation may have been uppermost in Mayo's mind

because he received so little in his last years in Boston.

Published by the Harvard Business School, professional

journals ignored the The Political Problems while the sales

of The Social Problems failed to meet expectations. Even

the reissue of The Human Problems, an attempt to boost the

sales of the other two volumes, created little interest.3 4

Harvard's interest in Mayo also decreased. President Conant

made it known to Mayo that he should seek another in-

stitution at which to spend his last years.35 Wallace

Donham, Mayo's long-time ally, was still with the Business

School as a professor of business administration. Donham,

however, had become the central figure of the Business

School, placing Mayo in an awkward position.36 The network

of support which had been in existence since his arrival in

1922 had dissolved. Beardsley Ruml was Chairman of the

Board of Macy's Department Stores; Arthur Young had left the

Industrial Relations Counselors to accept a position as

Vice-President of Industrial Relations at US Steel; John

Rockefeller, Jr., was in his late sixties and had distanced

himself from philanthropic activities; and the Rockefeller

Foundation, which had provided Mayo's Department of
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Industrial Research with over a million dollars, could

hardly be asked for more money.

Money, as always, was Mayo's problem. Although

uncomfortable with his situation at Harvard, he failed to

receive an invitation from another American university.

McGill University did offer a position, but the money was

less than Mayo felt he needed, and he had little desire to

live in the cold climate of Canada. He also rejected an

invitation to deliver popular addresses on Australian radio

and before business groups.

Although Australian by birth, by sentiment Mayo was a

British citizen. England had always been the place to which

he hoped to retire. Besides, as he wrote to Ruml, his

adopted homeland needed his help in order to "turn the

English from their conventional ways and from the barbaric

economic theory to which they are so devotedly attached."37

England also offered the chance of additional monies to

supplement his retirement checks. Mayo had been holding

talks with England's National Institute of Industrial

Psychology, negotiating to work as a consultant for its

Technical Advisory Board.3 8

Mayo left Harvard shortly after the end of the spring

semester in 1947, arriving in England in late May. The

British still suffered from the affects of the war, and as a

result, Mayo and Dorothea could not find a place to live.

The rent on the few places available exceeded the two-
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hundred-dollar monthly pension check Mayo received from

Harvard. With the assistance of his daughter, Patricia, the

couple acquired a small apartment from the National Trust

near the village of Surrey. After making Dorothea

comfortable in her new home (she had been ill for over a

year) Mayo set to work to make his name known throughout the

country. He delivered addresses before the National

Institute of Industrial Psychology and to the Institute of

Personnel Management. But the offer of consulting work did

not immediately materialize. Instead, Mayo learned that the

Institute hoped to secure funds from the Rockefeller

Foundation and, if that failed, from the government. In

mid-October, the British government chose to finance another

organization, the British Institute of Management, where

Patricia held a research position. Learning of this news,

Mayo hoped to acquire an appointment with his daughter's

employer, but he still had to fulfill obligations to the

National institute of Industrial Psychology. This meant

giving three speeches in three days in three separate towns.

The schedule was too much for the sixty-seven year old. On

December 1, 1948 he suffered a stroke.3 9

Mayo never fully recovered. His left side, especially

his arm and leg, remained partially paralyzed. But by the

summer of 1948, he resumed his work schedule. He presented

a paper before the Congress of Industrial Medicine, prepared

to write another book, and wrote letters to the London
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newspapers. Dorothea's health, meanwhile, worsened. In

part, this may have spurred Mayo's frantic efforts to keep

his name in public view, in hopes of acquiring a consulting

position. Against the advice of his wife and his doctors,

Mayo accepted an invitation to travel to Paris to advise the

Director General of UNESCO. Upon his return, he visited

Cambridge College and met Chester Barnard, new president of

the Rockefeller Foundation, in London. Once again, his

schedule proved too physically demanding. In August, his

health declined, and he returned to the nursing hospital in

Guilford where he had recovered from his stroke. Dorothea

remained at home, too ill, herself, to care for him or make

the trips to the hospital. Early in the morning of

September 1, 1949, Elton Mayo died in his sleep.40

Earlier that year, the Harvard Business Review had

published the results of a survey in which the journal had

asked business executives which books they found valuable

for an understanding of industrial relations and management.

Of the top eight books in the survey, the first four were

direct results of the Hawthorne studies and Harvard's

Department of Industrial Research: Mayo's Human Problems;

the history of the Hawthorne experiments, Management and the
Worker; Barnard's Function of the Executive; and

Roethlisberger's Management and Morale. The survey's

findings suggested that Wallace Donham's call for a "Human

Biology" and Mayo's insistence that a science of human
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relations in industry should become part of the curriculum

of every business school had triumphed. The victory,

however, did not go unchallenged.

Ten years before, the year Management and the Worker

appeared, Robert S. Lynd, prominent sociologist and author

of the famous Middletown study, had questioned the role of

the social scientist in American society. His evaluation of

the research conducted in the previous decade by social

scientists revealed a bias toward the status quo, prompting

the question that became the title of his book, Knowledge

For What.42 Lynd argued that the claim of objectivity by

social scientists rested on two untested assumptions:

first, the conclusion that facts automatically provided

answers to problems, without the hypothesis of the research

affecting those facts under examination; second, the

assumption that the present institutional system was correct

and adequate, perhaps only in need of a few moderate reforms

to correct minor deficiencies.43 For example, Lynd pointed

out that to accept production, prices, and distribution as

measurements of one's research, without recognizing that

these factors tie the investigation to the goals of the

status quo, distorts the findings of the study.44 Lynd

added that to ignore the possibility of an alternative makes

the evaluation of the present system impossible. "The

social scientist who steps within a given institutional area

and accepts its statement of its problems as his," Lynd
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concluded, "may be largely surrendering that very

objectivity which makes science potentially useful to man in

confronting his dilemmas." 4 5 By accepting the status quo,

the social scientist ignored the most important question of

contemporary society: "Where are our institutions taking us

and where do we want them to take us?"4 6

Lynd's Knowledge For What?, became a manifesto for the

critical reassessment of the social sciences by a new

generation of activist scholars. The first to challenge the

work of his predecessors was sociologist Daniel Bell. In a

1947 article in Commentary, Bell criticized the research of

pre-World War II social scientists who had accepted the

prevailing system of industrial production and had searched

for ways for, as the title of his article noted, "Adjusting

Men to Machines."4 7 Bell pointed to the work of Mayo as an

example of this methodological flaw. By suggesting that the

worker was irrational, but not the institutional arrange-

ments of work, Mayo accepted the status quo of management.

To support his conclusion, Bell noted that Mayo concentrated

on the problems of communication and leadership in industry

but ignored the power relationships that created those

problems.4 8

The following year, in an address before the first

annual meeting of the Industrial Relations Research

Association, C. Wright Mills evaluated the work of

industrial sociologists during the previous twenty-five
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years and wondered aloud why the researchers conducted their

studies from management's point of view.4 9 Mills, a self-

proclaimed radical sociologist, added that social scientists

all but ignored union activity in their research. He

concluded that the acceptance of social pathology as the

dominant tool of sociological research during this period

had prejudiced the results.5 0

'The following year, sociologists Reinhard Bendix and

Lloyd H. Fischer agreed. In the first scholars overview of

Mayo's work, in the Review of Economics and Statistics, the

authors concluded that "it is difficult to understand Mayo's

work unless one realizes how much he abhors conflict,

competition, or disagreement."5 1 The fatal flaw in Mayo's

research, Bendix and Fischer argued, was that "Mayo assumes

what he has yet to prove: that there is a natural community

between worker and manager." 5 2 According to the authors,

Mayo argued that this natural community failed because of

the dysfunctional behavior of the worker. Managers trained

in the science of human relations would correct this

dysfunctional behavior and return the worker to a

"spontaneous cooperation" with management. But if there was

no deep community of interests that once united worker and

manager, Reinhold and Fischer concluded, then a science of

human relations was nothing more than a tool of social

control. Hence, the authors believed that "Mayo's failure

as a social scientist arises in large measure from his
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failure to define sharply the ethical presuppositions of his

scientific work."5 3

The journal provided Mayo's student, George C. Homans,

with an opportunity to address the remarks of Reinhold and

Fischer.5 4 Homans argued that Mayo did possess a moral

direction and did not want society to "collapse backward to

the Middle Ages," as his critics suggested. He added that

"Mayo never 'condemns all kinds of conflicts.' He does not

think in absolute but in relative values." One value that

he held dear, Homans believed, was that there was too much

unnecessary conflict in society. To state that Mayo placed

too much faith in an administrative elite to resolve this

conflict was unfair. Homans pointed out, "he did his work in

industry, and it was natural for him to address himself to

its leaders, especially as industry is obviously a key

sector of modern society." Homans concluded his defense by

arguing that Mayo's research into the industrial workplace

had brought about a better understanding of worker behavior,

and if that was evidence of his "failure as social

scientist, then most of us would be happy to fail."5 5

Homans need not have worried. Mayo's research became

institutionalized by the early 1950s. The year Homans

defended his mentor, Roethlisberger wrote to Mayo that he

was "astonished to find the dent which our work has made in

a number of circles." Although he reported to Mayo that

their research had come under fire from younger critics, he
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reassured Mayo that this actually demonstrated the

importance of their studies: "For only one thing held true:

we were not ignored." 5 6 On one level, Roethlisberger was

correct. In 1945 Henry Ford II, in a public address before

stockholders, stated that the "human engineering" of an

organization was as important as mechanical engineering.

The son of the founder of the largest American automobile

company, Ford announced that human engineering would be the

new slogan and guiding principle of the corporation.57 In

1948, over thirty colleges and universities held centers for

research in Industrial Relations.58 The Industrial

Relations Research Association, established in 1947, boasted

over one thousand members after just one year of

existence.59 During the year in which the association was

organized, William Lloyd Warner's fourth volume of his

"Yankee City" series appeared. The Social System of the

Modern Factory; The Strike: A Social Analysis reaffirmed the

conclusions drawn by Hawthorne researchers and presented in

Mayo's The Human Problems.6 0

The monograph examined a strike that took place in

Newburyport, Massachusetts in 1933. Warner dismissed

economic factors as an explanation for the strike and the

workers call call for a union. Instead, Warner suggested

that the change of ownership from a local family to an out-

of-town group, combined with the increasing mechanization of

the workplace and the division of labor, destroyed the group
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solidarity that previously had existed. The union,

according to Warner, merely substituted a sense of community

for which that the community, itself, had once provided the

workers. He did not, however, conclude that the union was a

permanent solution for the community, nor did he suggest

government regulations to protect the worker. Like Mayo,

before him, Warner once again called for a human relations

approach for a permanent solution to the problems facing

America's Yankee City.6 1

According to an article in Fortune several years later

businesses answered that call. Entitled "The Crown Princess

of Business," the article concluded that business executives

recognized that in order to maintain an efficient and

profitable corporation, "human relations is now the key."

The modern manager "will be a generalist who will not think

in terms of specific work but rather in terms of the art of

managing other people's work."6 2

Thus, by the mid-1950s, human relations in industry was

an accepted part of the university curriculum, had the

support of a one-thousand-member organization, and had

received the endorsement of the business community. It was

within this atmosphere that the first examination of the

Hawthorne experiments appeared. In 1958, Henry A.

Landsberger, an industrial sociologist at the School of

Labor and Industrial Relations at Cornell, published

Hawthorne Revisited: Management and the Worker, its Critics,
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and Development in Human Relations in Industry.

Landsberger devoted the book to a thorough reassessment

of the history of Hawthorne as presented in the pages of

Management and the Worker. In his introduction, Landsberger

informed the reader that he had decided to concentrate on

the book because its publication created a "civil war among

sociologists."6 3  He then listed the complaints of the

work's critics, including the serious charge that the

personal biases of its creators overshadowed the facts

uncovered. Landsberger rejected this charge, arguing that

the criticism was based more upon timing than upon thought-

ful critical consideration. Landsberger wrote that the

complaints resulted from the fact that many of the

conclusions of the work were passe by the time of its

publication and that the orientation of social scientists

had changed. He admitted that the influence of the

depression and a discussion of unions were absent from

Management and the Worker but noted that no union existed at

the plant and that the Depression had affected all of

industrial society.6 4 Instead, Landsberger concluded, the

monograph was responsible for legitimizing the field of the

science of human relations in industry, and the authors

"need not hang their heads in shame, for the book is indeed

a classic." 6 5

In general, reviewers praised Landsberger's balanced

criticism of Management and the Worker and applauded his
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analysis of the Hawthorne studies.66 Unfortunately, no

mention was made of Landsberger's failure to examine the

records of the Hawthorne experiments or study the papers of

Mayo and his associates at Harvard's Department of

Industrial Research. Mayo's research at Hawthorne was not

placed in a proper historical context until two years later,

when Loren Baritz's The Servants of Power: A History of the

Use of Social Science in American Industry appeared. As the

title suggests, Baritz presented a critical analysis of the

role of social scientists between the wars. Baritz repeated

many of the criticisms first voiced by such scholars as

Daniel Bell, that industrial sociologists measured their

success by how well they adjusted the worker to his job, to

insure greater efficiency in the factory. Mayo and the

Hawthorne experiments received some attention, but the books

length, 225 pages, and intent, a popular survey of the

behavioral sciences at work in industry, precluded much

detailed analysis. In addition, Baritz faced the handicap

of not being able to view the papers of the Rockefeller

Foundation or the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial, closed

to the public at the time.

The year Servants of Power appeared, 1960, the

university press of Harvard reissued Mayo's Human Problems

of an Industrial Civilization. Asked to write the

introduction, Roethlisberger took advantage of the

opportunity to defend his mentor. Acknowledging that "Mayo
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was not a systematic thinker," Roethlisberger, nevertheless,

suggested that this did not justify the extreme statements

made about his colleague.67 A failure to understand what

Mayo believed and the times in which he conducted his

research, Roethlisberger concluded, led to irreverent

attacks that "makes me still blush with shame." He added

"that men who called themselves 'scientists' should

understand so little the nature of scientific questions and

evidence appalled me." 6 8

Over the next twenty years, scholars studied the

"nature of scientific questions and evidence" examined by

social scientists between 1920 and 1940. Placing their

work in historical context, these scholars challenged the

claim of objectivity made by their predecessors. The first

scholar to question the role of social scientists between

the wars was Barry Karl. In a 1968 article, Karl examined

the "Power of Intellect and the Politics of Ideas. "69

Repeating the oftquoted phrase of Dwight McDonald, that a

philanthropic organization is "a large body of money

completely surrounded by people who want some," Karl argued

that philanthropies contributed money for research in order

to control what "they wish society to know."7 0 As an

example, Karl suggested that independent organizations like

the Social Science Research Council were created in the

early 1920s "to free academicians from control by university

and college administrators and to give them independent
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access to the growing sources of funding."7 1 These funds

guided the research of those who received them. Karl

asserted that social scientists were brought into existence

and sustained by policy makers who found them useful.

Karl's argument echoed the general comments made three years

earlier by Lewis Cosar in his essay, "Foundations as

Gatekeepers in Contemporary Intellectual Life."72 Cosar

suggested that foundations determined what should be studied

as well as how those subjects should be studied. Social

scientists, thus, quickly learned to adapt their grant

requests to meet the goals and methodological requirements

of the donors.

In the 1980s, two sociologists, Donald Fischer and

Martin Bulmer, tested the hypothesis of Karl and Cosar. In

separate articles, the two scholars examined the role of the

Rockefeller Foundation and the Laura Spelman Rockefeller

Memorial. Although Bulmer noted the importance of the

Memorial in supporting large-scale sociological research, he

disagreed with the argument that its funds tainted the

research undertaken during the 1920s and 1930s.73 Bulmer,

however, failed to trace the origins of Memorial support of

the social sciences to Rockefeller, Jr.'s, proposed

Institute of Economic and Social Research. Furthermore,

Bulmer, in noting Memorial support for Mayo's research,

ignored the behind-the-scenes maneuvering that had placed

Mayo at Harvard. Fisher's examination of the Rockefeller
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Foundation's support for the social sciences led him to the

conclusion that the foundation had played a mediating role

between the economic goals of capitalists and the needs of

society. Young social scientists, eager to establish

reputations for themselves and legitimize such new

disciplines as applied anthropology, industrial psychology,

and urban sociology, far too often, Fisher believed, allowed

foundation monies to frame the parameters of social science

research.74

The most recent research on the influence of

foundations supports Fischer's argument. Robert Kohler's

Partners in Science examined the "social system of

patronage" and the "intellectual give and take" that existed

between those who desired research funds and those officials

who controlled the funds.7 5 Like Fisher, Kohler believed

that foundation officials became the mediators between

academic social scientists and the civic leaders of the

philanthropies. Kohler concluded that a "trade-off of

authority" took place. Social scientists retained the

authority to control their methodology, while their

"sponsors defined the larger context in which the public

value of their science would be judged." 7 6

Ironically, Kohler echoed the conclusion drawn by

Edward C. Lindeman, the author of the first survey of

foundation influence in American society. In his 1936

monograph, Wealth and Culture, Lindeman concluded that "very
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few important cultural projects of any size are consummated

in this country without having experienced either the direct

or indirect impact of foundation philosophy and

influence." 77 Lindeman's examination of one hundred

foundations suggested "that whenever their appropriations

are accepted there enters at the same time this subtle

influence in the direction of protecting the value system in

existence, that is, of conserving the status quo."7 8

Richard Gillespie's dissertation supported Lindeman's

assertion. In "Manufacturing Knowledge," the only detailed

examination of the Hawthorne experiments thus far

undertaken, Gillespie pointed out that from the outset of

the experiments in 1924, the goal of company executives was

a better understanding of the factors which contributed to

worker production. Although Mayo denied that an increase in

production was the guiding force of the research, Western

Electric officials always measured the success of the

Hawthorne studies by the information the research revealed

about production levels and the promise of lessening

management-worker conflict.

It was this latter point that attracted the interest of

Rockefeller Foundation officials and the board of trustees

of the Memorial and explained their attraction to Elton

Mayo. From his book-length publication in 1919, Democracy

and Freedom, through his monograph, Human Problems of an

Industrial Civilization, to his last publication, "Human
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Problems in Industry," an article which appeared in the

World Review in May 1949, Mayo emphasized the same point

repeatedly: never before had men made relatively greater

progress in the rational control of physical forces or

relatively less in the rational control of social relations.

This inconsistency was most apparent in the modern factory,

the dominant economic and social organization in

contemporary society. Thus, Mayo argued that social

scientists must focus their research on the modern factory.

Further, managers must be trained in the art of human

relations in order to create a cooperative spirit between

management and workers, or industrial warfare would be

inevitable. To support his thesis, Mayo emphasized the

"discovery" that workers formed their own informal social

organization at the plant and that this network affected

worker pro- duction.79

But was this discovery new? As early as 1832, one

company executive, James Montgomery, warned fellow mill

owners, "I do not hesitate to assert that a Spinning factory

can never be managed more profitably, and more to the

satisfaction of the proprietors, then when there exists a

good feeling and good understanding between the managers and

workers."80 That workers formed their own informal social

organizations was made clear by Frederick Taylor in his

Principles of Scientific Management.81 Taylor insisted that

"the shop was really run by the workmen, and not by the
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bosses." Eight-and-a-half years of studies at Hawthorne

revealed what Taylor already knew: "workers carefully

planned just how fast each job should be done." 8 2 To

correct this situation, Taylor argued, in an appearance

before the Congressional Commission on Industrial Relations

in 1915, and like Mayo years later, that both Management and

workers would have to undergo a "mental revolution" in their

perceptions of each other and their roles in society. Once

both parties underwent this "mental revolution," conflict

between the two groups would disappear, and the war between

Labor and Management would end.8 3

The year Taylor appeared before the congressional

committee, Rockefeller, Jr., was attempting to overcome the

negative publicity generated by the violence at Ludlow. One

solution was to control the publicity by influencing the

flow of information to the public. Rockefeller, Jr., hoped

to accomplish this with the public relations expertise of

Ivy Lee and his proposed Institute of Economic and Social

Research. Influenced by such figures as MacKenzie King,

Arthur Young, and Raymond Fosdick and convinced that the

events of 1911 and 1916 had created a competition of

ideologies, Rockefeller, Jr., sought a means to guide the

labor movement and ensure the triumph of corporate

capitalism. The method chosen to accomplish this goal was

to influence the research undertaken regarding Labor itself.

The Memorial became the vehicle to accomplish this goal.
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Thus, in the words of Ellen Condliffe Lagemann, a "Politics

of Knowledge" developed in the first half of the twentieth

century. Lagemann defined "politics of knowledge" as the

creation, organization, development and dissemination of

knowledge.8 This politics of knowledge became critical to

the process through which public policy was set. But the

politics of knowledge created a problem: which would take

precedence--practice guiding the development of theory, or

theory guiding the development of practice? The career of

Elton Mayo suggests the latter.

Mayo believed that the behavioral sciences held the key

to ending the conflict between Labor and Capital and to

regaining a measure of social control in society. He sought

to discover "laws" of human behavior analogous to the laws

of the physical world. Once the impulses of human behavior

were understood, then behavior could be predicted, and thus,

controlled. This promise of social control attracted Mayo

to Ruml and the Board of Trustees of the Memorial. Ruml

used his influence to acquire a position for Mayo, first at

the Wharton School of Economics and then the Business School

at Harvard. Monies from the Rockefeller Foundation

sustained his appointment at Harvard through the the early

1940s. Between 1923 and 1943 Mayo and his research

associates received an astounding sum of $1,520,000. Most

of this money resulted from his involvement at Hawthorne.

Once the Hawthorne studies ended and the grant money ran
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out, Mayo was set adrift. With his network of support gone,

Mayo could not sustain his favorable position at Harvard,

and he retired. But he had accomplished the goal set forth

by Ruml and Rockefeller, Jr.; the behavioral sciences

claimed the same authority as that accorded the physical

sciences, and Management, at least in their eyes, could

rationalize the irrelevancy of unions and dismiss many

workers complaints as personal not job related problems.

An examination of Mayo's career, however, suggests that

many of his sweeping generalizations were just that; rarely

did statistical or physical evidence support his theories.

Why then, did Mayo receive critical acclaim? Mayo arrived

like the immigrants, forty years before him, with little to

recommend a successful career. But like his predecessors,

he possessed a skill that the ruling elite needed. Unlike

his fellow immigrants, his skill was not the physical

strength needed in the factory, but the intellectual tools

for studying those who did the work. Both, however, were

employed for the same purpose: to build Industrial America

quickly, efficiently, and at the behest of others. Mayo

provided, in the words of Richard Hofstadter, a "ceremonial

solution." That is, Mayo created the illusion that what he

proposed was new and triumphant.85 Mayo used utopian

language to disguise, not the imposition of a new ideology,

but the triumph of the already-established dominant

ideology. He accomplished this through introducing new
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methods, not goals; emphasizing means, not ends; focusing on

process, not ideals. Mayo rejected the notion that one

function of social science may be to explore alternatives to

the present system, not merely making more effective those

that are already in place. As a result, Mayo served as a

administrative assistant rather than as a detached

professional consultant.

In his defense, Mayo was not a social scientist but a

philosopher; his only earned degree was a Bachelor of Arts

in philosophy. He remained a philosopher throughout his

career; his was a philosophy conditioned by his birth in the

Nineteenth Century and the social upheavals he had

encountered while living in Australia. In a note, written

to Ruml before boarding for his first flight to England and

his final departure from America, Mayo noted that he and

Dorothea "continue to live in the nineteenth century in

spite of the changes about us, so that we regard the journey

with some apprehension."8 6 His journey in life made Mayo,

in the words of British sociologist J. H. Smith, "a marginal

man," never fully appreciated in Australia, isolated in his

latter years in America, and too ill to enjoy his retirement

in England, his adopted home.87 The only time Mayo felt

accepted was when he received the support of Ruml and the

Memorial. This acceptance, unfortunately, placed Mayo in

the same position of those he had studied, an employee of

Management.
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